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TOWN OFFICERS, 1923
Selectmen—William T. Eldridge, Henry W. Barnes, Jr.,
Dexter H. Craig, Frank Eastwood and Josiah A. Robbins.
Town Clerk—George B. Howland.
Town Treasurer—George B. Howland.
Collector of Taxes—Herbert W. Bartlett.
Town Accountant—Elmer R. Harlow.
Assessors—George Harlow, chosen 1921 for three years:
James C. Bates, chosen 1922 for three years; Nathaniel G.
Lanman, chosen 1923 for three years.
Overseers of the Poor—Herbert W. Bartlett, chosen 1921
for three years; George L. Gooding, chosen 1922 for three
years; William T. Eldridge, chosen 1923 for three years.
Water Commissioners—Robert C. Harlow and John L.
Morton, chosen 1921 for three years; John H. Damon, chosen
1922 for three years; William R. Morton and Ernest L. Samp-
son, chosen 1923 for three years.
School Committee—Helen F. Pierce, chosen 1921 for three
years; Edward W. Bradford, chosen 1922 for three years; Ed-
ward R. Belcher and Ellis W. Brewster, chosen 1923 for three
years; Frederick D. Bartlett, chosen 1923 for two years; Burt
H. Corey, chosen 1923 for one year.
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Cemetery Commissioners—Arthur E. Blackmer, chosen
1921 for three years; Richard T. Eldridge, chosen 1922 for
three years; Horace M. Saunders, chosen 1923 for three years.
Burial Hill Committee— Cemetery Commissioners.
Agawam and Halfway Pond Herring Fishery Committee
—
Warren S. Gale, Frank Harlow and Alfred Holmes.
Park Commissioners—John Russell, chosen 1921 for three
years; resigned March 9, 1923 and Henry T. Geary chosen to
fill the vacancy; Patrick 0. Conley, chosen 1922 for three
years; Loomis R. Grant, chosen 1923 for three years.
Board of Health—Harry R. Talbot, chosen 1921 for three
years; Walter D. Shurtleff, chosen 1922 for three years; Her-
bert S. Maxwell, chosen 1923 for three years.
Surveyors and Measurers of Lumber— Alvin A. Hall,
Cornelius C. Holmes, and Warren S. Bumpus.
Surveyor of Wood and Bark—^Alfred C. Finney.
Planning Board—^Arthur Lord, LeBaronR. Barker, George
L. Gooding, Francis C. Holmes and Arthur E. Blackmer.
Field Drivers and Fence Viewers—Charles H. Raymond
and Lewis F. Smith.
Sexton—^Arthur L. Howland.
Pound Keeper—Russell L. Dickson.
Committee on Inland Fisheries—^James S. Clark, Warren S.
Gale and Geoffrey D. Perrior.
Sealer of Weights and Measurers—Daniel J. Sullivan.
Beach Committee—Selectmen.
Superintendent of Streets—Arthur E. Blackmer.
Superintendent of Water Works—^Arthur E. Blackmer.
.
Collector of Water Rates—N. Reeves Jackson.
—
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Harbor Master—^Alfred Holmes.
Board of Registration—George F. Anderson, appointed
1921 for three years; Charles H. Sherman, appointed 1922 for
three years; Herbert W. Clark, appointed 1923 for three years.
Superintendent of Oak Grove and Vine Hills Cemeteries
and Burial Hill—Edward F. Stranger.
Superintendent of Chiltonville Cemetery—Charles Rogers
Superintendent of Manomet Cemetery—George A. Manter
Superintendent of Cedarville Cemetery—James L. Haskell.
Superintendent of Almshouse—Russell L. Dickson.
Fire Commissioner—Robert C. Harlow.
Town Engineer—Arthur E. Blackmer.
Chief of Police—John Armstrong.
Tree Warden—Abbott A. Raymond.
Forest Warden—Ira C. Ward.
Local Moth Superintendent—Abbott A. Raymond.
Committee on Sewers—Selectmen.
—
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ABSTRACTS OF RECORDS OF 1923.
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING, MARCH 24, 1923.
ARTHUR LORD, Moderator.
Article Three:
On motion of George B.Howland, Voted: That the reports
of the several boards of officers and committees of the Town
be accepted and placed on file.
Article four:
On motion of George B. Howland, Voted: That the Town
authorize the Town Treasurer, with the approval of the
Selectmen or a majority thereof, toborrow during the financial
year beginning January 1, 1924, in anticipation of the revenue
of said year, such sums of money as may be necessary for the
current expenses of the Town, giving the notes of the Town
therefor, payable within one year from the dates thereof.
All debts incurred under the authority of this vote shall be
paid from the revenue of said financial year.
Article six:
On motion of Alfred S. Burns, it was unanimously voted
:
That the sum of $5,000.00, including the dog tax of 1922,
amounting to $1439.12, be appropriated for the maintenance
of the Plymouth Public Library.
Article seven:
On motion of Alfred S. Burns, it was unanimously voted:
That the sum of $500.00 be appropriated in aid of the Mano-
met Public Library.
—
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Article eight:
On motion of Alfred S. Burns, it was unanimously voted:
That the following appropriations be made:
Article nine:
On motion of Alfred S. Burns, it was unanimously voted:
That the sum of $1,000.00 be appropriated for the mainten-
ance and improvement of the Stephens Field Playground.
Article ten
:
On motion of Alfred S. Burns, it was unanimously voted:
That the sum of $100.00 be appropriated for the Stephens'
Field Sea Wall.
Article eleven:
On motion of Alfred S. Burns, it was unanimously voted:
That the sum of $350.00 be appropriated for defraying the
expenses of the observance of Memorial Day.
Article twelve
:
On motion of Alfred S. Burns, Voted: That the Town
appropriate a sum not exceeding $250.00 for the use of the
Plymouth County Trustees for County Aid to Agriculture,
and choose a Town Director.
Article thirteen:
To see if the Town will vote that the adjourned annual
meetings of the Town of Plymouth be held on the evening
of Monday following the fourth Saturday of March.
On motion of Alfred S. Burns, Voted: That the section
under this article be indefinitely postponed.
Article seventeen:
Mr. Henry Walton moved that Article 17 be next taken
up for consideration and the motion was carried.
Mr. Henry Walton then moved: That the memorial for
properly commemorating the services and sacrifices of
Soldiers, Sailors and Marines under authority granted by
Clause 12, Section 5, Chapter 40 of the General Laws which
was authorized at the annual town meeting, 1922, be con-
Park Department,
Parks, for Cutting Wood
Training Green,
$3,300 00
300 00
300 00
—
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structed on the Lothrop Lot, so called, on Court Street, in
accordance with the plans submitted, the position that said
building shall occupy on said Lothrop Lot, so-called, be
designated by the Selectmen, and that the Selectmen be and
hereby are authorized in accordance with the provisions of
Section 105 of Chapter 41 of the General Laws to appoint a
temporary Board of Trustees to serve until the next annual
meeting of the Town, to have charge and control of the con-
struction of such memorial and have the custody and care
thereof after its construction. Said Board to have authority
to enter into contracts in the name and behalf of the Town.
Mr. Alfred P. Richards moved as a substitute motion;
That action under Article 17 be hereby postponed, and the
motion was carried.
Article fourteen:
To see if the Town will vote to rescind the votes passed
under Article 7 at a Town Meeting held on October 11, 1919,
providing for the erection of a Town Hall as a Memorial
Building and making an appropriation of three hundred
thousand ($300,000) Dollars therefor.
Article fifteen
:
To see if the Town will vote to rescind the vote passed
-under Article 12 at the Town Meeting held March 25, 1922,
appropriating sixty thousand ($60,000) dollars for the con-
struction of a Memorial Building.
Article sixteen:
To see if the Town will vote to rescind the vote passed
under Article 14 at the Town Meeting held March 25, 1922,
appropriating one hundred and twenty-five thousand
($125,000) Dollars for a Municipal Auditorium.
Article eighteen:
To see if the Town will vote to amend the vote passed at
the Annual Town Meeting, March 25, 1922, under Article
14 of the warrant for said meeting, by striking out the figures,
*
'$125,000.00" wherever the same appear in said vote and
substituting in place thereof the words, 'Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars" so that said vote shall read as follows:
—
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'That the Town appropriate the sum of Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars to erect and equip with suitable seats a
municipal auditorium on the Lothrop Lot now owned by the
Town on Court Street, said building to be constructed sub-
stantially in accordance with plans submitted and now be-
fore this meeting; that the construction of said building shall
be under the direction of the Selectmen and a committee of
five to be appointed by the Selectmen. The Selectmen and
said committee shall procure bids for the erection of such a
building on the plans submitted and specifications to be
furnished by advertising therefor in the usual manner, and
are hereby authorized to sign a contract in the name of the
Town for the erection of said building at a price not to ex-
ceed the amount of the appropriation therefor and that any
contract so made shall cover the cost of the building, 1500
seats and architects and engineering fees."
Article nineteen
:
To see if the Town will vote to issue bonds or notes of the
Town to carry into effect any action the Town may take
under the preceeding article, Article 18 of this warrant.
Mr. Alfred P. Richards moved that Articles 14, 15, 16,
18 and 19 be considered together. And the motion was
carried.
Mr. Alfred P. Richards then moved; That no action be
taken under Articles 14, 15, 16, 18 and 19, at this time. And
the motion was carried.
Article twenty:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That the Town
accept Chapter One Hundred and sixty-two of the Acts of
1921, entitled '*An act authorizing the Town of Plymouth
to erect a wharf and public landing."
Article twenty-one:
On motion of George B. Howland, Voted: That the re-
port of the Relocation Committee be accepted and filed.
Article twenty-two
:
On motion of George B. Howland, it was unanimously
voted; That the consideration of Articles 22 and 23 be
taken up together.
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Mr. Harry B. Davis moved: That the Town erect a
wharf or pier and public landing on the property now owned
by the Town and property to be acquired on Water Street
opposite South Park Avenue and extending Northerly to a
point opposite Lothrop Street, in accordance with plans
submitted by the Relocation Committee and the sum of
$130,000.00 be and is hereby appropriated therefor. The
erection of said wharf or pier and public landing shall be
under the direction of a Committee of Ten to be appointed
by the Selectmen, and to provide funds for the construction
of such wharf or pier and public landing, the Town Treasurer
be and hereby is authorized, when so directed by the Select-
men to borrow the sum of $130,000.00 and to issue therefor
bonds or notes of the Town signed by the Treasurer and
countersigned by a majority of the Selectmen. The bonds
or notes so issued shall bear interest payable semi-annually
at a rate not exceeding five per centum per annum, shall
bear the date of issue and shall be made payable in such
annual proportionate payments as will extinguish the entire
issue in ten years from its date. Three hundred forty-three
voting in the affirmative and forty in the negative, the motion
was carried.
Article twenty-four:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, it was unanimously
voted : That the Town does hereby authorize the Selectmen
to take by purchase or by eminent domain, under the pro-
visions of Chapter 162 of the Acts of 1921, such land between
the Easterly line of Water Street and low water mark as may
be necessary to carry into effect the action of the Town under
Articles 22 and 23; and that the sum of Eight Thousand
(8,000.00) Dollars be appropriated out of the sum appropria-
ted under Article 22 of this warrant, to cover the purchase
price or awards therefor.
Article twenty-five:
Mr. Charles H. Raymond moved: That action under
this article be indefinitely postponed. But the motion was
lost.
.
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That the Park
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Commissioners be instructed to ascertain how much said land
can be purchased for and to report to the next Special Town
Meeting.
Article twenty-six:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted : That the Town
accept and allow a layout of part of Newfields Street, from
Summer Street to a stone bound southerly of Jackson's Lane,
as laid out by the Selectmen and reported to the Town, said
layout to supersede all previous laying out of that part of
the way.
Article twenty-seven
:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That the Town
appropriate a sum not exceeding $5000.00 for resurfacing
on Court Street.
Article twenty-eight
:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That a sum not
exceeding $5,000.00 be appropriated for the construction of
a surface water drain on Court Street from Hamilton Street
northerly.
Article twenty-nine:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted : That the Town
appropriate a sum not exceeding $1,500.00 for construction
of a surface Water Drain on Aiden Street.
Article thirty:
To see if the Town will appropriate a sum not exceeding
four thousand (4,000) Dollars for construction of a sewer on
Prince Street, easterly from Court Street, and on Cordage
Street northerly from Prince Street.
On miotion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That action
under this article be indefinitely postponed.
Article thirty-one:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That the Town
appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 for rebuilding the bridge
over Town Brook on Water Street.
Article thirty-two:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted : That the Town
appropriate the sum of ten thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars
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for macadamizing Sandwich Road from a point near the
entrance of the Jordan Hospital, southerly towards Bramhalls
Corner.
Article thirty-three:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted : That the Town
appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for laying a bituminous
macadam or other suitable hard surface, on the Beaver Dam
Road from the State Highway, towards the bridge over
Beaver Dam Brook.
Article thirty-four:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That the sum
of $2,800.00 be appropriated for alterations and additions
to the building in Vine Hills Cemetery.
Article thirty-five
:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That the Town
with the Selectmen investigate and report at some future
meeting of the Town as to the desirability of the Town con-
tracting with the Pilgrim Tercentenary Commission, subject
to the approval of the Governor and Council for the care
and maintenance by the Town, of the land acquired and the
structures erected by said Commission along the waterfront
and Water Street in Plymouth, constituting the Water
Front Improvements so-called.
Article thirty-six:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted : That the Town
contract with the Pilgrim Tercentenary Commission, subject
to the approval of the Governor and Council for the future
care and maintenance by the Town of the land acquired and
structures erected thereon between School Street and Burial
Hill and South Russell Street.
Article thirty-seven:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted : That the Town
appropriate the sum of $600.00 for the purpose of providing
headquarters for Post No. 40, American Legion, as provided
in Sec. 9, Chap. 40 of the General Laws.
Article thirty-eight:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted : That the Town
appropriate the sum of $150.00 for the purpose of providing
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headquarters for the United Spanish War Veterans, as pro-
vided in Chap. 227, Acts of 1921.
Article thirty-nine:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, it was unanimously-
voted: That the sum of $200.00 be appropriated for a
public camping place at the foot of Nelson Street, as recom-
mended by the Park Commissioners.
Article forty:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, it was unanimously
voted: That the sum of $500.00 be appropriated for public
band concerts.
Article forty-one
:
To see if the Town will request the School Committee to
acquire the land and buildings thereon, or any part of the
premises, as bounded by North Russell Street, land of the
Inhabitants of the County of Plymouth, South Russell Street
and land of the Inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth, for
the purpose of a recreation centre.
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That action
under this article be indefinitely postponed.
Article forty-two
:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted : That the Town
discontinue as a Town way, that part of South Russell Street
described in this article.
Article forty-three
:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That the sum
of five hundred (500) dollars be appropriated to erect a stone
wall on South Russell Street in line with the stone wall which
is easterly of the Cornish School Building so-called.
Article forty-four:
To see if the Town will vote to widen Court Street from
Allerton Street northerly to the Plymouth and Middleboro
Railroad bridge and make an appropriation therefor.
On motion of William T. Eldridge, Voted: That action
under this article be indefinitely^postponed.
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Article forty-five.
To see if the Town will vote to widen South Street from
Sandwich Street to Pleasant Street, to authorize the taking
of land necessary, and to make an appropriation therefor.
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That action
under this article be indefinitely postponed.
Article forty-six:
To see if the Town will instruct the Selectmen as to what
action it considers desirable relating to signs overhanging the
sidewalks.
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That action
under this article be indefinitely postponed.
Article forty-seven
:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That the sum
of nine hundred dollars (900) be and hereby is appropriated
for the observance of July Fourth, of an Old Home Day in
connection with Forefathers' Day and for music for public
celebrations; said money to be expended by the Board of
Selectmen.
Article forty-eight:
To see if the town will vote to establish a voting precinct
in Manomet.
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That action
under this article be indefinitely postponed.
Article forty-nine:
On motion of Alfred P. Richards, Voted: That the sum
of $5,000.00 be transferred from the reserve from Overlajdngs
of Taxes, to the Reserve Account in the hands of the Advisory
and Finance Committee.
On motion of George B. Rowland, Voted: That the sum
of $385,501.29 be raised and assessed upon the polls and
estates of the Inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth and upon
the estates of the non-residents, to defray the expenses of
the Town for the ensuing year.
On motion of William T. Eldridge, Voted: To adjourn.
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SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, JULY 21, 1923.
ARTHUR LORD, Moderator.
Article two:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens it was unanimously voted
:
That the Town amend the vote passed under Articles 22 and
23 of the warrant for the meeting held on March 24, 1923,
by striking out all of said vote after the word ''Selectmen"
in the second sentence, and substituting therefor the follow-
ing:
''And to meet said appropriation there be raised in the
levy of the current year the sum of $6,000; and that the
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, be and here-
by is authorized to borrow a sum not exceeding $124,000, and
to issue therefor bonds or notes, said bonds or notes to be
denominated, "Town of Plymouth Public Landing Loan,
Act of 1921," and to be payable in accordance with the
provisions of Section 19, Chapter 44 of the General Laws
and of Chapter 162 of the Acts of 1921, so the whole loan
shall be paid in not more than ten years from the date of issue
of the first bond or note, or at such earlier dates as the Treas-
urer and Selectmen may determine," so the said vote will
read as follows:
"Voted: That the Town erect a wharf or pier and public
landing on the property now owned by the Town and proper-
ty to be acquired on Water Street, opposite South Park
Avenue, and extending northerly to a point opposite Lothrop
Street, in accordance with plans submitted by the Re-loca-
tion Committee, and the sum of $130,000.00 be, and is here-
by appropriated therefor. The erection of said wharf or
pier and public landing shall be under the direction of a
committee of ten to be appointed by the Selectmen; and to
meet said appropriation there be raised in the levy of the
current year, the sum of $6,000.00; and that the Treasurer,
with the approval of the Selectmen, be and hereby is author-
ized to borrow a sum not exceeding $124,000.00, and to issue
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therefor bonds or notes, said bonds or notes to be denomina-
ted, 'Town of Plymouth Pubhc Landing Loan, Act of 1921,''
and to be payable in accordance with the provisions of
Section 19, Chapter 44 of the General Laws, and of Chapter
162 of the Acts of 1921, so the whole loan shall be paid in
not more than ten years from the date of issue of the first
bond or note, or at such earlier dates as the Treasurer and
Selectmen may determine/'
Article three:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens it was unanimously
voted: That the Relocation Committee be authorized to
lease space for business purposes on the contemplated new
wharf subject to the approval of the Selectmen.
Article four:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens it was unanimously
voted: That the Relocation Committee be authorized to
expend from money already appropriated for the erection
of a wharf the sum not to exceed ten thousand dollars for
the purpose of dredging in the vicinity of the said wharf.
On motion of George B. Howland, Voted: That the sum
of $6,000.00 be raised and assessed upon the Inhabitants of
the Town of Plymouth and upon the estates of the non-
residents to defray the expenses of the Town for the ensuing
year.
On motion of George B. Howland, Voted: To adjourn.
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, AUG. 4, 1923.
ALFRED P. RICHARDS, Moderator.
Article two:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, it was unanimously
voted: That the Town hereby appropriate the sum of One
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Hundred Fifteen Thousand (115,000.00) Dollars for making
an addition to the Hedge School House, including the pur-
chase of additional land therefor, as recommended by the
School Committee.
Article three:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, it was unanimously
voted : That to meet the appropriation made under Article
2, there be raised in the tax levy of the current year the sum
of Sixteen Thousand (16,000) Dollars; and that the Town
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, be and here-
by is authorized to borrow a sum not to exceed Ninety-nine
Thousand (99,000) Dollars, and to issue therefor bonds or
notes of the Town, to be known as the ''Hedge School Addi-
tion Loan", the same to be payable in accordance with Sec-
tion 19 of Chapter 44 of the General Laws, so that the whole
loan shall be paid in not more than ten years from the date
of issue of the first bond or note, or at such earlier date as
the Treasurer and Selectmen may determine.
Article four:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted: That the re-
port of the Park Commissioners be accepted.
Article five:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, it was unanimously
voted: That the Park Commissioners be and hereby are
authorized to secure the land on the North side of Town.
Brook, so-called, as shown on their plan of taking for Park
purposes; and to take the same by eminent domain if neces-
sary.
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, it was unanimously
voted : That the Town hereby appropriate the sum of Five
Thousand (5000) Dollars, the same to be raised in the tax
levy of the current year, to secure the conveyance to the
Town of that part of the land shown on the Plan of the Park
Commissioners to be taken for Park purposes as now belongs
to Malvina Emond.
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Article six:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, it was unanimously
voted : That the Town hereby appropriate the sum of Five
Hundred (500) Dollars, to be raised in the tax levy of the
current year, to rebuild and otherwise repair the wall on the
South side of Burial Hill.
Article seven:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted: That the Town
appropriate for Granolithic Sidewalks all reimbursements
for Granolithic Sidewalks during the coming year.
Article eight:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted : That the Town
use the sum, namely. Two Hundred Sixty (260) Dollars
received from the sale of the Franklin Street Engine House
and Lot to lessen the tax levy of the current year.
Article nine:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted: That on and
after this date, the Town discontinue opening the Town
Offices in the Town House for business purposes on Wednes-
day Evenings.
On motion of George B. Howland, Voted: That the sum
of $21,500.00 be raised and assessed upon the inhabitants
of the Town of Plymouth and upon the estates of the non-
residents to defray the expenses of the Town for the ensuing
year.
Voted: To adjourn.
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, DEC. 1, 1923.
ARTHUR LORD, Moderator.
Article two:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted: That the Town
appropriate from money in the Treasury not otherwise
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appropriated, the sum of One Thousand Dollars for the use
of the Police Department.
Article three
:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted: That the Town
appropriate from money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of Fifteen Hundred Dollars for the use
of the Fire Department.
Article four:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted: That the
Town appropriate from money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of Two Hundred Dollars for the use
of the Department of Sealing Weights and Measures.
Article five:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted : That the Town
appropriate from money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of Eight Hundred Dollars for the use
of the Forest Warden's Department.
Article six:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted : That the Town
appropriate from money in the Treasury, not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of Fifty-five Hundred Dollars for the
purchase of a Caterpillar Tractor and Snow Plow for the use
of the Street Department.
Article seven:
On motion of Patrick 0. Conley, it was unanimously voted:
That the Town appropriate from money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, the sum of Fifteen Hundred Dollars
for the use of the Park Commissioners to purchase and lay
pipe in Stephens Field.
Article eight
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted : That the Town
appropriate from money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of Eleven Hundred Seventeen and
91/100 Dollars to reimburse the Town of Wareham, for one
half the amount of certain expenses on the Agawam and
Halfway Pond Herring Stream.
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Article nine:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted: That the Town
authorize the Cemetery Commission to transfer One Hundred
Thirty-two and 55/100 Dollars from the appropriation given
it for the Oak Grove and Vine Hills Cemeteries to the special
appropriation for the alteration and addition to the Cemetery
Building.
Article ten:
On motion of Francis J. Heavens, Voted : That the Town
authorize the Cemetery Commission to transfer Twenty-six
and 70/100 Dollars from its Burial Hill appropriation to its
special appropriation for repairing the Wall for Burial Hill.
Voted: To adjourn.
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REPORT OF ADVISORY AND FINANCE
COMMITTEE
TOWN OF PLYMOUTH
FOR ANNUAL TOWN MEETING TO BE HELD
MARCH 24, 1923
Article 5. To make the necessary appropriations to de-
fray the expenses of the Town, and for other purposes, and
to raise such sums of money as the Town shall deem expe-
dient.
NOTE:—The Committee wishes to express its thanks to
the various departments for their co-operation. The ex-
amination of the expenditures for the past year has satisfied
the Committee that the Town's money has been carefully
spent. The Committee feels, too, that the amounts asked
for are reasonable. Its recommendations, therefore, do not
vary greatly from the estimates submitted by the various
departments.
The Committee recommends the following appropriations
for the various Departments : Recommended
By
By
Advisory
Departments Committee
Selectmen's Department, $2,400 00 $2,400 00
Accounting Department, 1,700 00 1,700 00
Treasury Department, 1,500 00 1,500 00
Tax Collector's Department, 2,150 00 2,150 00
Assessors' Department, 5,000 00 5,000 00
Law Department, 800 00 800 00
Town Clerk's Department, 1,550 00 1,550 00
Engineering Department, 900 00 900 00
Street Line Survey, 150 00 150 00
Planning Board, 100 00 100 00
Election and Registration, 600 00 600 00
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Maintenance oi 1 own House, 2,000 l\C\00 2,150 00
Police Department, 17,000 00 17,000 00
Fire Department 29,489 00 28,664 00
Sealmg Weights and Measures, 1,900 00 1,900 00
Moth Suppression, 5,000 00 5,000 00
iree Warden s Department, 3,000 00 3,000 00
Forest Warden's Department, 3,500 00 O CAA3,500 AA00
Inland Fisheries, 200 00 200 00
Plymouth County 1 rustees lor
Aid to Agriculture, 250 00 250 00
Plymouth County Hospital
Maintenance, 6,982 08 6,982 08
TT T~\ J_ J_Health Department, 17,000 00 17,000 00
Public Sanitaries, 1,900 00 1,900 00
Sewers, 3,000 00 3,000 00
Prince Street Sewer, 4,000 00
Roads and Bridges, 40,000 00 40,000 00
New Stone Crusher, 3,000 00 3,000 00
Resuriacmg on Court Street, 5,000 00 5,000 00
Court Street Drain, 5,000 00 5,000 00
Alden Street Drain, 1,500 00 1,500 00
TT7 J_ C^J- J. T~> • 1Water Street Bridge, -I rrvrv1,500 00 1,500 f\f\00
Sidewalks, 3,500 00 3,500 00
Sidewalks—Granolithic, 3,000 00 3,000 00
Snow and Ice Removal, 5,000 00 5,000 00
street Sprinkling, 6,000 f\(\00
r\r\r\
6,000 00
Street Lighting, 14,500 00 14,500 00
TT 1 TV /r XHarbor Master, 150 00 150 00
Pensions for Town Laborers, 1,500 00 1,500 00
Poor Department, 17,000 00 17,000 00
Mothers Aid, 4,500 00 4,500 00
Military Aid, 263 50 263 rrv50
Soldiers Relief, 7,306 32 7,306 32
School Departments, 214,285 00 214,285 00
School Department lor Bills, Z,7Z9 45 O TOA 45
Plymouth Public Library (In-
cluding Dog Tax, $1,439.12), 5,000 00 5,000 00
Manomet Public Library, 500 00 500 00
Park Department, 3,300 00 3,300 00
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Park Dep't. for cutting wood in Park, 300 00 300 00
Training Green, 300 00 300 00
Stephen's Field, 1,000 00 1,000 00
Stephen's Field Wall, 100 00 100 00
Public Camping Place, 500 00 200 00
Providing Headquarters for Plym-
outh Post No. 40, American Legion 600 00 600 00
Providing Headquarters for United
Spanish War Veterans, 150 00 150 00
Sexton, 150 00 150 00
Memorial Day, 350 00 350 00
July 4th and Forefathers' Day, 1,200 00 900 00
Band Concerts, 500 00 500 00
Miscellaneous Account, 4,000 00 4,000 00
Reserve Account (from Reserve
Overlay), 5,000 00 5,000 00
Water Department Maintenance, 19,000 00 19,000 00
Water Department Construction, 8,000 00 8,000 00
Oak Grove and Vine Hill Ceme-
teries, 10,000 00 10,000 00
Oak Grove and Vine Hill Cemeteries
(For Alteration and Additions to
Building), 1,800 00 2,800 00
Burial Hill Cemetery, 1,700 00 1,700 00
Chiltonville, Manomet, South Pond,
and Cedarville Cemeteries, 300 00 300 00
Town Debt and Interest, 44,000 00 44,000 00
$555,555 35 $551,280 35
Article 6. To take such action as the Town may see fit
in aid of the Plymouth Public Library.
The Committee recommends that the sum of $5,000.00,
including the Dog Tax of 1922, amounting to $1,439.12, be
appropriated for the maintenance of the Plymouth Public
Library.
Article 7. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum not
exceeding five hundred (500) dollars in aid of the Manomet
Public Library.
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The Committee recommends that the sum of $500.00 be
appropriated in aid of the Manomet PubHc Library.
Article 8. To see what appropriation the Town will
make for the care and improvement of the various parks and
of the Training Green.
The Committee recommends the following appropriations:
Park Department, $3,300.00; Cutting Wood in Parks,
$300.00; Training Green, $300.00.
Article 9. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum not
exceeding one thousand (1,000) dollars for the maintenance
and improvement of the Stephens' Field Playground.
The Committee recommends that the sum of $1,000.00
be appropriated for the maintenance and improvement of
the Stephens' Field Playground.
Article 10. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum
of one hundred (100) dollars for construction of sea wall
at the Stephens' Field Playground.
The Committee recommends that the sum of $100.00 be
appropriated for the Stephens' Field Sea Wall.
Article 11. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding three hundred and fifty (350) dollars to pay
the expenses of the observance of Memorial Day.
The Committee recommends that the sum of $350.00 be
appropriated for defraying the expenses of the observance of
Memorial Day.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate for the use of the Plymouth County Trustees
for County Aid to Agriculture a sum not exceeding two
hundred and fifty (250) dollars and choose a Town Director,
as provided in Section 45, Chapter 128, of the General Acts
1921, and act thereon.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
a sum not exceeding $250.00, for the use of the Plymouth
County Trustees for County Aid to Agriculture, and choose
a Town Director.
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Article 13. To see if the Town will vote that the ad-
journed annual meetings of the Town of Plymouth be held
on the evening of Monday following the fourth Saturday of
March. (By petition.)
The Committee recommends that the Town take no action
under this Article.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the
votes passed under Article Seven at a Town Meeting held
on October 11, 1919, providing for the erection of a Town
Hall as a Memorial Building and making an appropriation
of three hundred thousand (300,000) dollars therefor.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the
vote passed under Article Twelve at the Town Meeting held
March 25, 1922, appropriating sixty thousand (60,000)
dollars for the construction of a Memorial Building.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the
vote passed under Article Fourteen at the Town Meeting
held March 25, 1922, appropriating one hundred and twenty-
five thousand (125,000) dollars for a Municipal Auditorium.
Article 17. To hear the report of the Committee on the
Veterans' Memorial Building to take such action thereon as
the Town may deem expedient and make an appropriation
therefor.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to amend the
vote passed at the Annual Town Meeting March 25, 1922,
under Article Fourteen of the warrant for said meeting by
striking out the figures, ''$125,000.00'' wherever the same
appear in said vote and substituting in place thereof the
words, 'Two Hundred Thousand Dollars" so that said vote
shall read as follows:
"That the Town appropriate the sum of Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars to erect and equip with suitable seats a
municipal auditorium on the Lothrop lot now owned by the
Town on Court Street, said building to be constructed sub-
stantially in accordance with plans submitted and now be-
fore this meeting; that the construction of said building shall
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be under the direction of the Selectmen, and a committee of
five to be appointed by the Selectmen. The Selectmen and
said committee shall procure bids for the erection of such a
building on the plans submitted and specifications to be fur-
nished, by advertising therefor in the usual manner, and are
hereby authorized to sign a contract in the name of the Town
for the erection of said building at a price not to exceed the
amount of the appropriation therefor and that any contract
so made shall cover the cost of the building, 1,500 seats and
architects and engineering fees."
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to issue bonds
or notes of the Town to carry into effect any action the
Town may take under the preceding article. Article Eight-
een of this warrant.
The Committee recommends that Articles 14-15-16-18
and 19, being closely related, be considered together. (Arti-
cle 17 is in the hands of a Special Committee.)
The Town has voted to erect a Memorial Town Hall at a
cost of $300,000.00. It has also voted to erect a Municipal
Auditorium at a cost of $125,000.00. No voter wants or
expects the Town to erect the two buildings. It seems, how-
ever, that the large majoiity of the voters believe that a
building with a large hall, such as is contemplated by both
plans already acted upon, is necessary for the needs of the
Town.
Many, including the Committee, believe the Town is under
obligation to erect a building at a cost of approximately
$300,000. As a practical matter the Committee believes
that neither of said buildings can be or will be erected with-
out the co-operation of the factions in interest.
The Committee, therefore, invited the Memorial Town Hall
Committee and Judge Davis to discuss with them the plans
already submitted for the purpose of working out, if possible,
a plan that would incorporate the salient features of both
plans. Time was too short to work out a plan for this meet-
ing, but the Memorial Town Hall Committee and Judge Davis
have expressed their willingness to co-operate with the be-
lief that they can work out a plan that will be acceptable
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to a large majority of the voters. It is expected that the
Memorial Town Hall Committee will present such a plan at
a Special Town Meeting in the near future, and the Advisory
Committee, therefore, recommends that no action be taken
under these Articles.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to accept Chap-
ter One Hundred and Sixty-two of the Acts of 1921, entitled
''An act authorizing the Town of Plymouth to erect a wharf
and public landing."
The Committee recommends that the Town accept Chap-
ter 162 of the Acts of 1922, entitled ''An act authorizing the
Town of Plymouth to erect a wharf and public landing."
Article 21. To hear the report of the Relocation Com-
mittee appointed according to the vote under Article 6 of
the Special Town Meeting held on January 29, 1921.
This article referred to a special committee.
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to erect a wharf
or pier on the property now owned by the Town and proper-
ty to be acquired, on Water Street opposite South Park Ave-
nue, extending northerly to a point opposite Lothrop Street
on land of Lewis Goodall, and to make an appropriation
therefor.
The Committee recommends that the Town erect a wharf
or pier according to this article and make an appropriation
of $130,000 therefor. (Messrs. Burns, Royal, Edes, Parsons,
and Richards, dissenting).
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to issue bonds
or notes of the Town to carry into effect such action as the
Town may take under Article Twenty-two of this warrant.
The Committee recommends that the Town issue bonds *
or notes to carry into effect Article 22.
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the taking of such land lying between the easterly line of
Water Street and low water mark as may be necessary to
carry into effect any action the Town may take under Arti-
cles Twenty-two and Twenty-three of this warrant.
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The Committee recommends the taking of such land ly-
ing between the easterly line of Water Street, and low water
mark, as may be necessary to carry into effect Articles 22 and
23.
Article 25. To see if the Town will accept and allow the
taking of certain land by the Park Commissioners, in fee by
eminent domain, for park purposes as reported to the Towti
;
said land being a parcel of land on the northerly side of
Town Brook and lying easterly from Main Street Extension,
so-called, and make an appropriation therefor.
The Committee recommends that the Park Commissioners
be instructed to ascertain how much said land can be pur-
chased for and to report to the next Special Town Meeting.
Article 26. To see if the Town will accept and allow a
layout of part of Newfields Street, from Summer Street to
a stone bound southerly of Jackson's Lane, as laid out by
the Selectmen and reported to the Town, said layout to
supersede all previous laying out of that part of the way.
The Committee recommends that the Town accept and
allow the layout of Xewfields Street as specified in the above
article.
Article 27. To see if the Town will make an appropria-
tion not exceeding five thousand (5,000) dollars for resur-
facing on Court Street.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
a sum not exceeding $5,000.00 for resurfacing on Court Street.
Article 28. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding five thousand (5,000) dollars for construction
of a surface water drain on Court Street from Hamilton
Street northerly.
The Committee recommends that a sum not exceeding
$5,000.00 be appropriated for the construction of a surface
Water Drain on Court Street, northerly from Hamilton Street.
Article 29. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding fifteen hundred (1,500) dollars for construc-
tion of a surface water drain for Alden Street.
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The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
a sum not exceeding $1,500.00 for construction of a surface
Water Drain on Alden Street.
Article 30. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding four thousand (4,000) dollars for construc-
tion of a sewer on Prince Street, easterly from Court Strret,
and on Cordage Street northerly from Prince Street.
The Committee recommends that the Town take no action
under this article.
Article 31. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding fifteen hundred (1,500) dollars for rebuilding
the bridge over Town Brook on Water Street.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $1,500.00 for rebuilding the bridge over Town
Brook on Water Street.
Article 32. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum
of ten thousand (10,000) dollars for macadamizing of Sand-
wich Road from the present end of macadam, near the en-
trance of the Jordan Hospital, to BramhalFs Corner in Chil-
tonville. (By petition).
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
$10,000.00 for macadamizing Sandwich Road from a point
near the entrance of the Jordan Hospital, southerly towards
Bramhall's Corner.
Article 33. To see if the Town will make an appropria-
tion for laying a bituminous macadam or other suitable hard
surface on the Beaver Dam Road in Manomet, from the
State Highway to the bridge over Beaver Dam Brook. (By
petition.)
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $5,000.00 for laying a bituminous macadam or
other suitable hard surface, on the Beaver Dam Road from
the State Highway, towards the bridge over Beaver Dam
Brook.
Article 34. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum
of eighteen hundred (1800) dollars for alterations and addi-
tions to the building in Vine Hills Cemetery.
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The Committee recommends that the sum of $2,800.00 be
appropriated for consistent alterations and additions to the
building in Vine Hills Cemetery.
Article 35. To see if the Town will instruct the Select-
men to investigate and report at some future meeting of the
Town as to the desirability of the Town contracting with
the Pilgrim Tercentenary Commission, subject to the ap-
proval of the Governor and Council, for the care and main-
tenance, by the Town, of the land acquired and the struc-
tures erected by said Commission along the waterfront and
Water Street in Plymouth, constituting the Water Front
Improvements, so-called.
The Committee recommends that the subject matter there-
of be referred to the Selectmen to examine and report as to
the advisability of the Town entering into a contract for the
future care and maintenance of land of the Commonwealth
bounded by Water Street and the structures thereon, and
report to the Town Meeting hereafter to be held, with their
recommendations thereon.
Article 36. To see if the Town will contract with the
Pilgrim Tercentenary Commission, subject to the approval
of the Governor and Council, for the future care and main-
tenance, by the Town, of the land acquired and the struc-
tures erected thereon, between School Street and Burial
Hill and South Russell Street.
The Committee recommends that the Selectmen be author-
ized to contract in the name and behalf of the Town with the
Pilgrim Tercentenary Commission, subject to the approval
of the Governor and Council, for the future care and main-
tenance of the land lying between School Street and the
Burial Hill and South Russell Street and the Burial Hill in
Plymouth, which was acquired by the Commonwealth, and
the retaining wall enclosing the same, now forming part of
Burial Hill.
Article 37. To see if the Town will appropriate for the
purpose of providing headquarters for Post 40, American
Legion, a sum not exceeding six hundred (600) dollars, as
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provided in Section 9, Chapter 40 of the General Laws.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $600.00 for the purpose of providing headquarters
for Post No. 40, American Legion, as provided in Sec. 9,
Chap. 40, of the General Laws.
Article 38. To see if the Town will appropriate for the
purpose of providing headquarters for the United Spanish
War Veterans a sum not exceeding one hundred and fifty
(150) dollars, as provided in Chapter 227, Acts of 1921.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $150.00 for the purpose of providing headquarters
for the United Spanish War Veterans, as provided in Chap.
227, Acts of 1921.
Article 39. To see if the Town will vote to establish a
public camping place as recommended by the Park Commis-
sioners and make an appropriation for that purpose not
exceeding five hundred (500) dollars.
The Committee recommends that the sum of $200.00 be
appropriated for a public camping place at the foot of Nelson
Street, as recommended by the Park Commissioners.
Article 40. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
a sum not exceeding five hundred (500) dollars for public
band concerts, said money to be disbursed by the Board of
Selectmen.
The Committee recommends that the sum of $500.00 be
appropriated for public band concerts.
Article 41. To see if the Town will request the School
Committee to acquire the land and buildings thereon, or
any part of the premises, as bounded by North Russell Street,
land of the Inhabitants of the County of Plymouth, South
Russell Street and land of the Inhabitants of the Town of
Plymouth, for the purpose of a recreation centre. (By
petition.)
The Committee recommends that no action be taken under
this article.
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Article 42. To see if the Town will discontinue as a Town
way, as much of South Russell Street as lies westerly of a
line, which is in line with the stone wall easterly of the Corn-
ish School Building, so-called, extending southerly across
said South Russell Street.
The Committee recommends that the Town discontinue
as a Town way, that part of South Russell Street described
in the above article.
Article 43. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men, in the event the Town votes to discontinue a portion
of South Russell Street, under the proposed article, to erect
a stone wall in said street in line with the stone wall which is
easterly of the Cornish School Building, so-called, and make
an appropriation therefor.
The Committee recommends that in event of the Town
voting to discontinue a portion of South Russell Street, that
favorable action be taken under the above article and that
the sum of $500.00 be appropriated.
Article 44. To see if the Town will vote to widen Court
Street from Allerton Street northerly to the Plymouth and
Middleboro Railroad Bridge and make an appropriation
therefor.
The Committee recommends favorable action be taken on
the above article.
Article 45. To see if the Town will vote to widen South
Street from Sandwich Street to Pleasant Street, to authorize
the taking of land necessary, and to make an appropriation
therefor.
The Committee recommends that no action be taken on
the above article.
Article 46. To see if the Town will instruct the Select-
men as to what action it considers desirable relating to signs
overhanging the sidewalks.
The Committee makes no recommendation under the
above article.
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Article 47. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum of
money not exceeding twelve hundred (1200) dollars to pay
the expenses of the observance of July Fourth, and of an
Old Home Day in connection with Forefathers' Day, said
money to be expended by the Board of Selectmen accord-
ing to the laws relating to such appropriations.
The Committee recommends that the sum of $900.00 be
appropriated for the observance of July 4th and of an Old
Home Day in connection with Forefathers' Day. Said mon-
ey to be expended by the Board of Selectmen.
Article 48. To see if the Town will vote to establish a
voting precinct in Manomet.
The Committee recommends that no action be taken under
this article.
Article 49. To see if the Town will authorize the trans-
fer of a sum not exceeding five thousand (5,000) dollars from
the Reserve from Overlayings of Taxes to the Reserve Ac-
count in the hands of the Advisory and Finance Committee.
The Committee recommends that the sum of $5,000.00 be
transferred from the reserve from Overlayings of Taxes, to
the ReserveAccount in the hands of the Advisory and Finance
Committee.
Respectfully submitted
:
ADVISORY AND FINANCE COMMITTEE,
TOWN OF PLYMOUTH,
Alfred P. Richards, Oliver L. Edes, William H. Harriman,
Henry W. Royal, Alfred S. Burns, John B. Finney, John
A. Harris, Isaac B. Holmes, Edward C. Holmes, Earl W.
Gooding, Willard H. Parsons, Frederick R. Snow, James S.
Swanton, Charles R. Wood.
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SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, AUG. 4, 1923
Article two:
To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of one hundred
and fifteen thousand (115,000) dollars for an addition to the
Hedge School, including the purchase of additional land there-
for.
The Committee recommends favorable action under this
article.
Article three:
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to issue
"bonds or notes of the Town to an amount not exceeding
ninety-nine thousand (99,000) dollars to carry out action
of the Town under the preceding article.
No recommendation made by the Committee.
Article Four:
To hear a report of the Park Commissioners and act there-
on.
No recommendation made by the Committee.
Article Five:
To see if the Town will authorize the Park Commissioners
to take by eminent domain the land on the northerly side of
Town Brook for Park Purposes as reported to the Town, and
make an appropriation therefor.
No recommendation made by the Committee.
Article Six:
To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of five hun-
dred (500) dollars for wall for Burial Hill.
The Committee recommends favorable action under this
article.
Article Seven:
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate for Granolithic
Sidewalks all reimbursements for granolithic construction
during the current year.
The Committee recommends favorable action under this
article.
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Article Eight:
To see what disposition the Town will vote to make of the
sum of two hundred and sixty (260) dollars received from sale
of the Franklin Street Engine House and Lot.
The Committee recommends that the Town use the sum,
namely, Two Hundred Sixty (260) Dollars received from the
sale of the Franklin Street Engine House and Lot to lessen
the tax levy of the current year.
Article Nine:
To see what action the Town will take in regard to dis-
continuance of the opening of the Town House on Wednesday
evenings.
The Committee recommends favorable action under this
article.
Respectfully submitted,
F. J. Heavens, Isaac B. Holmes, Edw. C. Holmes, Chas. R.
Wood, F. R. Snow, Alfred Burns, John D. Brewer, Guy
Cole, Earl W. Gooding, James S. Swanton, Allen D. Russell.
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, JULY 21, 1923.
Article Two:
To see if the Town will vote to amend the vote passed under
articles 22 and 23 of the warrant for the meeting held on Mar.
24, 1923, by striking out all of said vote after the word *'Se-
lectmen" in the second sentence, and substituting therefor
the following:—''and to meet said appropriation there be
raised in the levy of the current year the sum of $6,000; and
that the Treasurer, with the approval of the selectmen, be
and hereby is authorized to borrow a sum not exceeding
$124,000; and to issue therefor bonds or notes to be de-
nominated, 'Town of Plymouth Public Landing Loan, Act
of 1921", so the whole loan shall be paid in not more than
ten years from date of issue of the first bond or note, or at
such earlier dates as the Treasurer and Selectmen may de-
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termine" so the said vote will read as follows: ''Voted: that
the Town erect a wharf or pier and public landing on the
property now owned by the Town, and property to be ac-
quired on Water St., opposite South Park Ave., and extend-
ing northerly to a point opposite Lothrop St., in accordance
with plans submitted by the relocation committee, and the
sum of $130,000. be and hereby is appropriated therefor.
The erection of said wharf or pier and public landing shall be
under the direction of a committee of ten to be appointed by
the Selectmen ; and to meet said appropriation there be raised
in the levy of the current year the sum of $6,000; and that
the Treasurer be, and hereby is authorized to borrow a sum
not to exceed $124,000. and to issue therefor bonds or notes,
said bonds or notes to be denominated 'Town of Plymouth
Public Landing Loan, Act of 1921", and to be payable in
accordance with the provisions of Sec. 19, Chap. 44 of the
General Laws, and of Chap. 162 of the acts of 1921, so the
whole loan shall be paid in not more than ten years from the
date of issue of the first bond or note, or at such earlier date
as the Treasurer and Selectmen may determine."
Without dissenting vote the committee recommends favor-
able action under this article.
Article Three:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Re-location
committee or the Selectmen to lease space for business pur-
poses on the contemplated new wharf.
The committee recommends that the words "or Select-
men" be struck from the above article and the words "under
the approval of the Selectmen" be added thereto, so that the
article will read as follows—To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Re-location Committee to lease space for busi-
ness purposes on the contemplated new wharf, under the
approval of the Selectmen.
The Committee recommends favorable action under the
Article in its amended form.
Article Four:
To see if the Town will authorize the Re-location Com-
mittee to expend from money already appropriated for the
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erection of a wharf the sum not to exceed $10,000; for the
purpose of dredging in the vicinity of said wharf.
The Committee recommends favorable action under the
above article.
Alfred S. Burns, John B. Finney, John A. Harris, Isaac B.
Holmes, Edward C. Holmes, Earl W. Gooding, Willard
H. Parsons, Frederick R. Snow, James S. Swanton, Charles
R. Wood, John D. Brewer, Guy R. Cole, Charles W.
Gifford, Francis J. Heavens, Allen D. Russell.
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, DEC. 1, 1923.
Article Two:
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated a sum not ex-
ceeding One Thousand (1,000) dollars for the Police Depart-
ment.
The Committee recommends favorable action under this
article.
Article Three:
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated a sum not exceeding
Fifteen Hundred (1,500) dollars for the Fire Department.
The Committee recommends favorable action under this
article.
Article Four:
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated a sum not to
exceed Two Hundred (200) dollars for sealing weights and
measures.
The Committee recommends favorable action under this
article.
Article Five:
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated a sum not to
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exceed Eight Hundred (800) dollars for the Forest Wardens
Department.
Favorable action recommended by Committee.
Article Six:
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated a sum not ex-
ceeding Fifty-five Hundred (5,500) Dollars for a caterpillar
tractor and snow plow.
Favorable action recommended by Committee.
Article Seven:
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated a sum not exceed-
ing Fifteen Hundred (1,500) dollars for the purchase and
laying of soil pipe in the Stephens Field, as recommended by
the Park Commissioners.
No recommendations was made by the Committee.
Article Eight:
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated a sum to reimburse
the Town of Wareham for one half of the am.ount of certain
expenses on the Agawam and Half Way Pond herring stream.
The Committee recommends that a sum not exceeding
Eleven Hundred and Seventeen Dollars and N^inety-One
Cents (1,117.91) be appropriated under the above warrant,
that sum being the amount due to the Town of Wareham.
Article Nine:
To see if the Town will authorize the transfer of One Hun-
dred Thirty-Two Dollars and Fifty Five Cents ($132.55)
from the Oak Grove and Vine Hills Cemetery appropriation
to the special appropriation for the alteration and addition
to the Cemetery Building as recommended by the Cemetery
Commissioners.
The Committee recommends favorable action under this
article.
Article Ten:
To see if the Town will authorize the transfer of Twenty-
Six Dollars and Seventy Cents from the Burial Hill Cemetery
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appropriation to the special appropriation for wall for Burial
Hill, as recommended by the Cemetery Commissioners.
The Committee recommends favorable action under this
article.
Respectfully submitted.
Francis J. Heavens, John D. Berwer, Allen D. Russell, F.
Russell Snow, James S. Swanton, Isaac B. Holmes, Edward
C. Holmes, Guy R. Cole, Chas. W. Gifford.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON TOWN LIGHTING
MARCH 24, 1923.
The Committee appointed under vote of the Town to make
a study of the electric lighting conditions are in a position to
make a report of progress only at this time.
Several inspections of the lights throughout the Town have
been made by members of the Committee and satisfactory
conferences have been held with Mr. Bent and Mr. Gardner
of the Plymouth Electric Light Company.
We recommend that the wires be put underground on
Water Street near Plymouth Rock and on Coles Hill as was
originally intended when the improved street lighting was
adopted. We also recommend that the White Way lamps
be given more attention and the globes kept in better condi-
tion which we are assured will be done. We also recommend
that a part of the inspections be made at night rather than
daytimes which we are also assured will be done. We also
recommend a re-location of some of the lamps and believe
that better results will be obtained. At the present time
there is no allowance made for lamps that are out which
occurs very often and sometimes for quite a period. We
recommend that this be taken into consideration and there
be an abatement made to the town for such lamps as are out.
We hope and believe that in the near future there will not
only be a marked improvement in the character of lights
now furnished the Town but a reduction made in the cost for
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the service rendered; furthermore, the members of this Com-
mittee are united in the view that the Electric Light Com-
pany should be accorded every assistance in their endeavor
to improve their facilities according to plans which have been
brought to our attention and fully explained, and in reaching
this conclusion we are strongly influenced by the fact that a
reduction in cost of electricity to all consumers has been
practically assured us.
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD L. BURGESS,
ALTON D. EDES,
WILLIAM P. LIBBY
Committee.
REPORT OF THE PARK COMMISSIONERS TO THE
TOWN IN THE MATTER OF TAKING OF CERTAIN
LAND ON THE NORTHERLY SIDE OF TOWN BROOK
AUGUST 4, 1923.
In accordance with the vote of the Town, the Park Com-
missioners have attempted to obtain figures from the owners
of the land on the northerly side of Town Brook the taking
of which land was under consideration. The Commissioners
have been unable to obtain from the owners prices which
they can at this time submit to the Town.
The Board, however, having studied this matter and have
had a plan of the contemplated taking prepared by the Town
Engineer and they have obtained the services of three persons
whom they believe to be familiar with real estate values in
Plymouth. Those persons have given their judgment as to
the value of the land included in the plan. Those values
amount to $15,200.
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It is the opinion of the Board that those figures represent
a fair value for the land and that the land could be taken by
eminent domain for park purposes at the cost of approxi-
mately $15,200.
Respectfully submitted,
P. 0. CONLEY,
LOOMIS R. GRANT,
HENRY T. GEARY,
Board of Park Commissioners.
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REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
It is perhaps one of the most difficult tasks that the Select-
men are called on to perform, to present to the citizens at
the close of the year a report that shall cover in a concise
form the activities of the Town for the past year. Such a
report must necessarily be sketchy. There are many matters
that come up in the course of the years business that do not
appear of value enough to occupy space in this report but to
some individual it is that particular matter that is of the most
vital interest. To such persons we can only say that we put
in such things as seem to us to be of general interest and the
party who wants further information can get it by personal
inquiry at the Town House.
A large part of the Towns annual affairs are matters of
routine and do not materially differ from one year to another.
These things have been attended to and the ordinary work
of caring for the streets and sidewalks has been done. The
streets are in as good condition as the amount of money at
our disposal will allow, and they compare very favorably
with those of other towns. A certain amount of new work
has been done as the report of the Superintendent of Streets
will show. A large amount of the so-called tar sidewalk
has been laid and this has proved to be eminently satisfactory.
It is the intention of the Board to continue this work until
every street has at least one good walk for the use of the
citizens.
A new section of road has been put on the ''Beaver Dam"
road in response to a petition from the citizens of Manomet.
There has been a petition presented to the County Com-
missioners for a widening on Court St. near Shirley Square.
This while a meritorious plan as a simple widening was found
on careful investigation to be so expensive that the Board
of Selectmen felt that the best interests of the Town called
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for opposition to this project and we accordingly appeared
in remonstrance and the matter is at present in abeyance
until after the Town has had an opportunity to express its
desire in Town Meeting.
The details of road and sidewalk work can be found in
the report, of the Superintendent of Streets.
The Police Department has functioned as usual in an
efficient manner and the traffic has been handled in a satis-
factory way. The infractions of the general laws have been
no more than usual and in a majority of cases have been
punished as the Law provides. It has been found necessary
to add one permanent man to the force as the Civil Service
Commission under whose control the Department is, have
criticized the plan of keeping special officers on duty for
any continued length of time.
In the report of the Chief of Police he calls attention again
to the need of a Signal System whereby the officers can get
in touch with the station and the Chief can also get a man
on the street if needed at once. This matter was agitated
a year ago and a demonstration was given at the station
by the Gamewell people, but at that time the system propos-
ed was so comprehensive and also so expensive that it was
thought that the Town was hardly in a position to spend so
much money although the need of something of the kind was
very evident. The same Company have now shown a very
compact and effective plan that provides ample facilities
for getting in touch with the men wherever they may be and
also is a complete check on their movements at all times.
This would increase the efficiency of the Department and we
consider it a matter well worth the careful consideration of
the citizens.
We were faced with the necessity of appointing a new Fire
Commissioner this year. Mr. Robert C. Harlow who has
satisfactorily administered that office since its creation was
obliged to resign. He having for business reasons moved
away. The Selectmen after careful consideration appointed
Mr. Fred A, Jenks who has been identified with large interests
all of his life and who has been much interested in Fire
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Department matters. The appointment appears to have given
general satisfaction and we have no doubt that the affairs
of the Department will be administered in an efficient and
practical manner. The general conduct of the Department
has been very successful and while alarms have been numer-
ous the loss has been confined within very small limits. With
the present equipment the Department gets to a fire in the
shortest possible period of time and are enabled to commence
their work of extinguishment at once. The report of the
Commissioner will give the details of the years work and also
what he considers to be the needs of the Organization for the
coming year. We can only say that he is in the best position
to know what is required and we trust the Citizens will
consider carefully his recommendation.
There were a number of projects that received attention
at the last Annual Meeting and some of them received ap-
propriations. ]\Iost of these were carried out. One, (the
Alden Street Drain) was not done as there developed some
technical difficulties that have not as yet been cleared up.
It is hoped that we shall be able to go ahead with this soon
and complete this very much needed disposal of surface
water.
The widening on Court St. at North Plymouth developed
so much opposition from the abuttors that it was abandoned
and the road surface was carried across the car track at
that point making available some six or eight feet more of
street. This has alleviated to a large extent the difficulty
there. It is more and more evident that with traffic in-
creasing as it is that no system of widening will cope with
the situation. The only remedy seems to be to open new
streets and we would call especial attention to the proposed
plan for a new street from the north end of the Town along
the water front to the present Water Street. This is entirely
practical and can be built for a sum no greater than the pro-
posed widening at Shirley Square, while the benefits to be
derived exceed that project so much th?t there can be no
reasonable comparison. It is not suggested that this all
be done at once, but a layout can be made and a partial ap-
propriation made from year to year until the work is com-
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plete and the Town will have not only relief on Court St. but
an attractive drive that will be an asset to the Town in the
minds of the travelling Public.
There are a number of new projects that will come before
the Town at this March Meeting. Of these we would special-
ly call your attention to the one calling for a Tarvia surface
on the Bartlett Road in Manomet. Last year the Town
put in a hard surface on the Beaver Dam Road, and it would
seem fair to do the same on the Bartlett Road as this is a
more important road and in addition now accommodates the
new Community Building. The situation is worse than the
other in the fact that the Bartlett Road joins the State High-
way on a down grade and there is a constant wash from the
road which the hard surface will do away with. This road
is also used a great deal by people going to Fresh Pond and
is a through route to the State Highway again joining just
below Fresh Pond. The article calling for a sidewalk along
the State Highway is also one that merits approval. The
travel on the Highway is so great that a foot passenger is in
constant peril of life and a suitable place to walk would be of
the greatest public good. There are many places where
money can be spent to advantage and while all can not be
done it is the duty of the citizens to give careful attention
to what is asked for and vote intelligently for what will give
the greatest good to the greatest number. Another matter
that should receive favorable action is the petition of the
residents of White Horse Beach for a continuation of the
road from the end of the present hard surface along the water
front. This is now a bed of sand and carries a heavy traffic.
In the report of the Park Commissioners a number of
special appropriations are asked for. Of these the one calling
for the purchase of two small parcels adjoining what the Town
has already acquired on the northerly side of Town Brook
should be granted. This would give the Town the control
of the entire bank of the Brook where so much money has
alreadybeen spentby Mrs. Edith Emerson Forbes inlandscap-
ing, and would also provide a fitting site for the Statue of the
Pilgrim Maiden which the Society of New England Women
have had made and are only waiting for a place to put it.
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This statue which is similar to the one of Massasoit on Cole's
Hill is a fine work of art and would be an attractive ornament
to the park. Everything of this nature is an asset to the Town
as it makes the place more attractive to the travelling Public,
such a large proportion of which comes to Plymouth and inci-
dentally makes business for our citizens. Some of the other ap-
propriations asked for by the Park Commission may seem
large but it must be remembered that the Public is making
more and more use of the park facilities and in order to have
this done in an orderly and successful manner we must pro-
vide the necessary bath houses and other paraphenalia.
Money spent for these objects is a good investment for the
Town as they go far to make the people satisfied with their
surroundings and encourage a proper local pride. Another
suggestion is for an entrance to the Stephens Field Playground
from Sandwich St. This should be done now while the lot
is empty and before values increase. This would give a road
reaching the southerly end of the playgi^ound and could
then be carried along the upper side of the field and come out
on Fremont St. making a loop with an entrance on both
streets.
In closing this report we want to again call the attention
of the voters to the finances of the Town. While at present
we are in a very good condition it will require very careful
study and a conservatism in expenditure to keep us there.
"\Miile the Town should never be niggardly in the granting of
appropriations for worth while matters, still the voters
should weigh carefully the different matters and use their
best judgment in granting the sums asked for. Always
keeping in mind that the heads of the different departments
are in the best position to know what is actually required to
keep the Towti work up to the best standard of efficiencj^
The refusal of an appropriation for personal reasons or be-
cause without due investigation it seems too much is a poor
business procedure. On the other hand money should not
be granted just because someone asks for it. There is no
good reason why with the intelligent cooperation of the
citizens the present stable condition of the towns finances
can not be kept up.
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We wish to thank the different Departments for the loyal
way in which they have cooperated with the Board the past
year.
WILLIAM T. ELDRIDGE,
FRANK EASTWOOD,
DEXTER H. CRAIG,
HENRY W. BARNES, JR,
JOSIAH A. ROBBINS.
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF STREETS
AND TOWN ENGINEER
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
:
Gentlemen
:
I herewith submit the report of the Street and Engineering
Departments for the year ending December 31st, 1923.
BRIDGES.
The bridge over Eel River, near the factory of the Boston
Woven Hose & Rubber Company, had to be rebuilt during
the past year, at a cost of $1,483.47.
A facing wall of concrete was built to strengthen the exist-
ing masonry abutments and 14" steel I beams placed 33 on
centres were put in and planked with 4" hard pine timbers.
WATER STREET BRIDGE.
In accordance with a recommendation made in my report
of last year that a reinforced concrete floor be built on the
Water Street bridge over Town Brook an appropriation of
$1,500.00 was made to do this work.
Plans were prepared in this office and submitted to the
Highway Division of the Public Works Department for
approval by their bridge engineer.
This approval having been obtained, work was started
on May 16th, and completed on June 16th.
When the work was started it was found that the masonry
abutments would need to be strengthened before the new
floor was put on.
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A concrete reinforcing wall was placed in front of each
abutment and this has materially strengthened the structure,
K 1" reinforced concrete slab floor between 15" steel I
beams spanning the stream was built on these abutments,
together with a reinforced concrete rail on each side.
The necessity of strengthening the masonry abutments add-
ed substantially to the cost of the work and total cost was
$2,772.00.
The Town now has here a very durable structure capable
of carrying the heaviest loads likely to come upon it.
EEL RIVER BRIDGE AT WHIPPLE STONE CRUSHER
There is a wooden bridge over Eel River on Clifford Road
that should be rebuilt during 1924.
Plans have been prepared for a reinforced concrete flume
10' X 10' with provision at one end to put in flash boards in
order that the water in Howlands Pond may be kept up.
Mr. Sherman L. Whipple has signified his willingness to
contribute $500.00 towards the construction of this bridge
if provision is made for flash boards, since Howland Pond is
on his property and the appearance of the surroundings will
be much improved by a full pond.
The estimated cost of this work, exclusive of the extension
necessary for flash boards, is $1,500.00 and an appropriation
of this amount is recommended for this work.
SIDEWALKS.
A considerable amount of KP sidewalk, so called, has been
built during the past year, the location and cost being shown
in detail in the following table.
The total area of this type of walk built during the past
year was 4,000 square yards at an average cost of $.70 per
square yard.
The usual appropriation of $3,500.00 for sidewalk main-
tenance is recommended for 1924.
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KP SIDEWALKS
STREET AREA COST
Newfield 1,238 sq. yds. $737 43
Winslow 470
Brewster 195 :: ::} 526 42
South Park Avenue 386 (( (( 337 70
Court (Cold Spring) 298 ii (( 196 20
Samoset (near hotel) 350 (( (( 322 58
Samoset (Standish Ave.) 955 i( (( 607 15
Clifton 108 62 85
Total 4,000 sq. yds. $2,790 33
GRANOLITHIC SIDEWALK.
The following table shows the yardage of granolithic side-
walk constructed during the year 1923 and the lineal feet of
concrete curb.
The cost of the granolithic sidewalk averages about $2.25
per square yard and the concrete curb about $1.00 per lineal
foot.
I recommend an appropriation of $3,000.00 for continuing
granolithic sidewalk construction during the year 1924 in
co-operation with abuttors.
GRANOLITHIC SIDEWALK AND CURB.
STREET Sidewalk Curb
Court 150.7 sq. yds. 152.6 lin. ft.
Alden 98.0 " " 194.4 " "
Allerton 347.7 " " 250.1 "
"
Lothrop (north side) 77.3 " " 102.2 " "
Lothrop (south side) 128.4 " " 111.4 " "
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Court (at Ply. Cor.
Men's Club) 170.8 sq. yds.
Forest Ave. (Raggazzini's) 43.8
Court (Louis Knife's) 196.0 " "
Court (at Lutheran
Church) 50.0 " "
Obery 236.0 " "
196.0 lin. ft.
45.5 " "
153.2 " "
82.0
SANDWICH ROAD.
Sandwich Road, from the Jordan Hospital to Bramhalls
Corner, a distance of 4,470 feet, was rebuilt as a penetration
macadam.
The total cost of this job was $11,877.00 and the area
9,575 square yards, making a cost per square yard of $1.24.
Court Street, from Lothrop Street to Nelson Street, has
been resurfaced the past year with a 4" Tarvia X penetration
macadam.
The old road was scarified, regarded to reduce to crown of
the road, and the surplus material used to resurface Nelson
Street.
The new surface was carried to the east curb for the whole
distance, and between the rails of the Plymouth and Brock-
ton Street Railway from Lothrop Street to Cold Spring.
This adds materially to the usable width of the road in
narrow sections.
The total cost of this work was $5,300.00 and the area was
3,073 square yards, making a cost per square yard of $1.72.
A section of the road between the rails of the Plymouth
and Brockton Street Railway on Court Street at North
Spooner Street, containing about 400 square yards, was rebuilt
with penetration macadam, at a cost of $1.50 per square yard.
That section of Court Street from Nelson Street to Cherry
Street should be rebuilt during the year of 1924.
The length of this section is 4,130 feet, the average width
from east rail of car track to east curb is 23.6 feet and the
total yardage is 10,830 square yards.
COURT STREET RESURFACING.
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The estimated cost of this work is $20,000.00 and I re-
commend an appropriation of this amount to carry out this
work.
TAR TREATMENT OF GRAVEL STREETS.
The hght surface treatment of gravel streets with tar and
pea stone, initiated in 1921, has been continued during the
past year.
Brewster, Chilton, Allerton, from Court to Alden, and
Alden Streets, from Allerton Street to Standish Avenue, are
the gravel streets that have received their first tar treatment.
The streets similarly surfaced in preceding years have
been satisfactorily maintained during the past year by a
light application of tar (about 3^ gallon per square yard)
and a coating of sand.
The following table shows in detail the amount and type
of surfacing that have been built during the year and the
cost of same, also the area and maintenance cost of streets
previously tar treated.
There has been 15,810 square yards of gravel road thus
treated during the year at an average cost of $.163 per square
yard.
The above yardage is equivalent to 1.5 miles of road, 18
feet wide, surfaced at a cost of $1,710.00 per mile.
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It may be of interest at this time to review the experience
of the past four years in maintaining comparatively light
travelled streets with tar and pea stone treatment.
An analysis of the cost of this work, on the three streets
selected for experiment, namely Market, Pleasant and South
Streets, is shown in the following table.
This shows in the case of Market Street a total cost per
square yard for four years of $.41, or an average annual cost
of $.102.
On South and Pleasant Streets the total square yard cost
for the same period was $.316, making an average annual
cost of $.079 per square yard.
These figures would appear to indicate that gravel streets
not subjected to heavy truck travel can be maintained, in
the manner these three streets have been, at an annual cost
of from $.08 to $.10 per square yard, with an initial cost that
probably would not exceed $.20 per square yard.
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In view of the generally satisfactory results obtained by
this method of surfacing streets, I recommend that Allerton
Street, from Russell to Alden Street.; Standish Avenue, from
Alden to Spooner Street; Spooner Street to Court Street and
all side streets connecting the above mentioned route with
Court Street be improved in a similar manner during the year
1924.
The approximate square yards in these streets is 40,000
and I estimate $0.25 per square yard as the cost of resurfacing,
making a total estimated cost of $10,000.00.
I recommend a special appropriation of $10,000.00 for
carrying out this work during the ensuing year.
STONE CRUSHER.
A new portable stone crusher was purchased in 1923 of
the New England Road Machinery Company, at a cost of
$3,050.00.
The old scales at the crusher required renewal and a new
set of 'Tairbank" ten ton scales were installed at a cost of
$299.52.
A new pit, platform, scale house and roof (over bins)
was built at a total cost of $1,190.26.
There was 3,050 tons stone crushed during the past year
at a total cost of $6,100.00, excluding depreciation on plant.
This makes a cost of $2.00 per ton including cost of stone
which during the year 1923 has been $1.50 per ton delivered
at the crusher.
SEWERS AND DRAINS.
An appropriation of $5,000.00 was made to install a 20"
drain on Court Street between Cherry and Centennial Streets
as recommended in the report of 1922.
This drain has been laid from Cherry Street to Savery
Lane and four catch basins have been put in.
When the Plymouth and Brockton Street Railway Com-
pany are able to install a suitable track drain at Savery Lane,
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to connect with the catch basin at that point, most of surface
water that now follows down the track to Cherry Street will
be intercepted and taken off by the drain.
There was laid 398' of 8" sewer on Towns Street from
South Street to a point opposite the house owned by Max
Schreiber and the total cost of the job was $516.19.
The 8" main sewer on Standish Avenue was extended
218' to house of Manuel Lema at a cost of $217.66.
On November 15, 1923 the main sewer on Sandwich Street,
near Fremont Street, was reported clogged.
An examination showed that the Fremont Street sew^er was
broken near Sandwich Street and it became necessary to
replace 14' of 15" pipe. The total cost of this job was
$459.65 and the high cost of repairs is explained by the fact
that the sewer at this point is about 18' deep.
Upon completion of this repair job it was discovered that a
section of the main sewer on Sandwich Street was also broken
and repairs on this were made at a cost of $555.00 and the
work completed on January 15, 1924.
It is probable that the Town will be requested to m.ake
sewer extensions in several newly developed streets during
1924 and I recommend an appropriation of $4,000.00 be made
for sewers.
ROAD OILING
There has been used during the past year 55,900 gallons
of No. 3 Asphalt Road Oil, purchased of the Standard Oil
Company of New York, at a price of $0,083 per gallon ap-
plied. . - .
One carload was used in Cedarville on the same section
that was treated in 1922, and the results have been satis-
factory.
I recommend an appropriation of $6,000.00 for road oiling
for the year 1924.
SNOW REMOVAL.
Under Chapter 81, Section 19, of the General Laws, 'The
Town in which a state highway lies shall at its own expense
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keep such highway sufficiently clear of snow and ice to be
reasonably safe for travel."
The Town of Plymouth has substantially fifteen miles of
state highway, extending from Jabez Corner to the Bourne
line.
Under the law, as quoted above, the responsibility for
keeping this stretch of road open devolves upon the Town.
In order to increase our facilities for snow removal, a five
ton Holt Caterpillar Tractor with a Sargent Plow was pur-
chased in December, 1923, at a cost of $5,500.00. This will
add a powerful and efficient unit to our snow removal equip-
ment and should enable us to keep our roads open even dur-
ing severe storms.
The total expenditures, including cost of tractor and plow,
was about $11,000.00, during the past year.
ENGINEERING.
Lines and grades for road, sidewalk and sewer construction
have been finished during the year, and record plans of sewers
and Y locations have been made.
A plan for studying a proposed new shore road from Prince
Street to Water Street Extension has been started and work
on this is still in progress.
Surveys and plans for new lot development in Vine Hill
Cemetery have been made at the request of the Cemetery
Commissioners.

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TOWN CLERK
Births, Deaths, Marriag
FOR THE YEAR
1923
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN PLYMOUTH IN 1923
Jan. 5. James McCullough and Geneva Frances Braley,
both of Plymouth.
Jan. 6. George Raddiffe and Ethel Annie Priestley, both of
Plymouth.
Jan. 6. Nando Govoni and Alice Rogers, both of Plymouth.
Feb. 2. Henry Dries and Mary Geller Ruprecht, both of
Kingston, married in Plymouth.
Feb. 3. Antonio Bertozzi and Maria Morretti, both of Ply-
mouth.
Feb. 5. Harry F. Doyle and Mary B. Forstmeyer, both of
Plymouth.
Feb. 6. Leseo Malaguti and Thelma Neal, both of Ply-
mouth.
Feb. 10. Gaudencio Gil of Plymouth and Eufrosina Santos
of New Bedford, married in Plymouth.
Feb. 11. Morris Frim of Plymouth and Lillian Romer of
Boston, married in Boston.
Feb. 15. Frank Funi of Springfield and Mary Ferioli of Ply-
mouth, married in Springfield.
Feb. 21. Henry E. Morrison and Eva F. Taylor, both of
Plymouth.
Feb. 28. William E. Lanman and Agnes J. Mentzel, both of
Plymouth.
Feb. 28. Anthony W. Forne and Wilhelmine Wallin, both
of Plymouth.
Mar. 4. Herman Taylor and Madeline S. Muiphy, both of
Plymouth, married in Kingston.
Mar. 6. John W. Bryant and Annie C. Morton, both of Ply-
mouth.
Mar. 10. Norm.an R. MacDonald and Mary E. Hathaway,
both of Plymouth.
Mar. 14. Forrest L. Higgins of Plymouth and Clara H.
White of Watertown, married in Maiden.
Mar. 24. Alfred Brooks Cobb and Miriam Dorr, both of
Plymouth.
Mar. 30. Elmer Frederick Cook and Mary Elliott Morrison,
both of Plymouth.
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Mar. 31. William E. Braley and Margaret S. B. Lemoine,
both of Ph^mouth.
Mar. 31. Hiram Bryant and Mary Jennings, both of Ply-
mouth.
Apr. 7. Antonio Simoes and Rosa Rapoze, both of Plymouth
Apr. 7. Manuel Merada and Mary Annie Brenner, both of
Plymouth.
Apr. 7. Alfred August Santos and Mary Lopes, both of Ply-
mouth.
Apr. 9. Louis Dern, Jr. of Boston and Helen Jennette Dunn
of Plymouth, married in Boston.
Apr. 11. Earle F. Burgess and Fredrica V. Turner, both of
Plj^mouth, married in Hanover.
Apr. 14. Allen W. Wendergren of Rockland and Louise S.
Peck of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Apr. 15. John William Murphy and Ruth Marjorie Burrill,
both of Plymouth.
Apr. 18. George L. Gooding and Mary Emily Drew, both
of Plymouth.
Apr. 18. Gaetano Robert Tassinari of Somerville and Teot-
ista Borghi of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Apr. 21. Manuel Joaquim Morgado and Maria D'Anuncia-
cao Moreira, both of Plymouth.
Apr. 22. Alfred John Roy of Plymouth and Mary Louise
Deragon of Whitman, married in Whitman.
Apr. 23. Arthur W. Lacey of Plymouth and Grace J. Austin
of Roxbury, married in Roxbury.
Apr. 25. Frank Joseph Lawrence Jr. and Ethel Linwood
Baker, both of Plymouth.
Apr. 28. Manuel Pimental and Alice Alberghini, both of
Plymouth.
Apr. 29. Ernest Botieri and Elizabeth Lawlor, both of Ply-
mouth.
Apr. 30. Charles Paul Volta and Elizabeth Mary Doyle,
both of Plymouth.
May 5. Edward A. Kierstead and Emma Brink, both of Ply-
mouth.
May 5. Irving F. Knight and Cora May Craig, both of Ply-
mouth.
May 5. Manuel Silva and Angelina Souza, both of Plymouth
.
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May 7. Nicholas Longo and Celia A. Burgess, both of Ply-
mouth.
May 8. Clarence C. Swift of Plymouth and Doris Florence
Cripps of Bourne, married in Plymouth.
May 15. Edgar Dwight Hill and Margaret Johnson Manter,
both of Plymouth.
May 15. Ernest Gebhardt and Lucy Moreau, both of Ply-
mouth.
May 16. James A. Purdy of Carbondale, Pa. and Viola
Black of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
May 18. Charles E. Baker and Stella M. Pratt, both of Ply-
mouth.
May 19. Manuel Alfonso and Florinda Costodio, both of
Plymouth.
May 19. Charles Alfred Northup and Amy Franklin Drew,
both of Plymouth.
May 19. Vincent Louis Longhi and Jean Helen Cardou,
both of Plymouth, married in Duxbury.
June 4. Arthur H. Dowd and Susan W. Marchant, both of
West Yarmouth, married in Plymouth.
June 5. Sigfred Smith of Worcester and Helen M. Cronin of
Cambridge, married in Plymouth.
June 6. Everett C. Doten and Edith R. Wall, both of Ply-
mouth.
June 9. Fred Myron Rowell and Natalie Bartlett, both of
Plymouth.
June 9. Peter A. Dufault and Isabella Ruprecht, both of
Plymouth.
June 11. Adolph Franciosi of Brockton and Louise Eliza-
beth Gavoni of Plymouth, married in Brockton.
June 16. Fred E. Baker and Louise Huriaux, both of Ply-
mouth.
June 16. Albert Cellar and Adeline Hilda Santos, both of
Plymouth.
June 20. Alden F. Washburn of Plymouth and Ruth Caddis
Guilfoyle of Detroit, Michigan, married in Plymouth.
June 23. Edward Harold Donovan and Margaret Frances
Downey, both of Plymouth.
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June 24. Leo Clarence Joubert and Mary Melntee, both of
Plymouth.
June 27. Remo Carehia of Marshfield and Muriel H. Glass
of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
June 30. Timothy Joseph Sheehan of Boston and MaryJane
Conway of Pembroke, married in Plymouth.
June 30. Michael P. Maiers and Albina Cadorette, both of
Plymouth.
June 30. Alfred Clifton Christie of Kingston and Annie M.
McDonald of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
July 1. James Henry Butters and Cleora Agnes Stringer,
both of Plymouth, married in Kingston.
July 2. Frank D. McLaughlin and Rose Mary Boudreau,
both of Plymouth.
July 2. Cornelius J. Donovan of Plymouth and Ellen M.
Smith of Kingston, married in Kingston.
July 2. Ernest Edward Brown and Florence Baietti, both
of Plymouth, married in Kingston.
July 14. Archibald M. McAuley and Alicia May Bradbury,
both of Plymouth.
July 23. William S. McDonald of Duxbury and Florence E.
Andrews of Plymouth, married in Kingston.
July 28. William Bush Kooker of Hatboro, Pa. and Mildred
Louise Quartz of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
July 28, Roger W. Whiting of Plymouth and Eva J. Gowdy
of West Springfield, Mass., married in West Springfield.
July 29. Howard Francis Neal and Rea Barrault, both of
Plymouth.
Aug. 4. Earl F. Mooney and Evelyn Wright, both of Ply-
mouth.
Aug. 4. William T. Reagan and Angelina Reggiani, both of
Plymouth.
Aug. 12. Charles M. Burnham and Florence E. Valler, both
of Plymouth.
Aug. 18. Alfred V. Orchard and Elsie J. Hathaway, both of
Plymouth.
Aug. 20. David Joseph Dale and Hulda Singhield Manter,
both of Plymouth.
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Aug. 23. Bernard V. O'Reilly of Somersworth, N. H. and
Erna Alma Ziegengeist of Plymouth, married in Boston.
Aug. 25. Elmer H. Walton and Mary A. Bodell, both of
Melrose, married in Plymouth.
Aug. 25. James Edward Carrigan and Caroline Emma Sel-
ler, both of Wellesley, Mass., married in Plymouth.
Aug. 25. Willard Francis Terry and Mabel Eugenie Long-
ever, both of Plymouth.
Sept. 1. William Busell Axford and Ruth Warren Morton,
both of Plymouth.
Sept. 1. Joseph Govoni and Adelina Feci, both of Plymouth.
Sept. 1. John Simons and Belinda Tavares, both of Ply-
mouth.
Sept. 1. Joseph Filip and Florinda Silva, both of Plymouth.
Sept. 1. Orie Arthur Fontaine of Marlboro and Rose Delka
Siever of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Sept. 2. Louis Richard Tassinari and Eleanor Louise Noyes,
both of Kingston, married in Plymouth.
Sept. 2. Harry Zwiegenbaum of Everett and Sadie Rose
Smith of Plymouth, married in Maiden.
Sept. 2. David Zavalcofsky of Plymouth and Esther Bilsky
of Fall River, married in Fall River.
Sept. 3. Joseph Napoleon Despres of Montreal, Canada,
and Evette B. Perrault of Plymouth, married in Ply-
mouth.
Sept. 4. John Joseph Crowe and Sarah Jane Casey, both of
Plymouth.
Sept. 8. Oliver W. B. Brown of Plymouth and Anna E. F.
Pihl of Arlington, married in Cambridge.
Sept. 10. David H. Briggs and Deborah N. Pitman, both of
Plymouth.
Sept. 13. John Cook and Katherine Bresinhan, both of Ply-
mouth.
Sept. 14. Wesley F. Adams and Florence S. Murray, both
of Plymouth.
Sept. 15. Raymond Stewart Mileham of Camden, N. J. and
Winnifred Washburn of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Sept. 16. John G. Terzaki of Beverly and Evanthia T. Sak-
allario of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
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Sept. 19. Joseph W. Knight Jr. of Plymouth and Bertha E.
Smith of Taunton, married in Taunton.
Sept. 22. Domingo Pina Bulu of Duxbury and Anna Diaz
Fernandes of Boston, married in Plymouth.
Sept. 24. Orrin Ames Slade and Eleanor Veronica Carey,
both of Plymouth.
Sept. 25. Shirley C. Musick of Whitman and Mildred H.
Brewer of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Sept. 30. Arthur H. Luce and Nellie A. Bradford, both of
Plymouth.
Sept. 30. George W. Carter and Bertha E. Forsyth, both of
Plymouth.
Oct. 2. Fred Vincent Trocchi of Bridgewater and Fannie
Mary Ortolani of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Oct. 3. Ellis F. Harlow and Helen Fowler,both of Plymouth.
Oct. 3. Kenneth Day and Mary Delia St. Onge, both of Ply-
mouth.
Oct. 6. Ullman Edward Clerke of Canton and Marion Eliz-
abeth Quartz of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Oct. 6. Albert Stearns Loring of Troy, N. Y. and Rachel
Otis Brow^n of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Oct. 6. Charles Cross and Annie Morini, both of Plymouth.
Oct. 8. Ernest V. Holmes and Susan B. Finney, both of Ply-
mouth.
Oct. 9. Harvey Stewart Hatch and Edith Leslie Holmes,
both of Plymouth.
Oct. 9. Desidero Zaniboni and Catherine Lenzi, both of Ply-
mouth.
Oct. 11. James Douglas Gregg of Wilton, N. H. and Adele
Chandler of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Oct. 13. Peter N. Siever and Elizabeth McDougal, both of
Plymouth.
Oct. 15. Harry J. Boutin and Mabel C. Dunham, both of
Plymouth.
Oct. 15. James E. Igo of Plymouth and Mary L. Cavicchioli
of Kingston, married in Plymouth.
Oct. 20. Joseph Anthony Darsch and Christine Mianus
Gould both of Plymouth.
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Oct. 20. Peter Bagni and Argia Masi, both of Plymouth.
Oct. 20. Peter Wilham Winter and Charlotte Warren Bum-
pus, both of Plymouth.
Oct. 22. Frank Monish and Mary Rodrigues, both of Ply-
mouth.
Oct. 23. Peter Govoni of Plymouth and Gertrude Frances
Bradley of Roxbury, married in Boston.
Oct. 27. Curtis Steacie of Newton and Marion E. Bliss of
Plymouth, married in Belmont, Mass.
Oct. 30. Frank F. Taylor and Blanche R. Howe, both of
Duxbury, married in Plymouth.
Nov. 1. George H. Pinkham and Bertha Bryant, both of
Berwick, Maine, married in Plymouth.
Nov. 4. Clyde Balboni and Delma Lina Scagliarini, both of
Plymouth.
Nov. 20. Harold E. Douglas and Margaret M. Howard,
both of Plymouth.
Nov. 20. Guy Garuti and Clementa Rabatini, both of Ply-
mouth.
Nov. 21. Frank Lewis Pimental and Catherine Neal, both
of Plymouth.
Nov. 21. Henry F. Herget and Caroline K. Hoppe, both of
Plymouth.
Nov. 23. Roswell Brown Nelson and Annie Pearl Proctor,
both of Plymouth.
Nov. 24. Joseph Thomas Freitas of Plymouth and Mary
Barros of New Bedford, married in Plymouth.
Nov. 24. Gil Silva and Bertha Medeiros Cunha, both of Ply-
mouth.
Nov. 24. Eugene Zanmarchi and Julia Tonietti, both of Ply-
mouth,, married in Cambridge.
Nov. 26. John Joseph Nutterville and Frances May Thur-
man, both of Plymouth.
Nov. 26. George Fuller Wilson and Mary Elizabeth Ment-
zel, both of Plymouth.
Nov. 28. William Pavesi and Inez Fiocchi, both of Ply-
mouth.
Nov. 29. Arigo James Gilli and Alice McDougal, both of
Plymouth.
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Nov. 29. Julio Coelho of Kingston and Mary Souza of Ply-
mouth, married in Plymouth.
Nov. 30. Louis Forney of Plymouth and Valeria Sutkus of
Middleboro, married in Manchester, N. H.
Dec. 5. William H. Raymond of Plymouth and Annie W.
Cook of No. Abington, married in Plymouth.
Dec. 16. Harry Clark Stevens of Plympton and Helen Eliz-
abeth Nickerson of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Dec. 16. Allen Austin MacDonald of Plymouth and Bertha
Louise Peckham of Carver, married in Carver.
Dec. 17. Willis F. Cash and Ella Mae Martin, both of Ply-
mouth.
Dec. 17. James Harry Moore of Braintree and Alice John-
son of Quincy, married in Plymouth.
Dec. 17. Louis Marini, Jr. of Quincy and Winifred May
Moore of Braintree, married in Plymouth.
Dec. 19. Lester W. Richardson and Ethel McCallum, both
of Plymouth.
Dec. 22. Francisco Lopes Tavares and Maria Jesus Meireles
both of Plymouth.
Dec. 26. Percy Henry Marsh and Lida Frances Glass, both
of Plymouth.
Dec. 27. Joseph A. Merriam and Hannah M. Ahern, both
of Plymouth.
Dec. 31. Biagio Longo of Bennington, Vt. and Eunice Tass-
inari of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
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SUMMARY
MARRIAGES, 1923.
Number registered in 1923, 151
Both parties born in
—
United States ' 89
Italy, 5
Portugal, ' 6
Germany, 1
Azores, 1
Greece, 1
England, 1
Cape Verde Islands, 1
St. Michaels, 1
Mixed, One American, 40
Mixed, Neither American, 5
151
BIRTHS, 1923.
Number registered, 288, of which 54 were non-residents.
Males, 147
Females, 141
Both Parents Born in
—
United States, 142
Italy, 32
Portugal, 21
St. Michaels, 6
Russia, 4
Azores, 4
Germany, 3
Canada, 2
Cape Verde Islands, 2
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Nova Scotia, 2
Newfoundland, 1
New Brunswick, 1
Medeira Islands, 1
Mixed, One American, 53
Mixed, Neither American, 14
288
DEATHS, 1923.
Number of deaths registered 210, of which 49 were non-
residents and 39 died out of town, burial taking place in
Plymouth.
Born in
—
United States, 166
Nova Scotia, 9
Italy, 8
Germany, 7
Scotland, 4
Ireland, 3
England, 1
St. Michaels, 1
Portugal, 1
Sweden, 1
Russia, 1
New Brunswick, 1
Azores, 1
France, 1
Cape Breton, 1
Canada, 1
Syria, 1
Holland, 1
Unknown, 1
210
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There have been issued from the Town Clerk's office for
the year 1923, Heenses as follows:
424 Resident Citizen's Combination Certificates of Regis-
tration.
1 Non-Resident Citizen's Certificates of Registration.
4 Nqn-Resident Citizen's Certificates of Registration.
(Property Owners).
429
421 Resident Hunter's and Trappers Certificates of Regis-
tration.
1 Non-Resident Hunter's and Trapper's Certificate of
Registration (Property Owner).
1 Alien Hunting and Trapping Certificate of Registra-
tion.
423
244 Resident Fisherman's Certificates of Registration.
21 Non-Resident Fisherman's Certificates of Registration.
3 Non-Resident Fisherman's Certificates of Registra-
tion. (Property Owners).
268
90 Resident Lobster Fisherman's Certificates of Regis-
tration.
4 Non-Resident Lobster Fisherman's Certificates of
Registration.
4 Alien Lobster Fisherman's Certificates of Registration.
98
10 Trapper's Certificates of Registration.
127 Female Dog Licenses.
625 Male Dog Licenses.
752
There has also been paid from this office bounty on one seal.
GEORGE B. HOWLAND,
Tozv7i Clerk.
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TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
For the Year Ending December 31, 1923.
Plymouth, Mass., February 15, 1924.
To the Board of Selectmen,
Plymouth, Mass.
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit report of the financial transactions of
the Town of Plymouth for the year ending December 31,
1923, arranged practically as in the last few years.
Some proposed changes and elimination of certain parts
of the report have been considered but as no material saving
appeared to be effected have not been carried out this year.
Schedule A. shows the receipts and payments for the year,
classified as required by the Division of Accounts of the
Commonwealth.
Schedule B. is a detailed account of each appropriation,
showing the amount appropriated, the additions to and the
payments from same.
Schedule C. is a statement of the Estimated Receipts;
the charges being the amounts estimated and deducted from
the total of the Appropriations, by the Assessors, in making
the Tax Warrant, and the credits being the amounts actually
received during the year.
Schedule D. is the Revenue Account for the year.
Schedule E. The Excess and Deficiency Account, for 1923.
Schedule F. is the Balance Sheet, January 1, 1924, showing
the condition of the Town Finances after closing the books
for 1923.
Schedule G. is a summary of the Outstanding Indebted-
ness, showing the debt at the beginning of the year, the
amounts paid on same, and the principal and interest require-
ments for 1924, as far as applies to the bonds outstanding.
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Schedule H. is a detailed statement of the Outstanding
Indebtedness, required by law to be published as a part of
this report.
Schedule I. is an itemized statement of the Trust Funds
not including the January, 1924, dividends.
Attention is called to the fact that this is the first time in
many years that a substantial cash balance has been carried
over on the balance sheet, no part of which was borrowed
money.
This is partly accounted for by the current and previous
year's taxes being more closely paid up, but principally by
the amount of accumulated surplus. This has now reached
a point where some of it should be used. I would recommend
that not less then $30,000. be appropriated to reduce the tax
levy of 1924.
Respectfully submitted,
ELMER R. HARLOW, Town Accountant.
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SCHEDULE A.
RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS
RECEIPTS
GENERAL REVENUE.
1. TAXES.
Sources of Receipts, Revenue for Revenue for Total
Expenses Outlays
Current Year—
1 . Property, $436,584 88
2. Poll, 17,340 00
Previous Years—
3. Property, 76,420 83
4. Poll, 85 00
From State—
5. Corporation, 85,547 95
6. Street Railway, 58 89
7. Bank, 2,042 27
Income Tax, 22,635 18
Income Tax ( School
Funds), 17,337 50
Reimbursement for Loss
of Taxes, 327 13
Reimbursement for
Soldiers' Exemptions, 122 41
Total from Taxes, $658,502 04 $658,502 04
2. LICENSES AND PERMITS.
Licenses—
8. Liquor, $5 00
9. All Other, 1,166 00
Permits—
10. Marriage,
11. All Other, 1,096 00
Total from Licenses and
Permits, $2,267 00 2,267 00
Total Forward $660,769 04
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RECEIPTS
Sources of Receipts, Revenue for Revenue for Total
Expenses Outlays
Total forward, $660,769 04
3. FINES AND FORFEITS.
12. Court, $782 15
13. Department Penalties,
14. Contract Violations,
Total from Fines and Forfeits, $782 15 782 15
4. GRANTS AND GIFTS.
Grants from Other Civil Divisions—
15. From State for Education,
(Smith-Hughes Funds) $224 30
16. From State for Armories,
17. From State for Highway
Purposes, 167 00
18. From State for Other
Purposes
19. From County (Dog Licenses)
for Schools or Libraries 1,441 26
From County for High-
way Purposes, 167 03
Gifts from Individuals
—
20. For Expenses
21. For Outlays,
Total from Grants and Gifts, $1,999 59 1,999 59
5. ALL OTHER REVENUE.
22.
23.
Total from All Other Revenue,
Total forward, $663,550 78
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RECEIPTS.
Sources of Receipts, Revenue for Revenue for Total
Expenses Outlays
Total forward, $663,550 78
COMMERCIAL REVENUE.
6. SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS.
24. Street Sprinkling
25. Moth Extermination, $599 00
26. Sewers,
27. Sidewalks and Curbing,
28. Other Purposes,
Total from Special Assessments, $599 00 599 00
7. PRIVILEGES.
29. Public Service
30. Minor
Total from Privileges,
Total forward, $664,149 78
i
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RECEIPTS.
Sources of Receipts, Revenue for
Expenses
Offsets to
Outlays
Total
Total forward, $664,149 78
8. DEPARTMENTAL.
Sa. General Government.
Legislative-
Si. Aldermen and Council: Moderator
Executive—
32. Mayor; Commission; Selectmen
33. Auditor, Accountant, Auditing
34. Treasurer
36. Assessors
37. License Commissioners
38. Other Finance Offices and Accounts
Other General Departments—
39. Law
40. City or Town Clerk,
General Government forward, $343 20
Financial—
35. Collector, $343 20
Total forward, $664,149 78
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PAYMENTS
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
1. DEPARTMENTAL.
la. General Government
Legislative—
1. Aldermen and Council; Moderator
a. Salaries and Wages, $22 25
b. Other Expenses, 74 00
Executive—
2. Mayor; Commission; Selectmen
a. Salaries and Wages, 1,966 67
b. Other Expenses, 362 54
Financial—
3. Auditor, Accountant, Auditing
a. Salaries and Wages, 1,500 00
5. Other Expenses, 190 36
Treasurer
a. Salaries and Wages, 1,300 00
b. Other Expenses, 199 72
Collector
a. Salaries and Wages, 1,482 70
b. Other Expenses, 567 77
Assessors
a. Salaries and Wages, 3,476 50
5. Other Expenses, 1,343 49
7. License Commissioners
a. Salaries and Wages
b. Other Expenses
8. Other Finance Offices and Accounts
a. Sinking Fund Commissioners
b. Miscellaneous 50 00
Other General Departments—
9. Law
a. Salaries and Wages, 616 00
b. Other Expenses, 2 50
10. City or Town Clerk
a. Salaries and Wages, 1,350 50
b. Other Expenses, 93 06
General Government forward, $14,598 06
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RECEIPTS.
Sources of Receipts, Revenue for
Expenses
Total forward,
General Government forward, $343 20
41. City Messenger
42. Public Works
43. Engineering
44. Superintendent of Buildings
45. Election and Registration, 2 00
46. Other General Departments
Municipal Buildings—
47. City or Town Hall, 243 40
.
Total from General
Government, $588 60 588 60
8^. Protection of Perso7is and Property
' Police Department—
48. Services of Officers
49. Sale of Materials
50. Miscellaneous, $10 70
Protection of Persons and
Property forward, $10 70
Total forward, $664,738 38
Offsets to Total
Outlays
$664,149 78
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PAYMENTS.
Objects of Payments, Expenses Outlays Total
General Government forward,$14,598 06
11. City Messenger
a. Salaries and Wages
b. Other Expenses
12. Public Works
a. Salaries and Wages
b. Other Expenses
13. Engineering
a. Salaries and Wages, 982 40
b. Other Expenses, 67 14
14. Superintendent of Buildings
a. Salaries and Wages
b. Other Expenses
15. Election and Registration
a. Salaries and Wages 339 00
b. Other Expenses 249 95
16. Other General Departments
Planning Board, 96 61
Municipal Buildings—
17. City or Town Hall
a. Salaries and Wages, 635 00
b. Other Expenses, 1,180 51 $852 25
Total for Gen. Government, $18,148 67 $852 25 $19,000 92
\b. Protection of Persons and Property
Police Departmefit—
18. Salaries and Wages, $15,786 94
19. Horses and Care of Same
(Auto Expense) 880 61
20. Equipment and Repairs, 47 44
21. Fuel and Light, 607 55
22. Maintenance of Buildings
and Grounds, 221 81
23. New Buildings,
24. Other Expenses, 449 08
Protection of Persons and
Property forward, $17,993 43
Total forward. $19,000 92
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RECEIPTS.
Sources of Receipts, Revenue for Offsets to Total
Expenses Outlays
Total forward, $664,738 38
Protection of Persons and
Property forward, $10 70
Fire Department—
51. Sale of Materials (Land) $175 00
52. Miscellaneous
Militia—
53. Armories
54. Rifle Ranges
Inspection—
55. Inspection of Buildings
56. Inspection of Wires
57. Sealing Weights and
Measures 272 24
Forestry—
58. Insect Pest Extermination 75 75 50 00
59. Planting and Trimming Trees
60. Forest Fires, 88 79 100 00
Other Protection of Persons
and Property—
61. Bounties, On Seals, 4 00
62.
63.
Total from Protection of
Persons and Property, $451 48 $325 00 776 48
Total forward, $665,514 86
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PAYMENTS.
Objects of Payments, Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $19,000 92
Protection of Persons and
Property forward, $17,993 43
Fire Department—
25. Salaries and Wages, 24,352 90
26. Horses and Care of Same, 55 31
27. Equipment and Repairs, 2,017 79 $2,452 36
28. Hydrant Service, 144 64
29. Fuel and Light, 1,466 07
30. Maintenance of Buildings
and Grounds, 326 72
31. New Buildings
32. Other Expenses, 172 75
Militia—
33. Armories,
34. Rifle Ranges, 706 15
Inspection—
35. Inspection of Buildings,
36. Inspection of Wires,
37. Sealing Weights and
Measures, 1,765 46 333 04
Forestry—
38. Insect Pest Extermination 4,028 52 959 32
39. Planting and Trimming
Trees 3,031 49
40. Forest Fires, 3,834 87 464 25
Other Protection of Persons
and Property—
41. Bounties (On Seals), 2 00
42. Fish Wardens
43. Inland Fisheries, 193 44
44. Lungmotor expenses, 2 00
Fuel Distributor's Expenses, 46 80
Plymouth County Aid to
Agriculture, 250 00
Total for Protection of Persons
and Property, $60,390 34 $4,208 97 64,599 31
Total forward, $83,600 23
—OS-
RECEIPTS.
Sources of Receipts, Revenue for
Expenses
Offsets to
Outlays
Total
Total forward, $665,514 86
8c. Health and Sanitation
^
Health-—
64. Quarantine and Contagious
Disease Hospitals,
Sanitation—
-
68. Sewers and Sewage Disposal 228 91
69. Sewer Construction
70. Refuse and Garbage Disposal
71. Street Cleaning
Other Health and Sanitation—
65. Tuberculosis,
66. Miscellaneous
67. Inspection,
$965 41
196 95
72.
73.
Total from Health and
Sanitation, $1,391 27 1,391 27
Total forward, $666,906 13
—GO-
PAYMENTS.
Objects of Payments, Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $83,600 23
Ic. Health and Sanitatio7i
Health—
45. General Administration, $737 93
46. Quarantine and Conta-
gious Disease Hospitals 2,543 60
47. Tuberculosis, 15,013 64
48. Vital Statistics, 117 05
49. Other Expenses, 984 44
50. Inspection,
a. Inspection of School Children
(Including Dental Clinic) 5,811 75
b. Inspection of Animals, 400 00
c. Inspection of Meat and
Provisions, 800 00
d. Inspection of Milk and
Vinegar, 301 60
Sanitation—
51. Sewer Maintenance and
Operation, 3,712 25
52.
53. Sewer Construction, $4,548 86
54. Refuse and Garbage
Disposal, 2,114 11
55. Street Cleaning, 4,126 81
Other Health and Sanitation—
56. Public Convenience
Stations, 1,899 45
57. Care of Brooks and Streams,
58. Draining of Ponds,
59.
Total for Health and
Sanitation, $38,562 63 $4,548 86 43,111 49
Total forward, ^$126,711 72
—100—
RECEIPTS.
Sources of Receipts, Revenue for
Expenses
Total forward,
Sd. Highways
74. General $10 55
75. Construction,
76. Sidewalks and Curbing,
77. Snow and Ice Removal
78. Sprinkling
79. Lighting,
80. Miscellaneous
Total from Highways, $10 55 $1,074 10 1,084 65
8^. Charities
81. Almshouse or Town Farm
a. Sale of Produce and
Stock, $185 86
b. Board, 182 50
c. Miscellaneous, 1 00
,
82. Reimbursements for Relief Given,
a. From Individuals, 10 00
b. From Other Cities and
Towns, 702 20
c. From the State, 1,327 69
83. Reimbursements for Mothers' Aid
a. From Individuals,
b. From Other Cities and Towns
c. From the State, 1,926 66
84. Municipal General Hospitals,
85. Miscellaneous,
Total from Charities, $4,335 91
4,335 91
Offsets to Tota
Outlays
$666,906 13
$1,074 10
Total forward, $672,326 69
—101—
Objects of Payments,
Total forward,
Id. Highways-
PAYMENTS.
Expenses Outlays Total
$126,711 72
60. General Administration, $2,228 66
61. General Highway Ex-
penditures, 36,361 94 $3,050 00
62. Construction, 25,030 58
63. Sidewalks and Curbing, 3,498 81 4,043 90
64. Snow and Ice Removal, 5,999 97 5,499 61
65. Sprinkling
a. Water, 4 00
b. Other, 5,996 00
66. Lighting, 13,498 29
67. Other Expenses
a. Town Pump (Drink-
ing Fountains)
b. Signs, Guide Boards,
Numbering (Traffic
307
Street
11
Beacons), 211 15
c. Fences, 784 17
d. Harbor Master, 150 00
e. Landing Float, 62 65
Total for Highways, $6;9,102 75
le. Charities—
68. General Administration, $416 45
69. Almshouse or Town Farm 6,595 54
70. Outside Relief by Town, 7,456 17
71. Relief given by Other
Cities and Towns, 595 74
72. Mother's Aid
Relief given by Town, 3,582 50
b. Relief given by Other
Cities and Towns, 178 47
73. Municipal General Hospitals,
74. Other Expenses, 13 80
Widows from Income from
Old Colony National
Bank Stock Investment 58 00
530 00
154 09 107,256 84
Total for Charities,
Total forward,
$18,896 67 18,896 67
$252,865 23
—102—
RECEIPTS.
Sources of Receipts,
Total forward,
8/. Soldiers^ Benefits
86. State Aid,
87. Military Aid,
88. Soldiers' Burials,
89. Soldiers' Relief
Total from Soldiers' Benefits, $2,429 50 2,429 50
8g. Schools
90. Tuition and Transportation
of State Wards
91. Other Tuition, $101 21
92. Sale of Text Books and Supplies
93. Miscellaneous, 258 61
Vocational, Reimburse-
ment, 2,442 27
Americanization, Reim-
bursement, 1,005 00
Total from Schools, $3,807 09 3,807 09
8A. Libraries.
94. Fines, Rentals, Sales
95. Miscellaneous
Revenue for Offsets to Total
Expenses Outlays
$672,326 69
$2,166 00
* 263 50
Total forward, $678,563 28
—ICS-
PAYMENTS.
Objects of Payments, Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $252,865 23
If. Soldiers' Benefits—
75. General Administration
76. State Aid, $2,106 00
77. Military Aid, 465 00
78. Soldiers' Burials, 120 00
79. Soldiers' Relief, 4,164 35
Total for Soldiers' Benefits, $6,855 35 6,855 35
\g. Schools—
80. General Expenses
a. Administrative
Salaries, $3,315 00
b. Other General Salaries 1,290 67
c. Other General
Expenses, 2,790 76
81. Teachers' Salaries, 139,937 56
82. Text Books and Supplies, 9,256 05
83. Tuition, 1,729 74
84. Transportation, 11,451 02
85. Support of Truants, 241 47
86. Janitors' Services, 10,889 58
87. Fuel and Light, 14,966 79
88. Maintenance of Buildings
and Grounds, 11,455 64
89. New Buildings, $14,428 91
90. Furniture and Furnishings 841 79
91. Rent,
92. Other Expenses, 188 97
Total for Schools, $208,355 04 $14,428 91 222,783 95
Ih. Libraries—
93. Salaries and Wages
94. Books, Periodicals, etc.,
95. Binding,
96. Fuel and Light
97. Buildings
98. Other Expenses, $5,595 50
Total for Libraries, $5,595 50 5,595 50
Total forward, $488,100 03
—104—
RECEIPTS. .
Sources of Receipts Revenue for
Expenses
Total forward,
Si. Recreatiofi
96. Parks and Gardens, $653 00
97. Playgrounds and Gymnasia
98. Bathhouses and Beaches 979 50
99. Celebrations and Entertainments
Total from Recreation, $1,632 50 1,632 50
Offsets to Total
Outlays
$678,563 23
Total forward. $680,195 78
—ICS-
PAYMENTS.
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $488,100 03
li. Recreatio7i—
99. General Administration
a. Salaries and Wages
b. Other Expenses
100. Parks and Gardens
a. Salaries and Wages, $2,260 24
b. Improvements and Additions, $5,000 00
c. Other Expenses, 355 35
101. Playgrounds and Gymnasia
a. Salaries and Wages, 734 95
b. Improvements and Additions, 100 00
c. Other Expenses, 310 66
102. Bathhouses and Beaches
a. Salaries and Wages, 752 11
b. Improvements and Additions, 305 50
c. Other Expenses, 762 19
103. Celebrations and Entertainments
a. Fourth of July, 628 45
b. Labor Day
c. Band Concerts, 423 89
d. All Other (Public
Camping Place), 65 50 198 26
Total for Recreation, $6,293 34 $5,603 76 11,897 10
Total forward, $499,997 13
—106—
RECEIPTS.
Sources of Receipts, Revenue for
Expenses
Offsets to
Outlays
Total
Total forward,
8/. Pensions
$680,195 78
100.
Total from Pensions
Sk. Unclassified
101. Receipts not Recorded under
Previous Classifications
Total from Unclassified,
Total forward, $680,195 78
—107—
PAYMENTS.
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $499,997 13
ly. Pensions—
104. Retirement from:
—
a. Highway Department$l,266 25
b. Department
e. Department
Total for Pensions, $1,266 25 1,266 25
\k. Unclassified.—
105. Damages to Persons and
Personal Property, $609 23
106. Memorial Day, 332 22
107. Town Clocks, 176 72
108.
109.
110. Payments not Recorded
under Previous Reports
a. Printing Town
Reports, 2,378 50
b. Sexton, 150 00
c. Care of Flags on
Training Green, 128 42
d. Providing Headquarters
for Post of American
Legion, 430 00
e. Providing Head-
quarters for Camp of
Spanish War Veterans, 100 00
/. Honor Roll Expenses, 2 00
g. Town Bell Expenses, 5 87
Total for Unclassified, $4,312 96 4,312 96
Total forward, $505,576 34
—ICS-
RECEIPTS.
Sources of Receipts, Revenue for Offsets to Total
Expenses Outlays
Total forward, $680,195 78
9. PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES.
102. Electric
a. Income from Sale of Light and Power
b. Miscellaneous
103. Gas
a. Income from Sale of Gas
b. Sale of By-products
c. Miscellaneous
104. Water
a. Income from Sale of
Water, $36,868 69
b. Miscellaneous 214 20
105. All Other
a. Markets
b. Public Scales
c. Docks and W^harves
d. Ferries
e. Herring and Alewife
Fisheries, 775 00
f. Miscellaneous,
Total from Public Service
Enterprises, $37,857 89 37,857 89
10. CEMETERIES.
106. Sale of Lots and Graves $1,325 50
107. Care of Lots and Graves, 1,236 38
108. Care of Endowed Lots,
( Interest on Funds) , 820 66
109. Miscellaneous, 3,213 83
Total from Cemeteries, $6,596 37 6,596 3'
II. ADMINISTRATION OF TRUST FUNDS.
110.
111.
112.
Total from Administration of Trust Funds,
Total forward, $724,650 04
—109—
PAYMENTS.
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $505,576 34
2. PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES.
111. Electric
a. Maintenance and Operation
b. Construction
112. Gas
a. Maintenance and Operation
b. Construction
113. Water
a. Maintenance and
Operation, $19,116 62
c. Construction $7,998 89
114. Other
a. Markets
b. Public Scales
c. Docks and Wharves, 5,244 58
d. Ferries
e. Herring and Alewife
Fisheries, 1,186 36
f. Miscellaneous,
Total for Public Service
Enterprises, $20,302 98 $13,243 47 33,546 45
3. CEMETERIES.
115. Maintenance, $12,930 13
116. Improvements and Additions, 3,322 80
Total for Cemeteries, $12,930 13 $3,322 80 16,252 93
4. ADMINISTRATION OF TRUST FUNDS.
117.
118.
119.
Total for Administration of Trust Funds,
Total forward. $555,375 72
—110—
RECEIPTS.
Sources of Receipts Revenue for Indebtedness Total
Expenses
Total forward, $724,650 04
12. INTEREST.
113. On Deposits
114. On Deferred Taxes, $5,421 26
115. On Deferred Special Assessments,
116. On Sinking Funds,
117. On Investment Funds, 300 00
118. On Public Trust Funds
a. Charity, 127 22
b. School, 18 48
c. Library, 95 50
d. Cemetery (For General Care)
e. All Other (Park), 101 25
119. Miscellaneous
Total from Interest, $6,063 71 6,063 71
13. MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS.
120. Loans in Anticipation of Revenue, $240,000 00
121. Other Temporary Loans
122. Loans for General Purposes
123.
124. Loans for Public Service Enterprises
125. Loans for Cemeteries
126. Bonds Refunded, Current Year,
127. Premiums,
128. Unpaid Warrants or Orders of
Current Year, 1,492 50
Total from Municipal Indebtedness, $241,492 50 241,492 50
Total forward, $972,206 25
—Ill—
PAYMENTS.
Objects of Payments, Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $555,375 72
5. INTEREST.
120. On Loans in Anticipa-
tion of Revenue, $5,181 93
121. On Other Temporary Loans
122. On Loans for General
Purposes, 4,945 00
123. On Trust Funds Used
124. On Loans for Public
Service Enterprises, 1,085 00
125. On Loans for Cemeteries
126.
127.
128.
Total for Interest, $11,212 43 11,212 43
6. MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS.
129. Loans in Anticipation of Revenue, $250,000 00
130. Other Temporary Loans
131. Bonds and Notes from Sinking Funds
a. General, b. Public Service
Enterprises, c. Cemeteries
132. Bonds and Notes from Revenue
a. General, $22,700 00
b. Public Service En-
terprises, 3,266 66
c. Cemeteries
133.
134.
135.
136. Warrants or Orders of Previous Years 492 50
Total for Municipal In-
debtedness, $25,966 66 $250,492 50 276,459 16
Total forward, $843,047 31
—112—
RECEIPTS.
Non-Revenue Total
$972,206 25
14. SINKING FUNDS.
Fro7n Commissioners to Meet Loans for—
129. General Purposes
130. Public Service Enterprises
131. Cemeteries
Total from Sinking Funds,
15. AGENCY, TRUST AND INVESTMENT
TRANSACTIONS.
Temporary
Accounts
Agency—
132. Taxes
a. State, ] Included in
b. Non-Resident Bank General Receipts
c. County
J
133. Liquor Licenses Collected for State
134.
135.
Trust—
136. Perpetual Care Funds, $4,734 62
137. Other Permanent Public Trust Funds
138. Income for Investment
139. Private Trust Funds and Accounts
Investment—
140. Sinking Fund Securities
141. Investment Fund Securities
Total from Agency, Trust and Investment
Transactions, $4,734 62 4,734 62
Sources of Receipts,
Total forward.
Total forward, $976,940 87
—US-
PAYMENTS.
Objects of Payments, From From Total
Revenue Non-Revenue
Total forward, $843,047 31
7. SINKING FUNDS.
To Commissioner for Debt Requirements—
137.
138.
139.
Total for Sinking Funds,
8. AGENCY, TRUST AND INVESTMENT TRANSACTIONS
Temporary
Accounts
Agency—
140. Taxes
a. State, $55,728 00
b. Non-Resident Bank,
c. County, 39,620 65
141. Liquor licenses Remitted to State
142.
143.
Trust—
144. Perpetual Care Funds, 4,734 62
145. Other Permanent Public Trust Funds
146. Income Invested
147. Private Trust Funds and Accounts
Investment—
148. Sinking Fund Securities
149. Investment Fund Securities,
Total for Agency, Trust and Investment
Transactions, $100,083 27 100,083 27
Total forward, $943,130 58
—114—
RECEIPTS.
Temporary
Sources of Receipts, Accounts and Total
Cash Balances
Total forward, $976,940 87
16. REFUNDS.
142. Taxes
Refund of 1921 War Poll Tax, by
State, $12 00
Refund of 1922 War Poll Tax, by
State, 1,395 00
143. Licenses
144. Special Assessments
145. General Departments, 1,254 34
146. Public Service Enterprises, 10 60
147. Cemeteries
148. Accrued Interest
149. All Other —
Total Refunds, $2,671 94 2,671 94
17. TRANSFERS.
150. Departmental
a. Taxes from Misc. Acc't., $97 75
b. Sewers from School Dep't., 28 75
c. Roads and Bridges from Highway
Const., 3,946 23
d. Roads and Bridges from Sidewalks, 224- 05
e. Roads and Bridges from Street
Sprinkling, 207 22
f . Roads and Bridges from Poor Dept., 50 00
g. Roads and Br., from School Dept., 158 25
h. Roads and Br. from Misc. Acct., 210 00
i. Roads and Bridges from Pensions, 290 25
j. Roads and Br., from Cemeteries, 37 27
k. Sidewalks from Cemeteries, 41 25
1. Water Dep't. from School Dept., 35 20
Total Transfers, $5,326 22 5,326 22
18. BALANCES.
151. General, $25,711 18
152. Sinking Fund
153. Investment Fund
154. Perpetual Care
155. Other Public Trust Fund,
156. Private Trust Funds and Accounts
Total Cash on Hand Beginning of Year, $25,711 18 25,711 18
Grand Total Receipts and Cash on Hand, $1,010,650 21
—US-
PAYMENTS.
Temporary
Objects of Payments, Accounts and
Cash Balances Total
Total forward, $943,130 58
9. REFUNDS.
150. Taxes
151. Licenses
152. Special Assessments,
153. General Departments, $1,254 34
154. Public Service Enterprises, 10 60
155. Cemeteries
156. Accrued Interest
157. All Other,
Total Refunds, $1,264 94 1,264 94
10. TRANSFERS.
158. Departmental
a. Misc. Acc't to Taxes, $97 75
b. School Dep't. to Sewers, 28 75
c. Highway Const, to Roads and
Bridges, 3,946 23
d. Sidewalks to Roads and Bridges, 224 05
e. Street Sprinkling to Roads and
Bridges, 207 22
f. Poor Dep't. to Roads and Bridges, 50 00
g. School Dep't. to Roads and Bridges 158 25
h. Misc. Acc't. to Roads and Bridges, 210 00
i. Pensions to Roads and Bridges, 290 25
j. Cemeteries to Roads and Bridges, 37 27
k. Cemeteries to Sidewalks, 41 25
1. School Dep't. to Water Dep't. 35 20
Total Transfers, $5,326 22 5,326 22
11. BALANCES.
159. General, $60,928 47
160. Sinking Fund,
161. Investment Fund
162. Perpetual Care Fund
163. Other Public Trust
164. Private Trust Funds and Accounts,
Total Cash on Hand End of Year, $60,928 47 60,928 47
Grand Total Payments and Cash on Hand, $1,010,650 21
—116—
SCHEDULE B.
B eing a detailed statement of each appropriation, showing the addi-
tions to and the payments from.
SELECTMEN'S DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $2,400 00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Chairman, $900 00
Other Selectmen, 600 00
Clerk, 466 67
Total Salaries and Wages $1,966 6'
Other Expenses
—
Stationery and Postage, $67 60
Printing and Advertising, 160 40
Car fares. Teams, etc. 61 59
All Other, 72 95
Total Other Expenses, $362 54
Total Payments, 2,329 21
Balance to Excess and Deficiency $70 79
—117—
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $1,700 00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Town Accountant. $1,500 00
Other Expenses
—
Stationery and Postage $181 81
Al Other, 8 55
Total Other Expenses, 190 36
Total Payments, 1 690 36
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $9 64
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $1,500 00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
Salary of Town Treasurer, $1,300 00
Other Expenses
Stationery and Postage, $99 72
Premium on Treasurer's Bond, 100 00
Total Other Expenses, 199 72
Total Payments, 1,499 72
Balance to Excess and Deficiency,
—US-
TAX COLLECTOR'S DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $2,150 00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Tax Collector, $1,450 00
Clerical Assistance, 32 70
Total Salaries and Wages, $1,482 70
Other Expenses
—
Stationery and Postage, $404 82
Printing and Advertising, 62 95
Premium on Collector's Bond, 100 00
Total Other Expenses, 567 77
Total Payments, 2,050 47
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $99 53
ASSESSORS' DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $5,000 00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
Assessors' Salaries, $3,000 00
Assistant Assessor, 190 50
Clerks, 486 00
Total Salaries and Wages $3,676 50
Other Expenses
Stationery and Postage, $83 21
Printing and Advertising, 920 50
Car fares. Teams, etc., 87 83
All Other 51 95
Total Other Expenses, 1,143 49
Total Payments, 4,819 99
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $180 01
—HQ-
LAW DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $800 00
Payments^
Salaries and Wages
—
Town Counsel, $100 00
Special Attorneys, ' 516 00
Total Salaries and Wages $616 00
Other Expenses
—
Printing and Advertising, 2 50
Total Payments, 618 50
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $181 50
TOWN CLERK'S DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $1,550 00
Payments J
Salaries and Wages
Salary of Town Clerk, $100 00
Fees for Recording, 522 50
Clerical Assistance, 728 00
Total Salaries and Wages, $1,350 50
Other Expenses
Stationery and Postage, $59 00
Printing and Advertising, 18 50
All Other, 15 56
Total Other Expenses, 93 06
Total Payments
,
1,433 56
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $106^44
—120—
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $900 00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Town Engineer, $600 00
Labor, 242 76
Total Salaries and Wages, $842 76
Other Expenses
—
Supplies, 56 84
Total Payments, $899 60
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, 40
STREET LINE SURVEY.
Appropriation, $150 00
Payvients,
Surveying and Plans, 149 94
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, 06
PLANNING BOARD.
Appropriation, $100 00
Payments,
Surveying and Work on Maps, $57 61
Negatives, Prints and Mounting 39 00
Total Payments, 96 61
Balance to Excess and Deficiency $3 39
—121—
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION.
Appropriation, $600 00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Registrars, $137 00
Clerk, 100 00
Election Officers, 102 00
Total Salaries and Wages, $339 00
Other Expenses
—
Stationery and Postage, $62 73
Printing and Advertising, 122 97
Meals, 40 00
All Other, 24 25
Total Other Expenses, $249 95
Total Payments, 588 95
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $11 05
MAINTENANCE OF TOWN HOUSE.
Appropriation, $2,150 00
Transfers from Reserve Account, 675 00
Total, $2,825 00
Payments,
Salary of Janitor, $635 00
Fuel, 397 65
Lighting, 139 93
Janitor's Supplies, 120 82
Asbestos Shingles on Roofs, 645 00
Other Repairs, 219 71
Telephones, 66 97
Election Expenses, ' 104 70
—122—
New Chairs and Cushions for Committee
Room 140 00
All Other, 197 98
Total Payments, 2,667 76
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $157 24
TOWN HALL COMMITTEE
Balance from 1922, 1,236 05
No Payments.
TOWN HALL.
Appropriation voted Oct. 11, 1919, $300,000 00
No Bonds Issued. No Payments.
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation Mar. 24, $17,000 00
Appropriation Dec. 1, 1,000 00
Total, $18,000 00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Chief, $2,050 00
Patrolmen, 8,835 05
Special Officers, 4,326 89
Janitor, 500 00
Keeper of Lock-up (4 mos.) 40 00
All Other, 35 00
Total Salaries and Wages, $15,786 94
Transportation
—
Auto and Motorcycle Expense, $880 61
Horse and Auto Hire, 47 00
Total Transportation, 927 61
—123—
Equipment and Repairs
—
New Equipment, $28 50
Repairs, 18 94
Total Equipment and Repairs, $47 44
Fuel and Light
—
Coal and Wood, $508 85
Gas and Electricity, 98 70
Total Fuel and Light, $607 55
Maintenance of Buildings and Grounds
—
Repairs, $152 52
Janitor's Supplies, 69 29
Total Maintenance of Buildings and
Grounds, $221 81
Other Expenses
Stationery, Printing, Postage, $111 08
Telephones, 140 75
All Other, 150 25
Total Other Expenses, 402 08
Total Payments, 17,993 43
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $6 57
POLICE DEPARTMENT
NEW UNIFORMS
Balance from 1922,
No Payments.
$140 25
—124—
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, Mar. 24, $29,489 00
Appropriation, Dec. 1, 1,500 00
Total, $30,989
Pay vients.
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Chief, $2,250 00
Assistant Chief, 2,085 69
Firemen (Regular) 16,529 21
Call Men, 3,370 00
Other Employees, 118 00
Total Salaries and Wages, $24,352 90
Equipment and Repairs
—
Apparatus, $1,574 56
Hose, ' 2,412 79
Equipment for Men, 268 14
Fire Alarm, 171 79
Horse Hire, 55 31
Total Equipment and Repairs, 4,482 59
Hydrant Repairs, 144 64
Fuel and Light
—
Coal and Wood, $1,032 32
Gas and Electricity, 433 75
Total Fuel and Light, 1,466 07
Maintenance of Buildings and Grounds
—
Janitor's Supplies, $293 19
Repairs, 33 53
Total Maintenance of Buildings
and Grounds, 326 72
—125—
Other Expenses
—
Stationery, Printing, Postage, $72 42
Telephones, 60 65
Freight and Express, 10 41
All Other, 29 27
Total Other Expenses 172 75
Total Payments, 30,945 67
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $43 33
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
NEW PUMP.
Balance from 1922 $42 87
Payments,
Apparatus, 42 87
SEALING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
Appropriation Mar. 24, $1,900 00
Appropriation Dec. 1, 200 00
Total, $2,100 00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Sealer, $900 00
Labor, 226 94
Total Salaries and Wages, $1,126 94
New set of Weights, 333 04
Other Expenses
Stationery and Postage, $19 19
Printing and Advertising, 28 10
Car fares. Teams, Auto hire, 76 90
Automobile Expense, 402 61
—126—
Telephone $25 29
All Other, 86 43
Total Other Expenses, 638 52
Total Payments, 2,098 50
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $1 50
MOTH SUPPRESSION.
Appropriation, $5,000 00
Payments.
Salaries and Wages
—
Superintendent, $798 00
Labor, 1,354 04
Total Salaries and Wages, $2,152 04
New Truck and Sprayer, 959 32
Other Expenses
—
Insecticides, $685 85
Hardware and Tools, 55 16
Car fares. Teams, etc. 211 50
Auto and Sprayer Expense, 890 93
Telephone, 33 04
Total Other Expenses, 1,876 48
Total Payments, 4,987 84
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $12 16
TREE WARDEN'S DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation,
Payments.
$3,000 00
—127—
Salaries and Wages
—
Superintendent, $822 00
. Labor, 1,134 57
Total Salaries and Wages, $1,956 57
Other Expenses
—
Teams, $27 78
Tools, 92 89
Hose, 313 75
Insecticides, 605 50
Total Other Expenses, 1,039 92
Total Payments, 2,996 49
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $3 51
TREE WARDEN'S DEPARTMENT
SPECIAL APPROPRIATION FOR PLANTING SHADE TREES.
Balance from 1922, $35 50
Payments.
For Trees, 35 00
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, 50
FOREST WARDEN'S DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation Mar. 24, $3,500 00
Appropriation Dec. 1, 800 00
Total. $4,300 00
Payments.
Salaries and Wages
Forest Warden, $300 00
Clreical Assistance, 100 00
Fighting Fires, 2,305 09
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Police Patrol, 73 20
Labor, 15 00
Total Salaries and Wages, $2,793 29
New Ford Car, 464 25
Other Expenses
—
Apparatus, $581 42
Team and Auto Hire, 352 75
Meals, 25 37
Telephone, 36 14
All Other, 45 90
Total Other Expenses, 1,041 58
Total Payments, 4,299 12
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, 88
INLAND FISHERIES.
Appropriation, $200 00
Payments.
Fish and Carting, 193 44
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $6 56
PLYMOUTH COUNTY AID TO AGRICULTURE.
Appropriation, $250 00
Payments.
To Treasurer, 250 00
RIFLE RANGE.
No Appropriation,
See Expenses paid under Miscellaneous Account.
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $17,000 00
Payments.
General Expenses
—
Salary of Chairman, $325 00
Salary of Secretary, 225 00
Clerical Assistance, 40 00
Stationery and Postage, 30 25
Printing and Advertising, 72 50
Freight and Express, 9 18
All Other, 36 00
Total General Expenses, $737 93
Quarantine and Contagious Diseases
—
Board and Treatment, $281 22
Medical Attendance, 74 00
Groceries and Provisions, 125 62
Maintenance of Contagious Ward
in the Jordan Hospital, 2,000 00
All Other, 62 76
Total Quarantine and Contagious
Diseases, 2,543 60
Tuberculosis
—
Board and Care, $6,315 46
Groceries and Provisions, 480 00
All Other, 133 90
Total Tuberculosis 6,929 36
Vital Statistics
—
Births, $29 50
Deaths, 87 55
Total Vital Statistics, 117 05
Other Expenses
Plumbing Inspection, $461 50
Ship Inspection 20 00
—ISO-
Fumigation and Disinfection, $388 64
All Other, 114 30
Total Other Expenses, $984 44
Inspection-
Animals, $400 00
Meats and Provisions, 800 00
Milk and Vinegar, 301 60
Total Inspection, 1,501 60
Public Dump
—
Labor, $1,909 60
Expenses, 204 51
Total Public Dump— 2,114 11
Tuberculosis Dispensary
—
Physicians, $350 00
Nurses, 155 00
Janitor's Services, 66 00
Rent, 396 00
Light, 15 55
Supplies, 110 65
All Other 9 00
Total Tuberculosis Dispensary 1,102 20
Total Payments, 16,030 29
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $969 71
PLYMOUTH COUNTY HOSPITAL
MAINTENANCE.
Appropriation,
Payments.
To Treasurer of Plymouth County,
$6,982 08
6,982 08
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DEEPENING BED OF EEL RIVER
BELOW BRIDGE.
Balance from 1922,
No Payments.
$716 53
PUBLIC SANITARIES
Appropriation,
Payments.
Janitor,
Other Care and Labor
Supplies,
Repairs,
All Other,
Total Payments,
Balance to Excess and Deficiency,
$390 00
1,082 00
244 72
178 23
4 50
$1,900 00
1,899 45
55
SEWER DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $3,000 00
Transfer from Reserve Account, 712 25
Total. $3,712 25
Payments.
Labor, $2,401 68
Team, 26 26
Equipment, 102 94
Pipe and Fittings, 932 32
Brick and Cement, 108 94
Lumber, 116 71
All Other, ' 23 40
Total Payments, 3,712 25
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COURT STREET DRAIN.
Appropriation, $5,000 00
Payments.
Labor, $2,185 09
Pipe, 1,989 30
Brick and Cement, 165 00
Teams, 148 72
All Other, 60 75
Total Payments, 4,548 86
Balance Remaining, $451 14
ALDEN STREET DRAIN.
Appropriation, $1,500 00
No Payments.
ROADS AND BRIDGES.
Appropriation, $40,000 00
From Revenue for State Highway Tax, 4,650 25
Total, $44,650 25
Payments.
General Administration
—
Superintendent, $700 00
Clerical Assistance, 371 00
All Other, 1,157 66
Total General Administration, $2,228 66
General Highway Expenditures
—
Labor, $14,806 26
Teams and Trucks," 2,923 87
Stone, Gravel, etc., 822 10
Tar and Oils, 3,278 86
Pipe and Cement, 1,037 23
Equipment, 2,028 57
Repairs, 2,273 33
Auto Expense, 1,639 10
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Board and Shoeing of Horses, $468 00
Freight and Express, 717 16
State Highway Tax, 4 650 25
All Other, 808 96
Total General Highway Expenditures, $35,453 69
Street Cleaning
—
Labor, $3,239 78
Teams, 790 16
Equipment, 96 87
Total Street Cleaning, 4,126 81
Other Expenses
Drinking Fountains, $307 11
Street Signs and Traffic Beacons, 741 15
Fences, 784 17
Total Other Expenses, 1,832 43
Liability Insurance, 958 25
Total Payments, 44,599 84
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $50 41
NEW STONE CRUSHER.
Appropriation, $3,000 00
Payments.
Crusher, 3,000 00
CATERPILLAR TRACTOR AND SNOW PLOW.
Appropriation, $5,500 00
Payments.
Five ton Holt Tractor, Top and Lights, $4,425 00
Five ton Sargent Snow Plow, 1,050 00
Additional Equipment, 24 61
Total Payments, 5,499 61
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, 39
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COURT STREET; RESURFACING.
Appropriation, $5,000 00
Payments.
Labor, $1,722 28
Teams, 209 00
Stone, 1,026 65
Tar, 1,276 50
All Other, 339 27
Total Receipts, 4,573 70
Balance Remaining, $426 30
BEAVER DAM ROAD.
Appropriation, $5,000 00
Transfer from Reserve, 2,000 00
Total $7,000 00
Payments.
To Contractors 7,000 00
SANDWICH ROAD MACADAM.
Appropriation, $10,000 00
Payments.
Labor, $2,238 88
Teams, 473 50
Stone, 4,249 05
Tar, 2,067 00
All Other, 970 04
Total Payments, 9,998 47
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $1 53
MAIN STREET EXTENSION.
ALTERATIONS AND SIDEWALKS.
Balance from 1922, $271 73
No Payments
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WARREN AVENUE WIDENING: DAMAGES.
Balance from 1922, $422 39
No Payments
WHITE HORSE ROAD.
Balance from 1922, $5 53
No Payments.
NEW BRIDGE AT EEL RIVER ON WARREN AVENUE.
Balance from 1922, $1,761 43
Final Payment from County, 167 03
Final Payment from State, 167 00
Total, $2,095 46
Payments.
To D. H. Jacobs & Son, final payment
on contract, $1,229 44
Construction of Catch Basin, 188 26
All Other, 71 50
Total Payments, 1,489 20
Balance Remaining, $606 26
BRIDGE OVER TOWN BROOK ON WATER STREET.
Appropriation, $1,500 00
Payments.
Labor and Teams, $901 71
Iron and Steel, 479 70
Lumber, 89 78
All Other, 28 81
Total Payments from Appropriation, 1,500 00
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SIDEWALKS.
Appropriation,
Payments.
Labor,
Teams,
Materials,
All Other,
Total Payments,
Balance to Excess and Deficiency,
$1,636 26
126 13
1,635 09
101 33
SIDEWALKS; GRANOLITHIC.
Balance from 1922,
Appropriation,
Reimbursements Appropriated,
Total,
Payments
Granolithic (Contract)
Labor and Teams,
Cement,
Stone and Gravel,
All Other,
Total Payments,
Balance Remaining,
$11 92
3,000 00
1,074 10
$587 27
1,782 27
1,234 58
331 13
108 65
MANOMET SIDEWALK.
Balance from 1922,
No Payments
SOUTH RUSSELL STREET WALL.
Appropriation,
Payments
$3,500 00
3,498 81
$1 19
$4,086 02
4,043 90
$42 12
$78 90
$500 00
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Labor, $403 99
Cement, 38 00
All Other, 27 22
Total Payments, $469 21
Balance Remaining, $30 79
SNOW AND ICE REMOVAL.
Appropriation, $6,000 00
Payments
Labor, $3,590 46
Teams, Trucks and Tractors, 956 27
Equipment and Repairs, 1,101 31
Sand, 35 50
All Other, 316 43
Total Payments, 5,999 97
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, 03
STREET SPRINKLING.
Appropriation, $6,000 00
Payments.
Labor and Teams, $36 95
Materials (Oil and Tar) 5,963 05
Total Payments, 6,000 00
STREET LIGHTING.
Appropriation, $14,500 00
Payments.
Street Lights, $13,422 29
Range Lights, 76 00
Total Payments, 13,498 29
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $1,001 71
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HARBOR MASTER.
Appropriation, $150 00
Payments.
Salary of Harbor Master, 150 00
POOR DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $17,000 00
Income from Trust Funds, 106 08
Total, $17,106 08
Paymfnis,
General Administration
—
Salary of Chairman, $50 00
Salary of Secretary, 350 00
All Other, 16 45
Total General Administration, $416 45
Almshouse
—
Salary of Superintendent, $624 00
Other Salaries and Wages, 1,209 40
Groceries and Provisions, 1,908 05
Dry Goods: Clothing, 348 55
Building, 137 32
Fuel and Light, 1,372 98
Equipment, 100 46
Hay and Grain, 419 50
All Other, 454 14
Total Almshouse, 6,574 40
Outside Relief by Town
Cash, $2,618 92
Rent, 717 00
Groceries and Provisions, 2,572 50
Coal and Wood, 433 65
Dry Goods: Clothing, 10 80
Medical Attendance, 218 00
—ISO-
Burials, $120 00
State Institutions, 74 00
Other Institutions, 180 30
All Other, 511 00
Total Outside Relief by Town, $7,456 17
Relief Given by Other Cities
and Towns
—
Cities, 595 74
Other Expenses— 13 80
Total Payments, $15,056 56
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $2,049 52
INCOME FROM JULIA P. ROBINSON FUND.
Expended by Overseers of the Poor for Inmates of Almshouse, $21 14
MOTHERS' AID.
Appropriation, $4,500 00
Payments.
Cash, $3,439 33
Rent, 243 00
Fuel, 56 50
All Other, 22 14
Total Payments, 3,760 97
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $739 03
WIDOWS' ACCOUNT.
Balance from 1922, $44 00
Income from Bank Stock, 100 00
Total, $144 00
Payments—
To Widows, 58 00
Balance Remaining, $86 00
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STATE AID.
Payments charged to Commonwealth, $2,106 00
SOLDIERS' BURIALS.
Payments charged to Commonwealth, $120 00
MILITARY AID.
Payments, $465 00
One-half charged to Commonwealth 232 50
Balance to be appropriated by Town $232 50
SOLDIERS' RELIEF.
Payvients.
Cash, $2,761 00
Groceries and Provisions, 360 00
Fuel, 222 35
Medical Assistance, 418 00
Board and Care, 385 00
Rent, 18 00
Total Payments to be appropriated, by Town, $4,164 35
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $214,285 00
Appropriation for 1922 bills, 2,729 45
Income from Trust Funds, 18 48
Total, $217,032 93
Payments.
General Expenses
—
Superintendent's Salary, $3,315 00
Clerk, 1,290 67
Truant Officer, 300 00
Stationery, Postage, Printing 571 43
Telephone, 63 89
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Traveling Expense, 653 11
Automobile Expense, 541 58
Freight and Express, 259 07
School Census, 147 30
All Other, 254 38
Total General Expenses, $7,396 43
Teachers' Salaries
—
Day, $135,931 49
Evening, 3,932 81
Total Teachers' Salaries, 139,864 30
Text Books and Supplies
—
Text and Reference Books, $3,424 67
Paper, Blank Books, etc. 3,523 92
Manual Training Supplies, 189 09
Domestic Science Supplies, 783 53
Industrial Education Supplies, 40 30
Typewriters, 561 37
All Other. 733 17
Total Text Books and Supplies, 9,256 05
Tuition— 1,729 74
Transportation
—
Teams and Auto, $8,251 02
Car fares, 3,200 00
Total Transportation, 11,451 02
Support of Truants, 241 47
Janitor's Service
—
Day, $10,589 08
Evening, 300 50
Total Janitors' Service, 10,889 58
Fuel and Light
Coal and Wood, $14,365 60
Gas and Electricity, 601 19
Total Fuel and Light, $14,966 79
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Maintenance of Buildings and Grounds—
Carpentry and Painting, $5,758 87
Heating and Plumbing, 2,870 39
Building Materials, 256 81
Flags and Flagstaffs, 50 96
Janitors' Supplies, 1,347 78
Telephones, 171 93
Ashes, etc., Removed, 370 50
All Other, 628 40
Total Maintenance of Build-
ings and Grounds, $11,455 64
Furniture and Furnishings
—
Desks and Chairs, $472 24
All Other, 369 55
Total Furniture and Furnishings, * 841 79
Other Expenses
—
Diplomas and Graduation, $145 57
All Other, 43 40
Total Other Expenses, 188 97
Medical Inspection
—
Physician, $680 25
Nurse (School), 1,462 50
Nurse (Dental), 1,400 00
Dentist, 721 17
Dental Clinic, Supplies, etc., 1,028 36
All Other, 519 47
Total Medical Inspection, 5,811 75
Total Payments, $214,093 53
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $2,939 40
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SMITH-HUGHES FUNDS. .
(FEDERAL FUNDS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION)
Balance from 1922, $73 26
Received from Commonwealth, Aug. 1, 1923, 224 30
Total $297 56
Payments
Teachers' Salaries, 73 26
Balance Remaining, $224 30
HEDGE SCHOOL ADDITION.
Appropriation Aug. 4, 1923.
From Tax Levy of 1923, $16,000 00
Loan Authorized, 99,000 00
Total, $115,000 00
Payments,
Purchase of Additional Land, $2,300 00
On Account of Contract, 11,248 90
On Account of Architects, 756 81
Labor and Material, Outside of Contract, 123 20
Total Payments, 14,428 91
Cash Balance Remaining, $1,571 09
Bonds to be Issued Feb. 1, 1924, 99,000 00
Total Balance for Completion of Building, $100,571 09
PLYMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Appropriation, Including 1922 Dog Tax, $5,000 00
Income from Gates Fund, 95 50
Total, $5,095 50
Payments
To Treasurer of Library, 5,095 00
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MANOMET PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Appropriation, $500 00
Payments
To Treasurer of Library, 500 00
PARK DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $3,300 00
Income from Morton Fund, 101 25
Total, 3,401 25
Payments
General
—
Salaries and Wages, $1,244 89
Teams, 141 33
Stationery, Printing, 42 20
Pipe, 56 70
Fences, 32 48
All Other, 61 79
Total General, $1,579 39
Bathing Beaches
—
Labor, $752 11
Supplies, 133 66
New Bathing Houses, 305 50
Repairs, 628 53
Total Bathing Beaches, 1,819 80
Total Payments, 3,399 19
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $2 06
—MS-
PARK DEPARTMENT, CUTTING AND PILING WOOD IN
MORTON PARK.
Balance from 1922, $286 32
Appropriation, 300 00
Total, $586 32
Payments
Labor, 420 82
Balance Remaining, ' $165 50
TRAINING GREEN.
Appropriation, $300 00
Payments
Labor and Teams, $280 15
Resetting Steps, 19 85
Total Payments, 300 00
PARK DEPARTMENT, MAINTENANCE OF LAND
ON TOWN BROOK.
Balance from 1922, $69 50
Payments
Labor 66 03
Balance Remaining, $3 47
PARK DEPARTMENT, FOR PREPARING PLANS AND
ESTIMATES FOR ACQUIRING LAND ON BOTH
SIDES OF TOWN BROOK FOR PARK PURPOSES.
Balance from 1922, $200 00
Payments.
Appraisal, 30 00
Balance Remaining, $170 00
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EMOND LAND FOR PARK PURPOSES.
Appropriation Aug. 4, 1923, $5,000 00
Payment
To Malvina Emond, 5,000 00
STEPHENS FIELD.
Balance from 1922, $56 91
Appropriation, 1,000 00
Total, $1,056 91
Payments
Labor, $734 95
Teams, 61 34
Right of Way, 25 00
Pipe, 25 20
All Other, 199 12
Total Payments, 1,045 61
Balance Remaining, $11 30
STEPHEN'S FIELD, RETAINING WALL
Appropriation, $100 00
Payments,
Labor and Teams, 100 00
STEPHEN'S FIELD, FOR PURCHASE AND LAYING
DRAIN PIPE.
Appropriation Dec. 1, 1923,
1^ No Payments.
$1,500 00
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PUBLIC CAMPING PLACES.
Appropriation, $200 00
Pa\ments,
Labor and Teams, $148 08
Cinders, 43 50
All Other, 6 68
Total Payments, 198 26
Balance Remaining, $1 74
BAND CONCERTS.
Appropriation, $500 00
Payments,
Music, ' $285 00
Other Expenses, 138 89
Total Payments, 423 89
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $76 11
JULY 4th, FOREFATHERS' DAY, AND MUSIC FOR
PUBLIC CELEBRATIONS.
Appropriation, $900 00
Payments,
Music for Patriots' Day, $69 00
Celebration of July 4th, 480 45
Forefathers' Day, 79 00
Total Payments, 628 45
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $271 55
SEXTON.
Appropriation, $150 00
Payments,
Salary of Sexton, 150 00
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MEMORIAL DAY.
Appropriation, $350 00
Payme7its,
Observance of Memorial Day, ' 332 22
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $17 78
PROVIDING HEADQUARTERS FOR POST No. 40,
AMERICAN LEGION.
Appropriation, $600 00
Pay 7nents,
For Rent of Headquarters, 430 00
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $170 00
PROVIDING HEADQUARTERS FOR UNITED SPANISH
WAR VETERANS
Appropriation, $150 00
Payments,
For Rent of Headquarters, 100 00
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $50 00
SOLDIERS' MEMORIAL BUILDING.
Appropriation, March 25, 1922, $60,000 00
No Bonds Issued. No Payments.
PENSIONS FOR TOWN LABORERS.
Appropriation, $1,500 00
Pay merits,
To three men retired from Highway Dept., 1,266 25
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $233 75
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MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNT.
Appropriation, $4,000 00
Transfers from Reserve Account, 724 23
Total, $4,724 23
Pay rnenfs,
Legislative
—
Moderator, $20 00
Clerical Assistance, 2 25
Advisory and Finance Committee,
Printing, 44 00
Wharf Relocation Committee,
Prints, 30 00
Total Legislative, $96 25
Certifying Notes, 50 00
Fuel Distributor's Expenses, 46 80
Rifle Range, Rental, 10 years, 500 00
Rifle Range, Repairs, 206 15
Seal Bounty, 2 00
Lungmotor Expense, 2 00
Landing Float, 62 65
Damages to Persons and Personal
Property, 175 00
Judgment for Freight on Road Oil, 224 23
Workmen's Compensation, 210 00
Town Clock Expenses, 176 72
Care of Flags on Training Green, 128 42
Repairs to Town Bell, 5 87
Honor Roll Expenses, 2 00
Pilgrim Processional, 65 50
Care of Elder Brewster Garden, 219 35
Printing Town Reports, 2,378 50
Purchase of Tax Titles by Town, 97 75
Herring Stream. Expenses, 68 45
Total Payments, 4,717 64
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $6 59
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RE-IMBURSEMENT TO THE TOWN OF WAREHAM FOR
ONE-HALF OF CERTAIN EXPENSES ON THE
AGAWAM AND HALFWAY POND HERRING STREAM.
Appropriation Dec. 1, 1923, $1,117 91
Payments,
To Town of Wareham for one-half of
amount of Itemized list of expendit-
ures to and including Year 1922,
amounting to $2,235.83, 1,117 91
RESERVE ACCOUNT.
Transferred from Reserve from Overlay Taxes, $4,111 48
Transfers to:
Town House Appropriation, 675 00
Sewer Appropriation, 712 25
Beaver Dam Road Appropriation, 2,000 00
Miscellaneous Account for Rifle
Range Rental, 500 00
Total Transfers, 4,111 48
WHARF AND PUBLIC LANDING
Appropriation Mar. 24 and July 21, 1923,
From Tax Levy of 1923, $6,000 00
Loan Authorized, 124,000 00
Total, $130,000 00
Less:
Reserved for Taking or Purchase
of Land, 8,000 00
Appropriation for Construction, $122,000 00
Payments,
Engineering Services, $4,645 93
Test Borings, 598 65
Total Payments, 5,244 58
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Cash Balance Remaining, $755 42
Bonds to be Issued, 116,000 00
Balance Remaining for Construction, $116,755 42
WHARF AND PUBLIC LANDING
PURCHASE OR TAKING OF LAND.
Appropriation Mar. 24, 1923,
Reserved from Appropriation shown above $8,000 00
Bonds not Issued. No Payments.
WATER DEPARTMENT, MAINTENANCE.
Appropriation, $19,000 00
Labor and Material for Departments, 116 70
Total, $19,116 70
Payments,
Administration
—
Superintendent, $2,000 00
Registrar, 1,000 00
Clerk, 780 00
Stationery, Printing, Postage 386 74
Telephones, 162 68
All Other, 545 97
Total Administration, $4,875 39
General Expenditures
—
Labor, $4,437 51
Pipe and Fittings, 435 95
Meters and Fittings, 288 89
Freight and Express, 53 87 -
Equipment and Repairs, 285 94
New Truck, 367 83
Auto Expense, 144 08
All Other, 483 68
Total General Expenditures, 6,497 75
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Service Connections
—
Materials, $527 86
Pumping Station
—
Engineers,, $2,700 00
Boilers and Pumps, 393 78
Oil, Waste, Packing, 261 39
Coal, 3,472 94
Building, 387 51
Total Pumping Station, $7,215 62
Total Payments, $19,116 62
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, 08
WATER DEPARTMENT, CONSTRUCTION
Appropriation, $8,000 00
Payme7its,
Labor, $3,548 23
Pipe, 4,322 26
All Other, 128 40
Total Payments 7,998 89
Balance Remaining, $1 11
OAK GROVE AND VINE HILLS CEMETERIES.
Appropriation, $10,000 00
Income from Funds, 820 66
Total, $10,820 66
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Superintendent, $1,425 00
Labor, 6,701 77
Clerical Assistance, 197 66
Total Salaries and Wages, $8,324 43
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Other Expenses
—
Teams, $363 77
Loam and Fertilizer, 821 85
Trees, Shrubs, etc., 165 10
Tools, 129 76
Telephone, 22 61
Water and Drain Pipe, 586 97
All Other, 273 04
Total Other Expenses, 2,363 10
Total Payments, 10,687 53
Transferred to Building Appropriation, 132 55
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, 58
OAK GROVE AND VINE HILLS CEMETERIES
FOR ALTERATION AND ADDITION TO BUILDING
Appropriation, $2,800 00
Transferred from Cemetery Appro. 132 55
Total, $2,932 55
Payments,
Raising Building and Construction of Cellar, 199 00
Contractor for Building, 2,659 87
Other Labor, etc., 73 68
Total Payments, 2,932 55
OAK GROVE AND VINE HILLS CEMETERIES
(GRADING, SURVEYING AND PLANS)
Balance from 1922, $417 24
Payments,
Superintendent, $30 00
Labor, 341 00
Teams, 19 25
Total Payments, 390 25
Balance Remaining, $26 99
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BURIAL HILL CEMETERY.
Appropriation, $1,700 00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Superintendent, $105 00
Labor, 1,131 86
Total Salaries and Wages, $1,236 86
Other Expenses
—
Teams, $39 76
Loam and Fertilizer, 8 90
Tools, 26 75
Trees, Shrubs, etc., 97 50
Fence, 75 00
All Other, 75 23
Total Other Expenses, 323 14
Total Payments, 1,560 00
Transferred to Wall Appropriation, 26 70
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $113 30
BURIAL HILL WALL.
Appropriation, $500 00
Transferred from Burial Hill Cem.
Appropriation, 26 70
Total, $526 70
Payments,
Labor and Teams, ^ $358 78
Cement, 119 50
Pipe, Steel, Tools, etc., 48 42
Total Payments, 526 70
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CHILTONVIILLE, MANOMET, CEDARVILLE,
AND SOUTH POND CEMETERIES.
Appropriation, $300 00
Paymejits,
Labor, $153 90
All Other, 2 00
Total Payments, 155 90
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $144 10
ADDITION TO MANOMET CEMETERY.
Balance from 1922, $136 90
No Payments.
TOWN DEBT AND INTEREST.
Appropriation, $44,000 00
Payments.
Interest
—
Loans in Anticipation of
Taxes, $5,181 93
Town Hall Lot Loan, 742 50
Plymouth County Hospital
Loan, 2,231 25
Sewer Loans, 281 25
School Loans, 964 00
Other General Loans, 726 00
Water Loans, 1,085 50
Total Interest, $11,212 43
Town Debt-
Town Hall Lot Loan, $1,000 00
Plymouth County Hospital
Loan, 5,000 00
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Sewer Loans, $1,000 00
School Loans, 10,400 00
Other General Loans, 5,300 00
Water Loans, 3,266 66
Total Town Debt, $25,966 66
Total Payments, $37,179 09
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $6,820 91
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SCHEDULE C.
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS.
Credits, Amounts Actually Received
:
Corporation Tax, $85,547 95
National Bank Tax, 2,042 27
Income Tax, 22,635 18
Income Tax (School Funds), 17,337 50
Moth Assessment, 516 00
Tax Collector's Department, 343 20
Sealing Weights and Measures, 272 24
Health Department, 965 41
Sewers, 228 91
Highway Department, 10 55
Poor Department, 4,335 91
School Department, 4,004 04
Park Department, 1,632 50
Cemetery Department, 5,775 71
Interest, 5,421 26
Water Department, 37,565 48
Herring Fisheries, 775 00
Miscellaneous
:
Reimbursement for Loss
of Taxes, $327 13
Reimbursement for Sold-
iers' Exemptions, 122 41
Peddlers' Licenses, 323 00
Junk Licenses, 115 00
Pool and Billiard Licenses, 44 00
Victuallers' and Sunday
Licenses, 505 00
All Other Licenses, 179 00
Sewer Permits, 1,096 00
Court Fines, 782 15
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4,332 22
Other Departmental, 638 53
Income from Bank Stock, 200 00
Total Actual Receipts,
Charges, Estimated in Making
Corporation Tax,
National Bank Tax,
Income Tax,
Income Tax (School Funds),
Moth Assessment,
Tax Collector's Department,
Sealing Weights and Measures,
Health Department,
Sewers,
Highway Department,
Poor Department,
School Department,
Park Department,
Cemetery Department,
Interest,
Water Department,
Herring Fisheries,
Miscellaneous,
Total Estimated Receipts,
$193,741 33
Tax Warrant:
$65,661 82
19,155 78
17,337 50
665 60
An
226 89
163 24
160 72
205 54
3,573 32
4,225 56
1,105 10
6,427 43
5,036 87
38,962 68
926 00
4,410 58
168,546 72
Excess of Actual Receipts, See Revenue Ac-
count (Schedule D.) $25,194 61
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SCHEDULE D.
REVENUE ACCOUNT 1923.
Charges
:
Total Appropriations, $589,666 23
Less
:
Estimated Receipts, $168,546 72
Franklin St. Engine House
and Lot balance appropriated, 260 00
168,806 72
Amount to be assessed, $420,859 21
Excess Revenue, See Excess and
Deficiency, (Schedule E.) 26,413 61
$447,273 12
Credits
:
Assessors' Warrants, $422,078 51
Excess of Estimated Receipts,
(See Schedule C.) 25,194 61
$447,273 12
SCHEDULE E.
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EXCESS AND DEFICIENCY.
Charges
:
None
Credits
:
Excess Revenue, (Schedule D.), $26,413 6L
Unexpended Balances:
Selectmen's Department, $70 79
Accounting Department, 9 64
Treasury Department, 28
Tax Collector's Department, 99 53
Assessors' Department, 180 01
Law Department, 181 50
Town Clerk's Department, 106 44
Engineering Department, 40
Street Line Survey, 06
Planning Board, 3 39
Election and Registration, 11 05
Maintenance of Town House, 157 24
Police Department, 6 57
Fire Department, 43 33
Sealing Weights and Measures, 1 50
Moth Suppression, 12 16
Tree Warden's Department, 4 01
Forest Warden's Department, 88
Inland Fisheries, 6 56
Health Department, 969 71
Public Sanitaries, 55
Roads and Bridges, 50 41
Sandwich Road Macadam, 1 53
Sidewalks, 1 19
Tractor and Snow Plow, 39
Snow and Ice Removal, 03
Street Lighting, 1,001 71
Poor Department, 2,049 52
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Mothers' Aid, $739 03
k^^llv/Vfl JL-'C^C4X Ulll^XXL, 40rrV
Park DpDartmpnt 2 06
IVTemorial Dav Obsprvancp^»-l.\^XXXvX XCvX Ji-^iA/J^ V-' KJkj\^± V CVXXV^V'^ 17 78
TTpaHmiarfpr<N for Am TyPcrion T-*rv«it 170 00
HeadQuartprs for TI SDanish WarJL J. V-CvVt. VJ L4.C/VX \j\^± O XV/X • CVXXXOX X V T CvX
Veterans, 50 00
.Tiilv 4th and F'orpfathprs;^ F)av 271^ i X
Band Concerts, 76 11
Pensions for Town T^ahorersJ. \--XXkJX\_/XXkJ X VX JL \J TV XX J- %Af KJ\JX V^X 233 75
Miscellaneous Account, 6 59
Water Department, 08
Oak Grove and Vine Hills Cemeteries 58
Burial Hill Cemetery, 113 30
C, M., C, and S. P. Cemeteries, 144 10
Town and Interest, 6,820 91
Total Balances, $16,555 62
Total Excess (See Balance Sheet), $42,969 23
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SCHEDULE H.
Itemized Statement of the Funded Indebtedness,
January 1, 1924.
Town Hall Lot Loan.
Four and one-half per cent, bonds, dated Mar. 1, 1919,
payable $1,000 annually, $16,000 00
Plymouth County Hospital Loan.
Five and one-fourth per cent, bonds, dated Apr. 1, 1921,
payable $5,000 annually, 40,000 00
Sewer Loan.
Three and three-fourths per cent, notes, dated July 1,
1903, payable $1,000 annually, 7,000 00
Highway Loans.
Four per cent, bonds, dated May 15, 1916,
payable $1,150 annually, $3,450 00
Four per cent, bonds, dated May 15, 1916,
payable $1,050 annually, 3,150 00
Four per cent, bonds, dated May 1, 1917,
payable $2,100 annually, 8,400 00
Total Highway, 15,000 00
School Loans.
Four per cent, notes, dated July 1, 1904,
payable $1,400 annually, $1,400 00
Four per cent, bonds, dated June 1, 1914,
payable $3,500 annually, 3,500 00
Four per cent, bonds, dated July 1, 1916,
payable $4,500 annually, 13,500 00
Total School, 18,400 00
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Water Loans.
Three and three-fourths per cent, notes,
dated July 1, 1903, payable $666M an-
nually, %6,6^6 60
Three and one-half per cent, bonds, dated
Nov. 15, 1905, payable $600 annually, 1,200 00
Four per cent, bonds, dated July 1, 1907,
payable $1,000 annually, 9,000 00
Four per cent, bonds, dated Feb. 15, 1908,
payable $1,000 annually, 9,000 00
Total Water. 25,866 60
Total Funded Dept. $122,266 60
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SCHEDULE 1.
TRUST FUND
CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUND
Deposited in Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank.
Russell Tomlinson, $200 00
Betsey C. Bagnell, 321 36
Rebecca D. Ryder, 850 08
Lydia W. Chandler, 312 60
Curtis Howard, 754 23
Sarah F. Bagnell, 188 70
A. A. Whiting, 575 42
James Reed, 490 93
William H. Nelson, .669 81
Charles Holmes, 236 09
Louisa S. Jackson, 216 00
Judith S. Jackson, 590 67
John Donley, 117 80
David Drew, 117 20
Mary J. Brown, 58 08
Mary V. Lewis, 324 56
Priscilla L. Hedge, 256 31
Frederick Webber, 92 10
Nancie C. Wood, 1,313 65
Fannie Goodwin Bates, 528 53
Joshua Atwood, 116 19
Ichabod Shaw, 515 01
Edwin Morey, 778 29
Waldron and Dunham, 322 66
Timothy T. Eaton, 164 30
Heman Cobb, 287 72
Thomas Sampson, 209 07
Ephraim B. Holmes, 750 94
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Lydia E. Jackson, 259 32
Jacob Jackson, 153 80
Charlotte R. Bearse, 254 14
Washburn portion, Lot No. 42, 192 36
Helena B. Rich 146 47
Winslow B. Rickard 107 12
John Eddy 104 30
Helen Covington 241 19
Freeman E. Wells, 187 84
Eliza J. Burt, 173 28
David L. Harlow, 110 34
Benjamin Swift, 122 96
Ellis Benson, 117 65
James Deacon, 152 92
Ellis and Freeman, 124 32
Ansel F. Fish, . 120 43
Taylor and Foss, 129 96
Mary A. Minter, 161 92
Adelaide Reed, 143 56
Elizabeth M. Ward, 289 31
Edward W. Bradford, 225 33
Harvey lot. 133 03
Ephraim Churchill, 27 90
Franklin B. Holmes, 119 80
Linus B. Thomas, 74 83
Ephraim S. Morton, 137 92
Merriam lot. 276 14
B. 0. Strong, 140 23
John C. Cave, 116 12
Winslow B. Standish, 122 92
Calvin S. Damon, 240 29
Finney and Churchill, 139 54
Edward B. Hayden. 160 75
H. N. P. Hubbard, 122 66
Anderson lots. 178 07
Sylvanus Churchill, 71 86
Nancy L. Pratt, 79 20
Burgess P. Terry, 160 86
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William and P. H. Williams, 119 51
Increase Robinson, 485 99
August H. Lucas, 181 64
Edward Morton, 120 04
Benjamin Pierce, 60 36
Alfred P. Arnold, 117 76
Nathaniel H. Morton, 120 49
Charles H. Holmes, 131 06
Daniel Hinchcliffe, 127 56
Samuel Nelson,
,
131 81
Nathaniel Russell, 289 51
Sumner Leonard, 133 25
Frederick Dittmar, 125 36
Emeline Landy, 125 33
John F. Hoyt, 151 37
Pope lot. 180 15
Nehemiah Savery, 119 45
Thomas A. Holsgrove, 190 08
John C. Ross, 253 60
Archibald McLean, 59 90
George L. Lyon, 208 89
Phineas Pierce lot and Paty tomb, 267 57
Burgess lot, 222 03
Ezra Harlow, 183 99
Mercy J. Howland, 121 68
Isaac M. Jackson, 1,236 56
Mary McDonald, 123 10
Mary J. Corey, 125 92
Ellis-Ryder, 132 76
Brewster-Bartlett, 398 59
Barnabas Hedge, 205 41
George M. Collins, 147 37
Alexander McLean, 128 00
Charles E. Dow 124 54
Shaw and Thomas, 256 10
Atwood and Pratt, 255 93
Prentiss lot. 250 02
Rufus H. Pope, 105 62
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Alanson Thomas, 197 28
Albert Whiting 118 80
Gamahel Thomas, 120 05
Albert Bramhall, 123 07
Nancy B. Stevens, 127 06
Johnson-Hart, 121 24
Adeline D. Bartlett, 53 77
Coomer-Weston
,
256 14
Edward N. H. Vaughn, 293 53
Thomas W. Finney, 130 18
Charles H. Howland, 2nd, 115 55
Davidson lots. 225 26
James Ellis, 128 89
Allen and Franklin M. Holmes, 127 63
Marietta Bumpus, 159 52
Frederick 0. Bradford, 179 25
Mercy C. Robbins, 378 92
D. Edson Raymond, 124 84
Martin J. Hunting, 249 73
Watson and Rufus Ellis, 124 84
Herbert Robbins, 124 84
William J. Waterson, 61 68
Belinda B. Clements, 122 09
George. D Bartlett, 549 69
Orrin W. and Lydia A. Bennett, 122 09
John F. Hall, 120 76
Charles P. Morse, 119 41
Stephen and Almira B. Pember, 119 41
Erastus B. Torrance, 119 41
Winslow W. Avery, 238 88
Daniel 0. Churchill, 118 10
Bradford Barnes, 177 19
Zacheus Bartlett, 116 80
Burgess and Churchill, 54 20
Alexander M. Harrison, 115 56
Hilda Svensson, 115 49
Hiram B. Sears, 231 11
Joseph Taylor, 85 65
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Franklin B. Cobb, 114 23
Andrew J. and Sarah E. Bradford, 114 23
John S. Butler, 114 23
Charles H. and Eunice B. Rowland, 78 40
Sylvanus W. King, 113 81
Levi P. Morton, 112 99
Whitmore-Churchill-Whitmore, 131 39
John Bachelder, 169 51
Richard McLean lots. 224 31
Ziba R. Ellis, 111 72
Charles L. Jones, 222 67
Clark Ellis, 221 88
Charles E. and Clarence E. Taylor, 110 91
Joshua L. Edes, 110 51
Raymond-Doten, 218 58
John Peck, 109 28
Hayden-Bradford, 136 59
Abbie B. Ward, 163 32
Charles C. Drew, 272 25
Thomas Hedge, 280 29
Elmer H. Bartlett, 108 48
Scovel-Doten, 270 23
Walter S. Irwin, 134 58
Peter Holmes lot. 273 61
Frank Sheppard, 106 91
Emily H. Cook, 158 58
William and Violet Crozier, 104 93
Frederick Mahler, 104 93
Isaac B. King, 208 32
Catherina Wilhelmy, 104 15
Emily F. Bartlett, 104 15
William Bradford, 258 48
Charles and Deborah Hathaway, 204 50
Kate Zahn, 101 13
Lothrop C. King, 151 69
Alpheus 0. Grant, 100 75
Jennette B. Smyth, 100 38
Clark Finney 100 38
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Ichabod Morton 100 38
Cobb and Burgess 100 40
William H.Miller 100 38
Laura A. and Edna M. Larkin, 100 00
George H. Malloy, 100 00
Robert Siebenschu, 100 00
Total Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, $37,510 25
Deposited in Plymouth Savings Bank
$759 22
William H Nelson 761 38
Thomas R Bartlett 317 19
T?pV)Pf»(^a p SamDson 278 89
Katherine E. Sever, 415 01
Marv F Wood 129 60
v^Aji yxK^HiX kjci V CI y , 118 49
VV lllKXiil ±V'_'oo, 349 11
JT tlLllctlll XVH11IL>C111, 405 02
.TnVin rinndiriO"Willi VJTwv-'V-llll^, 549 34
SpViiivlpT* Ss?iTn"n«snnWJ^^llUlj'ld kJCHllJpo*-/!!, 287 02
R B HallXV* X-** XXCi- X^ 128 74
Fanny Sylvester, 127 04
E. A. Spooner, 105 05
George Hayward, 436 44
George S. Tolman, 136 63
Elizabeth S. Tinkham, 119 57
Danforth and Thurber, 243 62
William Bartlett, 413 28
Daniel H. Paulding, 305 52
John Morissey, 261 22
Oliver T. Wood, 116 28
Sarah V. Kendrick, 73 65
Sarah A. Waldron, 174 75
Phoebe P. Ellis, 33 31
George E. and Carrie M. Benson, 178 00
Emma F. Avery, 293 06
Isaac M. Jackson, 1,050 00
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Abby B. Avery and Samuel Bartlett 295 39
Dora Perrit, 150 26
Mary E. Moning, 113 39
Nathaniel Spooner, 140 46
Georgianna Hedge, 137 01
Elizabeth F. Stoddard, 264 41
Abbie D. Danforth, 120 16
Cornelius Bradford, 124 51
Benjamin Hathaway, 260 08
George W. Haskins, 93 46
Henry Farris Stoddard, 131 02
Obediah Lyon, 194 18
Madeline Harris, 189 46
Lydia G. Lothrop, 374 54
Annie Martin, 264 94
Sarah W. Sparrow, 124 75
Charles C. Doten, 300 77
Sarah J. Ryder, 237 66
Mary B. Bassett, 118 78
Colburn C. and Charles R. Wood, 356 52
Henry W. Tillson 118 78
Caroline Grozinger, 57 91
Joseph P. Thurston, 115 91
Gustavus G. Sampson, 114 46
Amelia Knoch, 114 46
Briggs-Goodwin, 113 09
James H. Sutcliffe, 113 09
Evelyn Louise Perry, 113 09
Charles W. Eaton, 365 42
John Smith, 113 09
Amasa Bartlett and Bourne Spooner, 275 92
Capt. Frederick Bartlett, 107 20
Caroline C. Finney, 108 09
Thomas Cooper, 105 05
Lorenzo M. Bennett, 155 64
James R. Shaw, 103 77
Ernest L. Sampson 207 55
Truman Sampson, 103 77
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Levi R. Sampson, 103 77
Arthur S. Byrnes, 103 77
Otis W. Lapham, 103 77
Francis M. Robbins, 103 77
Lemuel L. Swift, 155 64
George W. Bradford, 205 00
Grace D. Mooney, 51 25
Amasa C. Sears, 102 50
Mary Pratt, 256 25
Henry W. Torrey, 156 94
Lyndon P. Hubbard, 100 00
Stephen Doten, 100 00
Ellen D. Howard, 75 00
Bramhall Fund, 150 00
Thomas Jackson, 100 00
Emma S. Hall, 100 00
Douglas-Hodges, 100 00
Churchill-Harlow, 150 00
Benjamin and Bessie Weston, 50 00
George Finney, 100 00
Horace C. Whitten, 100 00
Edward L. Robbins, 200 00
Henry Buhman, 100 00
$17,832 13
Total Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds, $55,342 38
NATHANIEL MORTON PARK FUND.
Plymouth Savings Bank, $2,000 00
MURDOCK POOR AND SCHOOL FUND.
Plymouth Savings Bank, $730 00
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FRANCIS LEBARON POOR FUND.
Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, $675 00
Plymouth Savings Bank, $675 00
CHARLES HOLMES POOR FUND
Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, $500 00
JULIA P. ROBINSON POOR FUND.
Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, $300 00
WARREN BURIAL HILL CEMETERY FUND.
Plymouth Savings Bank, $1,150 00
Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, 238 90
MARCIA E. JACKSON GATES PUBLIC LIBRARY
Plymouth Savings Bank, $1,000 00
Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, 1,000 00
OLD COLONY NATIONAL BANK STOCK IN-
VESTMENT FUND.
Old Colony National Bank Stock, $5,000 00
—ITS-
APPROPRIATIONS ON WARRANT FOR
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
MARCH 22, 1924.
Selectmen's Department, $2,450 00
Accounting Department, 1,750 00
Treasury Department, 1,500 00
Tax Collector's Department, 2,150 00
Assessor's Department, 5,000 00
Law Department, 800 00
Town Clerk's Department, 1,650 00
Engineering Department, 900 00
Street Line Survey, 150 00
Planning Board, 3,000 00
Election and Registration, 1,300 00
Maintenance of Town House, 2,000 00
Police Department, 23,000 00
Police Signal System, 4,100 00
Fire Department, 30,769 00
Fire Department for New Apparatus, 10,000 00
Sealing Weights and Measures, 2,600 00
Moth Suppression, 5,000 00
Tree Warden's Department, 2,500 00
Forest Warden's Department, 3,500 00
Rifle Range, 500 00
Inland Fisheries, 200 00
Plymouth County Aid to Agriculture, 250 00
Plymouth County Hospital Maintenance, 6,982 08
Health Department, 17,000 00
Public Sanitaries, 1,900 00
Sewers, 4,000 00
Roads and Bridges, 40,000 00
Resurfacing on Court Street, 20,000 00
Surfacing Standish Avenue and Allerton Street
and side streets between these ways and Court
Street, 10,000 00
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Property Damages on Alteration of portion of
State Highway from Plymouth to Bourne, AA
New Street from Water St. to Robbins Lumber
Yara, OA AAA AA
Bartlett Koacl, C AAA0,UUU AA
TTTT^'J.-, TT^ „ T~> „ „ JWhite Morse Koacl, o c:aao,0UU AA
Beaver Dam Road, ana UU
Bournedale Road near Great Herring Pond, 111 AAii,iUU AAUU
Manomet bidewalk, 1 AAAi,UUU AAUU
Ulcl Line i\iiJi oriage at iiiel Kiver, 1 f^AAi,OUU AAUU
Sidewalks, Q f^AA AAUU
Sidewalks : Granolithic, O AAAo,UUU AAUU
Snow and Ice Removal, 1 nnni,UUU UU
Street Sprinkling, a AAAo,UUU AAUU
Street Lighting, 1 A Pinni4,0UU UU
Harbor Master, UU
rensions lor 1 own Laborers, 1 OAAi,oUu AAUU
Poor Department, 1 a t^AA AAUU
Mothers' Aid, A KAA AAUU
Military Aid, oooZoZ KAoU
Soldiers' Relief, A M^A Of^
School Department, ooo 01 A AAUU
Plymouth Public Library (including Dog Tax
^ AAA AAUU
Manomet Public Library, CTAA AA00
Park Department, f\ A CtAll),4oU AAOU
Park Department for Cutting Wood in Park, OAA AAUU
Training Green, A AA4UU AAUU
Public Camping Places, CTAA500 AA00
oiepnens rieiu, o,4UU AOUU
Stephens Field, Land for Right of Way, 1,500 00
Plans for Playground in North End of Town, 200 00
Purchase of Old Fort Standish at Saquish, 600 00
Acquiring Land on North Side of Town Brook
for Park Purposes, 7,150 00
Acquiring Land for a Town Forest, 2,000 00
Town Forest, for Reforesting, 1,000 00
—ISO-
Providing Headquarters for Plymouth Post No.
ouu no
JTlUVlLllll^ iltrctLlLJLlctl Lcl o lUl UillLcU O^cllllkSll Weil
V tTLCl ctXlo^ 1 'SO v/VJ
OcALUll, 1 f^O onuu
IVXclllUl Ictl JLJcXy f 0«JVJ 00
O UIV i VJ Lll Lll dllvi. J. Ulddl/llClo i—fCXi^y CUV/ 00
0\J\J 00
00
T?pQprvp Appnnnt f^T^rnm T^p^sPrvp OvpHpiv^ 5 000 00
Water Department, Maintenance, 19,000 00
Water Department, Construction, 6,000 00
Oak Grove and Vine Hills Cemeteries, 10,000 00
Burial Hill Cemetery, 2,000 00
Chiltonville, Manomet, South Pond and Cedar-
ville Cemeteries, 300 00
Town Debt and Interest, 36,500 00
$670,557 93
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen— I have the honor to respectfully submit my
annual report of the Police Department for the year ending
December 31, 1923.
ORGANIZATION
John Armstrong, Chief.
Patrolmen.
Joseph W. Schilling, Lincoln S. Wixon, John Gault, Jacob
E. Peck, George H. Bell and Henry E. Dries.
Constables.
John Armstrong, Joseph W. Schilling, Lincoln S. Wixon,
John Gault, Jacob E. Peck, George H. Bell, Herman W. Tow-
er, Edwin A. Dunton.
Special Police Officers.
Lee W. Cole, Peter Winter, Robert M. Fogarty, Charles J.
Grandi, Nicholas Stephan, John Nauman, Fred Longhi, Arthur
G. Mayo, Russell L. Dickson, Daniel E. Beaton, Henry Mur-
phy, Arthur L. Manter, John Kennedy, William J. Hunter,
William Armstrong, Ralph E. Cook, John Barrett, Daniel J.
Sullivan, John A. Armstrong, Charles Carr, Charles Sander-
son, John Bodell, James M. Downey, Thomas W. Reagan,
Frank H. Cushman, Alfred Holmes, Edward K. Morse, J.
Murray Atwood, James W. Lewis, Charles Webber, Joseph
Mentzel, Joseph W. Richardson, Neil McKay, Jesse Brewer,
Leon D. Badger, Edward Wall, Henry Dries, William Hollis.
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Special Police for Limited Territory.
Edward F. Stranger, Cemeteries and Burial Hill; Martin
W. Holmes, Burial Hill; Benjamin F. Walker, Morton School-
William H. Raymond, Mount Pleasant School; Lester And-
erson, Pilgrim Monument; Horace Anderson. Fresh Pond;
Charles F. H. Harris, South Pond; William S. Fuller, South
Pond; John H. Damon, Plymouth Beach, Ralph Matinzi,
Boys' Club; Charles Coates, High School; Frank Thomas,
R. B. Symington's Estate; George A. Burgess, South Street
School; Harry Armstrong, John Goodwin and Alfred Nick-
erson, George Mabbett and Sons Co. ; Charles Williamson,
Plymouth Theatre; William E. Baker, Martin Anderson,
Charles Wedell, Samuel Gray, Alex. Bongiovanni, John F.
Doyle, David Dean, W. F. Mitchell, James Shaw, Adelbert
L. Christie, Edward White, A. M. Douglass, John McCor-
mick, Antone F. Lorenzo, George K. Harding, Robert Ander-
son, Axel Frieburg, William Cameron, Edward Sweeney
George Fox, John Grandi, James Bain, Robert Fox, Arthur
W. Stone, Charles L. Robbins, Plymouth Cordage Co.; Lewis
F. Smith, Training Green; Thomas Baldner, State Armory;
Augustus P. Dean, and George T. Wood, Old Colony Theatre
William H. Fernside, Wharf; Anton Rossler, Manomet;
Arrests by Month.
Males Females Total
January, 10 0 10
February, 11 0 11
March, 9 0 9
April, 19 0 19
May, 40 1 41
June, 40 1 41
July, 45 0 45
August, 46 0 46
September, 22 1 23
October, 33 3 36
November, 18 0 18
December, 33 1 34
326 7 333
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LUtai IlUlIIUt;! Ui ctllcoto, ooo
r trllldltrb, 7
X 1 tJ
^Frvn _T? PCI rlpn tc 1
INUIIlUcl UI llllcS lllipUbcU, 1 0fi
Ifixu
vyUllLlIlUtftl L-dOCb, ^1ox
T?^ilooc"0/i \ii7Ti" n /^iTt" c>T*T*Q 1 n"mv>on "i"JvtJlccloctl WILHUUL dl I ctl^llllltrllt^ vJO
Placed on file, 30
Probation, 23
IdUIltUIl lllbdllc XlUbpitdl, 9
House of Correction, 16
Arrested for out of town officers, 14
Held for Grand Jury, 5
Childrens Welfare Society, 1
Total, 333
OFFENCES.
Malp P^PTYIJllpX triildlt; X ULdl
1X 0 1X
s\. uki Lie UlUIl
,
9 0 9
19 0 19x^
xiiiuwiiig iiiiiiui 111 puui lUUlll, 1J. \J 1X
o o o trjDdotdi uy
,
9 A\J 9
RTPJ* Itin or Jinrl PTT^pyiTicrJDlcdivlll^ dllli CllLtrllllg, 0 o
riredKing gidss on nignway, q A\J Q
V^dlljrlllg IcVUlVtJl, 1X 0 1X
T~)p1 1nnnpn f*v 0 1X 1X
Disturbing the peace, 24 0 24
Dog without license, 1 0 1
Disorderly House, 1 0 1
Drunkenness, 133 0 133
Eaves Dropping, 1 0 1
Fornication, 0 1 1
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Gambling Nuisance,
Insane,
Keeping child from School,
Larceny,
Lewdness,
Loitering,
Malicious Mischief,
Manslaughter,
Non-support,
Runaway Children,
Setting fire without permit.
Tramp,
Threatening Language,
Vagrancy,
Violating Auto Laws,
Violating Fish and Game Law,
Violating Liquor Law,
Violating Probation,
Violating Town By-Law,
5 0 5
2 0 2
0 1 1
11 0 11
0 2 2
2 0 2
2 0 2
2 0 2
4 0 4
3 0 3
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
5 1 6
78 0 78
2 0 2
16 1 17
3 0 3
1 0 1
326 7 333
Miscellaneous Work of The Department.
Children reported lost and found, 14
Buildings found open, 87
Complaints received and investigated, 1158
Night's lodging given to, 11
I desire again to call your attention to the importance of
installing a standard police signal system whereby the patrol-
men can keep in touch with headquarters at all times, and of
headquarters being able to call any patrolman on the street
when emergency cases arise. As it is now there is no means
of getting a patrolman on the street in the North part of the
town except through the good will of some person having a
telephone who will go out to the street and tell the officer that
he is wanted at headquarters.
This installation is to be for telephone and flashlight only,
but so arranged that signaling and recording apparatus can
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readily be made in the boxes, and at headquarters when de-
sired.
In conducting poHce matters occasions frequently arise
when several officers are wanted at the same time, with an up
to date system it is possible to do this. Without such a sys-
tem it is extremely difficult to have the department act with
the efficiency desired.
The location of boxes and lights to be as follows
:
Sandwich Street, corner of Bradford Street,
Main Street, corner of Leyden Street,
Court Street, corner of Park Avenue,
Court Street, corner of Centennial Street,
Court Street, corner of Cherry Street,
Court Street, corner of Forest Avenue,
With such a system installed the citizens are better protect-
ed both day and night as service can be given quickly, under
existing conditions an extended time might elapse before help
from the police department could be rendered, and the differ-
ence between the two means success or failure to carry out
and enforce the law or give the citizens the proper protection.
I therefore respectfully recommend that a special appropri-
ation be made of $4,100.00 for this system complete. This
amount will provide for six (6) police boxes equipped with
telephones, six (6) flashlights and eight (8) controllers for op-
erating same.
In order that we may be able to furnish better police pro-
tection in sections of the town not properly patroled at the
present time. I will respectfully recommend that three men
be added to this department as regular police officers.
I respectfully recommend an appropriation of $23,000.00
to defray the expenses of this department for the year 1924.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN ARMSTRONG,
Chief of Police.
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ASSESSORS' REPORT
Aggregate Valuation, $22,289,325 00
Assessed and Exempted :
Chap. 59. Clause 17 & 18.
Gen. Laws, $62,325 00
Chap. 59. Clause 23,
Gen. Laws, 36,275 00
Chap. 59. Sec. 5, Gen. Laws, 1,500 00 100,100 00
Available for Revenue, $22,189,225 00
Valuation, Personal, $5,227,950 00
Valuation, Real, 16,961,275 00
Gain on Real, 427,850 00
Loss on Personal, 120,470 00
To be raised by Taxation
:
State, 50,010 25
County, 38,884 88
County, Gurnet Bridge, 735 77
Town, 413,191 51 502,822 41
Division of Taxes:
Personal, 119,197 26
Real, • 386,648 67
Re-assessed, 471 39
Moth, 516 00 506,833 32
3859 Polls, $2.00 7,718 00
3859 Polls, State Bonus, $3.00 11,577 00 19,295 00
Dec. 20. Additional Personal and Real, 68 40
526,196 72
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Charitable, Literary, Benevolent, $648,622 00
Rate of Taxation $22.80 on $1,000.00
Warrants to Collector:
Exempted under Chap. 59, Sec. 5, Gen. Laws,
Town of Plymouth, 1147,825 00
Table of Aggregates:
Residents assessed on Property, 2,496
Corporations, Firms, etc., 628
Non-Residents, 1,066
Persons assessed on Property, 4,190
Poll Tax only, 2,116
Poll Assessed, 3,859
Poll Exempted. Chap. 59, Clause 18, Gen. Laws, 56
Poll Exempted. Chap. 59, Clause 23, Gen. Laws, 21
Horses, 262
Cows, 428
Sheep, 23
Neat, 12
Swine, 21
Fowl, 4,750
Dwelling Houses, 3,531
Acres of Land, 47,912
Abatement Account.
Levy 1921,
Dec 31, 1922. Balance Undrawn, $4,047 30
Jan. 1923. Added Polls, 12 00
$4,059 30
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Dec. 31, 1923. Abatements, 261 02
Levy 1922.
Dec. 31, 1922. Balance Undrawn, $4,258 68
Apr. 21, 1923. Refunded by State on Polls, 1,443 00
$5,701 68
Jan. 1, 1923. Abated Polls, $600 00
Dec. 31, 1923. Abated Property, 116 48 716 48
$4,985 20
Levy 1923.
Apr. 1, 1923. Overlay, $3,023 52
Dec. 20, 1923. Property, 539 79
Dec. 20, 1923. 8 Polls, 40 00
$3,603 31
Dec. 20, 1923. Abated Polls, $1,955 00
Dec. 20, 1923. Abated Property, 1,377 12 3,332 12
$271 19
Reserve Fund.
Dec. 31, 1923. Balance Undrawn, $6,191 95
Dec. 31, 1923. Added Balance Levy, 1921, 3,798 28
$9,990 23
Transferred to Reserve Account, 4,111 48
$5,878 75
We recommend an appropriation for the year 1924.
$3,000.00 for salaries of Assessors, and $2,000.00 for Assistant
Assessors, Clerks, and Expenses.
We recommend that $50,000.00 of the Excess and Defici-
ency Account be used to reduce the Tax Levy of the year 1924
JAMES C. BATES,
NATHANIEL G. LANMAN,
GEORGE HARLOW,
Assessors.
REPORT OF THE OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1923.
The past year has been very quiet so far as the work of this
department was concerned, but ninety eight people hving
here and twenty six elsewhere for which this town was respon-
sible having received relief outside the almshouse. This
small number would seem to indicate that work was plentiful
for those able to do it, those carried on our list being mostly
the steady cases that are carried on the books from year to
year.
On January 1, 1923 the number
Almshouse was,
Admitted during the year,
Died,
of inmates in the
12
2
14
1
Number remaining Dec. 31st, 13
Of this number eight are men and five women. The Julia
P. Robinson fund yielded $21.14 in dividends which were
given to the Matron, Mrs. Dickson, with instructions to give
each inmate $1.50 to be spent by the recipient as each thought
best, the small balance remaining being spent to purchase
fruit and candy for their use.
The wooden extension joined to the main house in the rear
consisting of a basement, with one story above the driveway,
is in very poor shape and something will have to be done with
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it the present year. We are not quite ready to suggest the de-
molishment of this part and the subsequent rebuilding when
necessary of an addition that will match the rest of the build-
ing, on account of the expense involved. At present only
the basement is in use for the storage of wood, etc., but the
rooms above have been used and may be found useful again,
therefore we shall proceed with such repairs to the present
structure as may be found necessary.
Mr. Dickson, the Superintendent, reports the sale of milk
and eggs to the amount of $185.86, also the production for use
at the almshouse of milk, butter, eggs and dressed poultry to
an amount of excess in $750.00 based on the market price.
The garden this year was a disappointment.
Our total expenditures during the year were, $15,056 56
Reimbursements from the State, cities and towns, 2,409 25
Net cost to the town, $12,647 31
We recommend an appropriation for 1924 of $16,500.00.
Mothers With Dependent Children.
Under this heading we are aiding six mothers with twenty
two children living here, and one mother with her family liv-
ing elsewhere within the State.
We have expended, $3,760 97
Received from the Commonwealth, 1,926 66
Net cost to the town, $1,834 41
We recommend as an appropriation for the present year of
1924, $4,500.00.
The classified expenses of this department for the year will
be found at the end of this report itemized as provided by the
accounting system adopted by the town a few years ago.
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POOR DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $17,000 00
Income from Trust Funds, 106 08
Total, . $17,106 08
Payments.
General Administration
:
Salary of Chairman, $50 00
Salary of Secretary, 350 00
All Other 16 45
Total General Administration, $416 45
Almshouse
:
Salary of Superintendent, $624 00
Other Salaries and Wages, 1,209 40
Groceries and Provisions, 1,908 05
Dry Goods, Clothing, 348 55
Building, 137 32
Fuel and Light 1,372 98
Equipment, 100 46
Hay and Grain, 419 50
All Other, 454 14
Total Almshouse ' 6,574 40
Outside Relief by Town:
Cash, $2,618 92
Rent, 717 00
Groceries and Provisions, 2,572 50
Coal and Wood, 433 65
Dry Goods, Clothing, 10 80
Medical Attendance, 218 00
Burials, 120 00
State Institutions, 74 00
Other Institutions, 180 30 .
All Other, 511 00
Total Outside Relief by Town, 7,456 17
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Relief Given by Other Cities and Towns:
Cities, 595 74
Other Expenses, 13 80
Total Payments, $15,056 56
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $2,049 52
INCOME FROM JULIA P. ROBINSON FUND.
Expended by Overseers of the Poor for Inmates of Almshouse, $21 14
MOTHER'S AID
Appropriation, $4,500 00
Payments.
Cash, $3,439 33
Rent, 243 00
Fuel, 56 50
All Other, 22 14
Total Payments, 3,760 97
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $739 03
WILLIAM T. ELDRIDGE,
GEORGE L. GOODING,
HERBERT W. BARTLETT,
Overseers of the Poor.
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REPORT OF PARK COMMISSIONERS
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen,
Gentlemen—During the past year the park under the su-
pervision of the Park Commissioners have been cared for
according to our best judgement.
BEACH PARK.
Early in the season a number of requests were received for
permission to erect private bath houses on the Beach Park
Reservation. The Board thought it unwise to grant such
requests, as a substitute for private houses it was thought ad-
visable to erect a small bath house as an annex to the present
house and rent the rooms by the week, month or season. This
met with the approval of the public and all rooms were let for
the balance of the season as soon as the house was completed.
Some requesting that rooms be reserved for them the coming
season.
The old bath house was in need of paint and this was paint-
ed. Some extra expense was incurred on account of traps not
being drained the previous fall, this causing them to freeze.
It is strongly recommended by the board that a pavilion or
some sort of shelter from the sun and for eating of lunches be
erected. Also that more rooms should be added to the bath
house for private rental.
Number of rooms let during season 3932.
STEPHEN'S FIELD.
The Stephen's Field Playground has received due attention.
The sea wall was completed and the filling in is going rapidly
on. It was necessary to ask for an appropriation of $1,500.00
at a special Town Meeting for purchasing and putting in 24
inch drain pipe as the filling had reached the small brook
which must be put under ground. The base ball field is in
good condition and will improve each year.
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We recommend fencing in the playground, erecting a roof
over one of the bleachers, not only as a protection from the
sun but from rain in case of sudden showers. The erection
of a bath house similar to that at the Nelson St. Playground.
A right of way should be procured from Sandwich St. , as the
way now used is rented and may be closed at any time. More
playground equipment should be procured and arrangements
made for flooding a portion of the field now being filled in for
a skating park in the winter.
MORTON PARK.
Morton Park has received due attention. The drives and
paths were placed in good condition early in the spring.
Brush from the wood cutting of the previous winter was piled
and burned. 200 trees have been set out. The trees were
sprayed by the town Forester at the proper time. Before
wood cutting was started this season the expert advice of the
State Forester was requested. He going over the Park with
the commissioners and later making his recommendations
which have been followed. All wood cut the past year was
sold.
We would recommend the construction of several piers on
the shore of Billington Sea as well as Little Pond on which the
fire pumping engine could be placed and pump from pond in
case of fire. The erection of a bath house at Little Pond sim-
ilar to the one at Nelson St. playground and the extension of
the town water system and electricity to this. A record of
the number of bathers at Little Pond the past summer show
nearly four hundred on some days. The conditions are very
deplorable, for where such numbers go in, it is necessary for
them to use the bushes for dressing rooms as well as toilets.
The sanitary conditions are necessarily very bad. A deer
park would not be amiss in a section of the park at some
future date.
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NELSON STREET.
The Nelson St. playground and bath house have been very
well patronized. The caretaker was on duty when the tide
was right as late as 11 P. M. and many improved this oppor-
tunity. It was necessary to have electricity installed not
only for the late bathing but for those who were using the
camp ground. It was necessary to construct outside en-
trances to the toilets for the night use of the campers. Some
extra expense was caused here as at Beach Park on account
of the freezing of traps.
We recommend more playground equipment. The cess
pools need to be rebuilt or a new system of sewerage installed.
MUNICIPAL CAMP GROUND.
The municipal camp ground was well patronized up to Oct.
1st. A register was kept during Aug. and Sept. and tourists
from thirtj'-one of the states as well as Canada, England, Aus-
tralia and Porto Rico registered. There was a total of 408
registered for the time record was kept and all were delighted
with the camp site, claiming it was one of the best they had
found on their tour. Following are some letters received from
some of them, by the caretaker and Commissioners:
Morgantown, W. Va., Sept. 10, 1923.
Captain Louis F. Smith,
Box 512,
Plymouth, Mass.,
My Dear Captain:—I have just returned home from a trip
of 3200 miles, covering the New England States and the east-
ern portion of Canada. Throughout my trip, camping at Ply-
mouth stands out as one of the most satisfactory. I wish to
congratulate the people of Plymouth on the location of this
camp and upon the conveniences which they have and upon
the conduct of the camp.
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I have one suggestion to make and that is that cards be
passed out to tourists with the request that they leave their
names, the number of nights spent in Plymouth Camp, the
amount of money spent for oil, gasoline, food,clothing and the
miscellaneous supplies, while in Plymouth. I think you will
find the statistics which you obtain from them, enlightening
as tourists are pretty good spenders.
Very sincerely yours,
HENRY G. KNIGHT,
Director Experiment Station
West Virginia University.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Aug. 21, 1923.
Mr. Lewis F. Smith,
Plymouth, Mass.,
Dear Mr. Smith:—I wish to congratulate you on the effi-
cient and kindly manner in which you administer the affairs
of the Community Camp in Plymouth.
I stayed there three nights and enjoyed every minute.
The grounds were kept in perfect condition, no noise and con-
fusion and all property free from molestation and theft.
Plymouth has done well to establish such a camp and I
hope the way will be made possible to maintain it for all time.
Thanking you for all your courtesies,
I remain,
Yours very truly,
A. C. RUST,
President, Board of Education,
City of Poughkeepsie.
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Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 8th, 1923.
Park Commissioners,
City of Plymouth,
Plymouth, Mass.,
Dear Sirs:—I have just returned from an automobile tour
of New England and Eastern Canada and feel that I would
be ungrateful if I did not express my appreciation of the most
courteous treatment accorded to me throughout the entire
journey and more particularly do I wish to thank you for the
provisions you have made for the entertainment of strangers
at your Municipal Camp Ground. I felt indeed that I was
for the day the guest of your City and know that my impres-
sion is shared by all those who took advantage of your hos-
pitality. I feel that the City of Plymouth could not in any
other way or by any more effectual means so firmly establish
itself in the favorable opinion of the people of this entire
nation than by the continuation and if necessary the exten-
sion of your Municipal Tourist Camp.
I do not know what it costs you but I surely feel that you
could not advertise by a more effectual or more gracious
method.
Hope that this expression of my opinion although it cannot
repay you will at least encourage you to keep up the good
work.
Very sincerely yours,
WM. G. KERR.
Somerville, Mass., 12-15-23.
Park Commissioners,
Plymouth, Mass.,
Attention P. 0. Conley,
Dear Mr. Conley:—Last summer I had occasion to be in
your town and I took advantage of your Camp Grounds and
just want to say I enjoyed being with you very much and con-
gratulate you on the cleanliness of your toilets and bath house.
The old gentleman (we called him Capt.) was certainly a
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fine old fellow who put himself out to make every one happy
and contented. I liked so well I stayed three or four days,
spent some real money in Plymouth.
I do certainly hope to drop in on your camp a few days next
season and hope to find our old friend Capt. right on the place.
Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year for Plym.outh.
Cordially yours,
J. EDGAR THOMPSON.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Nov. 9, 1923.
Mayor of the City of Plymouth,
Plymouth, Massachusetts,
Dear Sir:—I am taking this late opportunity to write you
and express to you the thanks of myself and my family for the
fine accommodation and welcome furnished us as tourists in
your camp ground. We spent the nights of August 15th and
16th there and will always remember the place with the great-
est pleasure.
We particularly wish to say how much we enjoyed the cord-
ial welcome and kind attentions of the gentleman who was in
charge of the camp. This is an exceptional feature in con-
nection with tourists camps and one that particularly differ-
entiates the Plymouth camp from any others that we met
with on our entire trip, with one exception.
Thanking you, I am.
Yours very truly,
J. E. EMSWILER,
(University of Michigan.
Prof., Mech. Eng.)
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A larger appropriation is recommended.
A playground site should be procured as soon as possible for
the North End, in the vicinity of Castle Hill. This is strong-
ly recommended by the Commissioners.
Land of Melvina Emond on Main St. Ext. was bought by
the town as a beginning of the Town Brook Parkway and
negotiations are under way for the purchase of the balance of
the land.
We are of the opinion that a Municipal Camp should be
established at Little Pond Grove if a bath house is built there.
There is an opportunity for the town to add to its Park sys-
tem at a small cost. The Government wish to sell old Fort
Standish at Saquish Point, with the understanding that it can
only be used for park purposes.
The Park Commissioners recommend that this land be pur-
chased from the Government.
The record of Receipts and Disbursements may be found
in the report of the Town Accountant Schedule B page.
We recommend the following appropriations;
Park Department, $4,250 00
Maintenance and Improvements
Training Green, 400 00
Maintenance and Improvements Elder
Brewster Park, 500 00
Municipal Camp Ground, 500 00
Maintenance Stephen's Field Playground, 1,000 00
New Equipment Nelson St. Playground, 250 00
Erection of Bath House at Stephen's Field, 4,000 00
Erection of Bath House at Little Pond
Grove, 4,000 00
Pump and Water system for bath house
Little Pond, 500 00
Extension of electric light system to
Little Pond, 500 00
Extension of 50 feet and roof over one
bleacher at Stephen's Field Playground, 1,400 00
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Right of way from Sandwich St. to
Stephen's Field Playground, 1,500 00
Survey and plan for North End Playground, 200 00
Old Fort Standish at Saquish for Park
purposes, 600 00
Equipment at Billington Sea and Little
Pond for fire protection, 450 00
Cutting and piling wood Morton Park, 300 00
Acquiring certain land on North side of
Town Brook, 7,150 00
P. 0. CONLEY,
LOOMIS R. GRANT,
HENRY T. GEARY,
Park Commissioners.
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REPORT OF CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1923.
OAK GROVE AND VINE HILLS CEMETERIES.
Appropriation March 24, 1923, $10,000 00
Income from funds for care and generel use, 820 66
$10,820 66
Expenditures.
Superintendent's Salary, $1,425 00
Labor, etc., 6,851 61
Loam and Fertilizer, 821 35
Trees, Shrubs, etc., 165 10
Water and Drain Pipes, 586 97
Tools and Repairs, 129 76
Clerical work, stationery, etc.. 279 65
Telephone. 22 61
Extermination of Gypsy Moths, 105 03
Foundations, 300 45
Transferred to building account
(by vote of Town Dec. 1, 1923,) 132 55
10,820 08
Unexpended, 58
Receipts.
Sale of Lots, $1,285 10
Care of Lots, 1,219 38
Miscellaneous, 3,205 73
$5,710 21
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We recommend an appropriation of ten thousand ^$10 ,000)
dollars for the year 1924.
Special Appropriation for alterations and additions to build-
ing in Vine Hills Cemetery.
Appropriation March 24th, 1923, $2,800 00
Transferred from Oak Grove and Vine Hills account
by vote of Town Dec. 1, 1923, 132 55
$2,932 55
Expended, $2,932 55
Special Appropriation for survey, grading and laying-
out lots in Vine Hills Cemetery.
Balance January 1st, 1923, $417 32
Expended during year 1923, 390 25
Unexpended, $26 99
BURIAL HILL CEMETERY
Appropriation March 24th, 1923, $1,700 00
Expenditures.
Superintendent, $105 00
Labor, 1,131 86
Shrubs, seeds, etc., 97 50
Teaming, 39 76
Tools, 26 75
Transferred to special appropriation for wall
(As voted by Town Dec. 1, 1923) 26 70
All other payments, 159 13 1,586 70
Unexpended, §113 30
Receipts, $25 10
We recommend that the sum of two thousand dollars,
($2,000.00) be appropriated for the year 1924.
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Special Appropriation for wall on Burial Hill,
Appropriation, $500 00
Transferred from regular Burial Hill appropriation
as voted by the Town Dec. 1, 1923, 26 70 S526 70
Cost of Wall, $526 70
There have been placed on Burial Hill during the past year
two granite stones with copper tablets.
The first was placed on the lower part of the hill off School
Street and near the site of the first schoolhouse.
At the top of this tablet is a figure representing the head
and shoulders of a soldier of the Continental Army and be-
neath the inscription reads as follows :
"ALEXANDER SCAMMELL
1747 - 1781
Teacher - Soldier - Patriot
*'He taught the public school on this site.
''Colonel and Adjutant General in the Continental Army.
''Mortally wounded at Yorktown.
"This memorial dedicated by the General Society Sons of
the Revolution June 19, 1923."
The second stone was placed in the Warren lot, near the
site of the First Fort, at the top of the Hill.
This tablet bears the likeness of General Warren at the top,
and the inscription is as below
:
"JAMES WARREN
1726 - 1808
Scholar - Patriot - Soldier
President of
The Provincial Congress of Massachusetts
General of the American Revolution
Erected by the National Society Sons of the American
Revolution.
1923
October 12th."
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CHILTONVILLE, MANOMET, CEDARVILLE
AND SOUTH POND CEMETERIES.
Appropriation, $300 00
Expended.
Labor, $153 90
All other payments, 2 00 $155 90
Unexpended, $144 10
Special appropriation for addition to
Manomet Cemetery.
The balance of this appropriation remains the
same as at the close of the year 1922.
Unexpended, $136 90
Receipts.
Chiltonville. Sale of Lots, $21 76
Manomet, Sale of Lots, 18 64
$40 40
We recommend an appropriation of three hundred ($300)
dollars for the year 1924.
Twenty-six funds have been established the past year,
which, with the addition of $50.00 to each of two old accounts,
brings the total amount up to $3,130.02.
A complete list of these can be found in the report of the
Town Accountant.
Respectfully submitted,
HORACE M. SAUNDERS,
ARTHUR E. BLACKMER,
RICHARD T. ELDRIDGE,
Board of Cemetery Commissioners.
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SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:—In compliance with the Gen. Laws of Mass.,
Chapter 98, Sec. 34, I herewith submit report of 1923 as
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
OFFICE STANDARDS.
Period from January 1, 1923 to January 1, 1924.
Balance—1. Yard Measure—1. Meter—1. Kilogram
1.
Avoirdupois Weights.
50 lb-1, 25-1, 20-1, 10-1, 5-1, 4-1, 2-1, 1-1, 3^-1, 3^-1,
Capacity Measures.
H bu.-l, M-1, Vs-l, 1 gl.-l, Vs-h
16 32
Standards other than those furnished by the Common-
wealth.
Apothecary Weights.
1 Ib.-l, 6 oz.-l, 2 0Z.-2, 1 oz.-l, 4 dram.-l, 2 dram.-l, 1
dram-1, 2 scruples-1, 1 scruple-1, 10 grains-1, 5 grains-1, 2
grains- 1, 1 grain- 1, 0.5 grain- 1, 0.2 grain- 1, 0.1 grain- 1.
Metric Weights.
500 grams-1, 200 grams-1, 100-2, 50-1, 20-1, 10-2, 5-1,
2-2, 1-1, 500 mil.-l, 200-1, 100-2, 50-1, 20-1, 10-1, 5-1, 2-2.
Cylindrical Glass Graduates.
32 oz.-l, 16-1, 8-1, 4-1, 2-1, 10 cu. in.-l, 3-1.
Volumetric Flasks.
500 mi-1, 250-1, 100-1, 50-1, 2-1.
Pipettes.
30 minims-1.
Sealer's Working Equipment.
Test Balance—1 Test Balance for Apothecary Weights-1.
Advoirdupois Weights.
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50 Ib.-21, 25-2, 20-1, 10-2, 5-2, 4-1, 2-3, 1-2, 8 oz.-2, 4-2,
2-2, 1-2, M-2, 14-2, 1^-2,
Apothecary Weights.
1 Ib.-l, 6 oz.-l, 2-2, 1-1, 4 drams-1, 2-1, 1-1, 2 scruples-1,
1-1, 10 grains-1, 5-1, 2-1, 1-2, J^-l, 0.2-2.
Metric Weights.
500 grams-1, 200-1, 100-2, 50-1, 20-1, 10-2, 5-1, 2-2, 1-1.
Capacity Measures.
Vo gal.-l, J4-1, 1^-1, 3^-1, 3V-I, M bu.-l, I/4-I, 1^-1, 3^-1,
Test Measures for Gasoline Pumps.
5 gal.-l, 4-1, 3-1, 2-1, 1-1.
Tools, Record Books, etc.
Yard Measure-1, Steel tape-1, steel dies-3, lead seal press-1,
lead seals-0, aluminum seals-100, sealing clamp-1, paper
seals, red-100, green-84, non-seal labels-200, condemning tags-
50, drilIs-8, punches-2, adjusting lead-5 lb., level-1, receipt
books-2, sealing record book-1, commodity record book-2,
coal reweighing book-1, inspection pads-0, ice weighing
kit-1, chain-l,hooks-6, point remover-1, dry measure gauge-1
14 in. stillson wrench-1, 6 in. s. wrench-1, claw hammer-1,
student bag-1.
One 1917 Ford roadster, beyond repair.
Miscellaneous.
Two Court Cases. 1 placed on file. 1 discharged.
Reweighing of coal-15. Corred-7. Over-4. Under-4.
Inspections Made.
Articles No. Inspected No. Places Inspected
Clinical Thermometers, 61 7
Ice Scales, 11 4
Marked Bread, 2 2
Cranberry Barrels, 2,329 19
Milk Jars, 3,471 14
Pedlers Licenses, 40
Markings of Food Packages, 134 8
Standard Cranberry boxes. 28,815 31
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Paper Tiber Cartons, 19876 10
Pedlers Scales, 36
Metai Containers, 486 2
Coal Certificates, 15 4
Junk Scales 6 6
Milk Cans, . 151 6
Tests Made
Cartons as approved for measure-65, gasoline devices-57,
Mass. Sealed Milk Jars-24, Mass. Standard Boxes-76, Mass.
Cranberry Bbls.,-40, Pedlers scales-36. Metal containers-8,
Junk scaJes-6, Milk cans-12. Marked bread-2. Food packages
134, Ice scales-11.
Work Performed on Scales and Measures.
Scales Adjusted Sealed
Non-
Sealed
Con
demn(
Platform over 5000 lbs.. 16 3
Platform under 5000 lbs., 5 176 25 1
Counter over 100 lbs., 1 12
Counter under 100 lbs., 2 118 2
Beam over 100 lbs., 6
Beam under 100 lbs.. 4
Spring over 100 lbs.
,
28 5
Spring under 100 lbs.. 1 143 6
Computing over 100 lbs., 2
Computing under 100 lbs., 1 103 1 • 15
Personal weighing. 5 2
Prescription, 7
Jewelers, 4
Weights.
Avoirdupois 5 1409 128 1
Apothecary, 93 12
Metric, 31
Troy, 46 2
Vol. Meas.
Liquid, 301 4
Dry Meas., 18
Fuel Baskets, 24
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Automatic Meas. Devices.
Gasoline Pumps,
Kerosene Pumps,
Molasses Pumps,
Quantity Stops,
Linear Meas.
Yard Meas.
66
42
3
398
83
12
4
Trial Reweighings and Measurements of Commodity Sold
or put up for sale
Total No. Tested Correct Under Over
2
22
15
20
124
Commodity
Bread,
Butter,
Coal in transit.
Confectionery,
Dry Commodity,
Ice,
Liquid Commodity,
Wood (cord).
Appropriation for 1923,
57
1
2
22
7
20
118
4
57
Expenditures.
Salary of Sealer,
Labor,
Stationery and postage.
Printing and advertising.
Auto Hire,
Auto Expense,
Telephone,
New Equipment,
Miscellaneous,
$2,100 00
$900 00
226 94
19 19
28 10
76 90
402 61
25 29
372 75
46 72
Balance,
$2,098 50
1 50
Total, $2,100 00
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Receipts.
Sealing fees,
Adjusting charges,
$267 03
23 26
Fees from pedlers licenses received by town.
Fees from transient vendors licenses received by
town,
$290 29
$323 00
5 00
Recommendations.
1. The present conical shaped liquid measures used for
testing, have been declared obsolete by the District Inspector,
because of their inaccuracy. The purchase of a new set,
ranging from one gallon to one gill, would be appreciated by
the department.
2. I recommend the purchase of an auto forthe transporta-
tion of the Sealer and Equipment about the town.
3. The work of this department has increased to such
extent that it requires the entire time of the sealer. The
average hours of labor per week range from 44 to 60. It
is earnestly recommended that the salary of the Sealer of
Weights and Measures be increased, to at least, a living wage.
DANIEL J. SULLIVAN.
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen.
Gentlemen—I submit the following report for the year
1923.
While the number of fires in 1923 was not as great as in
some previous years, several were of large extent and occurred
at a time when very dry conditions prevailed and made it
necessary to have the fire line patrolled, until a heavy rain
made it impossible for it to start again. This caused much
expense and in one case amounted to more than the cost to
extinguish. One of the worst fires of the year occurred May
29th and 30th. This fire was caused by a live wire belonging
to the Southeastern Massachusetts Electric and Power Com-
pany. The land burned over was of little value, but the cost
to extinguish and the patrolling amounted to more than five
hundred dollars. There were four Railroad fires during the
year. The one of April 2nd burned a house at North Ply-
mouth, causing a loss of several thousand dollars. The
others were of small extent and did no damage. Most of the
fires occurred on Saturdays and Sundays when the travel was
the greatest. This would indicate that they were caused by
carelessness on the part of automobilists who throw cigarettes
and lighted matches from their cars and in some cases, build
camp fires near the woods. With the large increase in this
kind of travel, the fire menace would seem to be a growing
proposition. There was one arrest and conviction for viola-
tion of the fire laws, and one case was settled out of court by
payment of cost to extinguish. The appropriation for- this
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Department last year was $3,500. At a special Town Meet-
ing in December, there was an additional appropriation of
$800, made to make up for the deficiency then existing.
I recommend an appropriation of $3,500 for the year 1924.
IRA C. WARD,
Forest Fire Warden.
MOTH SUPPRESSION DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen, the following report
is respectfully submitted.
Appropriation, $5,000 00
Payments'.
Superintendent, $798 00
Labor, 1,354 04
New Truck and Sprayer, 959 32
Auto and Sprayer Expenses, 890 93
Insecticides, 685 85
Hardware and Tools, 55 16
Carfares, Teams, etc.. 211 50
Telephone, 33 04
Total Payments, $4,987 84
Balance, $12 16
The various lines of work in this department have been ex-
plained quite fully in past reports, and it is only necessary to
state that the work throughout the past year has surpassed
previous years. The results have been very good.
I recommend an appropriation of $5,000 for the ensuing
year.
A. A. RAYMOND,
Moth Supt.
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TREE WARDEN DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen, the following report
is respectfully submitted.
Appropriation, $3,000 00
Payments:
Superintendent, $822 00
Labor, 1,134 57
Insecticides, 605 50
Teams, 27 78
Hose, 313 75
Tools, etc., 92 89
Total Payments, $2,996 49
Balance, 3 51
Planting Shade Trees, $35 00
During the past year the shade trees of the Town were
given the very best of care. Forty trees were planted in
different sections of the Town. It was necessary to remove
several dead trees. On country roads in the outlying dis-
tricts many dead trees were removed, and trees were cut from
many bad turns in the roads.
All trees were sprayed in the proper manner.
I recommend an appropriation of $2,500.00 for the ensuing
year.
A. A. RAYMOND,
Tree Warden.
REPORT OF INLAND FISHERIES COM-
MITTEE FOR 1923
4000 Black Bass Fingerlings were put in South Pond.
The Committee ask for an appropriation of $200 for this
year.
JAMES S. CLARK, Chairman.
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BOARD OF HEALTH
DIRECTORY.
Term expires
Dr. Walter D. Shurtleff, Chairman 1925
Harry R. Talbot, Secretary, 1924
Herbert S. Maxwell, Port Health Officer, 1926
Frederick H. Bradley, Cattle Inspector
Edward K. Morse, Inspector and Fumigating Officer
Edwin B. Young, Milk Inspector
Michael D. Welsh, Plumbing Inspector
Arthur A. Sampson, Plumbing Inspector
Dr. Elmer A. Barrows, Physician in charge of Tuberculosis
Clinic
Sadie A. Sharpe, Dispensary Nurse
The regular meetings of the Board of Health are held on
the second and fourth Mondays of each month.
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1923
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, March 24, 1923, $17,000 00
PAYMENTS.
General and Administrative Expenses, 737 93
Quarantine and Contagious Diseases, 2,543 60
Tuberculosis, 6,929 36
Vital Statistics, 117 05
Inspection (Animals, meats and
milk), 1,501 60
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Public Dump (Labor and Expenses,) 2,114 11
Tuberculosis Dispensary Expenses, 1,102 20
Other Expenses, 984 44
16,030 29
Unexpended Balance, 969 71
In the matter of contagious diseases, the tabulated table
speaks for itself, although undoubtedly a good many cases
where there was no doctor called in, were not reported and
we are calling the attention of the householders to the fact
that all contagious cases must be reported, where a doctor
is not called.
J2
O
u
a D.
<
>.
c
<
a
OJ
73
o
O
Nov. Dec.
Total
Bronchial Pneu
monia. 1 1
Chicken Pox, 13 7 10 6 3 8 1 2 8 58
Diphtheria, 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 11
German Measles, 2 2
Influenza, 1 16 7 1 1 26
Lobar Pneu-
monia, 1 3 6 3 2 2 3 1 21
Measles, 2 5 3 3 2 1 11 27
Mumps, 1 4 7 5 5 22 44
Scarlet Fever, 1 1 6 2 1 11
Tuberculosis,
Pulmonary, 1 3 1 1 2 1 9
Tuberculosis, Other
Forms, 1 1
Typhoid Fever, 2 2 2
Whooping Cough, 21 23 2 1 47
19 28 33 38 34 16 3 2 14 13 11 49 260
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GENERAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH
Plymouth, Mass., January 1, 1924.
In common with Boards of Health elsewhere, active quar-
antine measures have been carried on during the past year
in an effort to prevent the spread of contagious diseases, but
even more should be done along immunization lines, especial-
ly in the matter of diphtheria.
Diphtheria is one of the greatest enemies of child life.
606 deaths occurred in Massachusetts from this cause in 1922,
the last year for which reports are completed, 85 per cent,
of which were in children. Of all the cases of diphtheria
the great majority occur in children under ten years of age,
particularly in early childhood. It is among young children
that the disease is most fatal and where it produces its worst
complications. Your children, therefore, are in danger from
this dreaded disease and the danger exists from the time they
creep until they go to school.
But
—
your children need never have diphtheria. First,
there is a simple, harmless test—the Schick test—which will
show whether your child might contract or catch the disease
if exposed. If your child has this test done and shows a
negative reaction, your child is naturally protected against
diphtheria. If your child, however, shows a positive re-
action it means that the child is susceptible to diphtheria
and might catch it if exposed, and might die of it. But you
can protect your child by having the doctor give three doses
of diphtheria toxin-antitoxin mixture one week apart.
If you want to know whether your children could catch
diphtheria have the Schick test done on them by your family
doctor, and if they show a positive reaction and you want to
save them from diphtheria see that they receive toxin-anti-
toxin mixture. This material is manufactured and dis-
tributed without charge.
Both the Schick test and the toxin-antitoxin administra-
tion are harmless. Thousands of children in Massachusetts
have already been tested and protected and the Board are
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convinced that eventually this test will be required of all
children entering public schools. At present we are securing
the necessary outfits to make the tests and are using our
efforts to explain its importance and have the test made.
The general sanitary conditions in White Horse have been
vastly helped b^^ the establishment of a public dump, which,
while it requires some supervision, undoubtedly fills a long
felt wanto A caretaker is required during certain hours in
the summer.
The Plumbing Inspectors report the following work done
in the past year
:
Number of Permits 129
Number of Inspections, 143
Permits for new houses, 46
Cost of this various work is regulated by law and the ex-
penditures made herein are to be found in the report of the
Town Accountant
We recommend for the ensuing year an appropriation of
$17,000. to carry on the work for 1924.
Respectfully submitted,
WALTER D. SHURTLEFF, M. D.
Chairman
HARRY R. TALBOT, Secy.,
HERBERT S. MAXWELL.
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REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF SLAUGeTER-
ING
FOR THE YEAR 1923.
During the past year the following animals haw been
slaughtered and examined as required by law:
Cattle Calve. Hogs
January, 10 2 18
February, 11 4 15
March, 14 3 7
April, 13 9 13
May, 15 8 2
June, 19 19 7
July, 11 5 1
August, 15 2 0
September, 14 4 7
October, 14 1 10
November, 21 2 22
December, 15 1 31
172 60 133
During the past year 4 cattle were condemned as unfit for
food, also 1 pig and heads of 6 others were condemned,.
FREDERICK H. BRADLEY, Inspector.
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PLYMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARY
REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS AND LIBRARIAN.
Despite numerous enforced absences and some important
changes in the working force of the Library the year has been
one of steady growth in strength and efficiency as an institu-
tion. It was with regret that we were obhged to release Miss
Green who had served the Library so long and so well, ad-
vancing to the position of assistant librarian through her
competence and industry.
The gradually decreasing efficiency of the electric lights in
the reading room has been apparent for some time. Investi-
gation showed that there were three reasons for this condition.
The lighting being indirect, its intensity is determined very
largely by the ability of the ceiling to diffuse it about the
room. As the ceiling had not been whitened for eighteen
years it had become very dingy so that a large part of the
light was being absorbed instead of being returned into the
room. Again the two large electric bulbs which are the
source of light were so high that they could not be cleaned
and were therefore covered with a heavy coating of dust and
finally the bulbs themselves had served a very long time and
had lost much of their efficiency from deterioration of the fila-
ments.
The obvious remedies were applied. The library was
closed for a few days and the ceiling whitened, new lamps
were installed, and the janitor was given a step-ladder of the
proper heighth to enable him to reach the lamps and keep
them free from dust. The improvement in the lighting is
most satisfactory.
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The condition of the remaining Undens in front of the
Library building has been a matter of deep concern to the
Directors since the unfortunate loss of one of them. It was
felt that these grand old trees, whose magnificent proportions
give character to the vicinity and form one of the most inter-
esting and imposing landmarks of old Plymouth, should not
be longer abandoned to decay and destruction.
Inquiry at the State Department of Conservation resulted
in a visit from Chief Forester, H. 0. Cook who examined the
trees and later reported the result of his examination with
recommendations. At the June meeting of the Directors the
executive committee were authorized to have the necessary
work done on the trees, and Frank E. Gould of Topsfield,
Mass. was engaged.
When Mr. Gould began work in October Mr. Cook again
took the trouble to come to Plymouth, unsolicited, and the
work has been done in a very satisfactory manner as he di-
rected. If the trees are to be preserved however it will be
necessary to do a considerable amount of w^ork upon them
each season and it is to be hoped that there will be enough
public interest in the matter so that there will be no failure
of the program for lack of funds.
The brick walls at the front of the Library building are in
very bad condition. The cement has fallen out from between
the bricks allowing water to enter and throwing the walls
badly out of alignment. It seems pretty certain that they
will fall before long. Masons who have been consulted say
that repair is out of the question. They must be torn down
before they can be restored.
It seems a pity to lose them as they are a part of the
architectural scheme, of the building. The cost of restoring
them would probably be about four hundred dollars.
In the death of Miss Rose S. Whiting the Library has suff-
ered a great loss. Endowed by nature with a remarkably keen
intellect she was fortunate in the atmosphere of culture and
refinement in which she grew up and the liberal educational
advantages which she enjoyed.
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Cultured, alert and with a kindly cheerful disposition she
was invaluable as a Director and a tireless worker for the in-
stitution which she loved and served so well. As a mark of
respect to her memory the Library was closed during the
hour of her funeral on November twenty-sixth.
The report of the Librarian follows.
For the Directors,
(Signed) J. HOLBROOK SHAW, M. D.
President of the Library Corp.
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN.
To the Directors of the Plymouth Public Library
:
I have the honor to submit the annual report of the Ply-
mouth Public Library for the year ending December 31, 1923.
The unit of measurement by which the work of the library
is most often expressed is the circulation of books. There-
fore, it is of interest to note the number circulated from the
adult department was 32,883, from the juvenile 17,279, and
from the school deposits 1,267, making in all 51,429. Of
these 992 were current periodicals, and 250 were foreign
books, which include Greek,French, Russian, German, Polish,
Swedish, Yiddish and Italian. Foreigners wishing reading
matter in their own language may obtain it, as the Division
of Public Libraries gladly lends books at any time, many
having been borrowed from there during the past year.
Classes in Americanization are urged to use the Public Li-
brary; it is an important factor in the work, and may be
regarded as the people's continuation school.
Through the Inter-Library Loan, the usual number of
volumes of non-fiction have been borrowed from the Boston
Public Library, and a few books have been loaned by this
Library to libraries in Kingston, Duxbury, Plympton and
Marshfield.
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New cards have been issued to 531 persons, of whom 221
were juvenile, and 98 were temporary residents. Strangers
spending a short time in Plymouth who wish to use the Lib-
rary may make a deposit of $3.00, all of which is returned
when the card is cancelled; 34 people availed themselves of
this privilege during the spring and summer months. The
number of adult cardholders is approximately 3,817, juvenile
1,028.
The juvenile attendance was 15,603; the adult, for reading
and reference alone, was 16,341.
Several changes have taken place in the staff. Miss
Gladys C. Greene resigned her position in order to attend the
Pratt Institute School of Library Science, in Brooklyn. This
was a serious loss, as Miss Greene had given over four years
of faithful service, which was deeply appreciated by the Di-
rectors, the Librarian and the public in general. Miss Doro-
thy S. Bamford, of Ipswich, has been appointed Assistant
Librarian. Miss Dorothy M. Bruce, who served as an ap-
prentice for one year and a half, is now a member of the
regular staff. Miss Grace LI. Haigh has been appointed
Children's Librarian, having taken a course in children's
work at the Library School of Simmons College last July.
The work in this department has gone on as usual during
the year. The confusion, caused by so many passing back
and forth, has been improved by having a cork linoleum floor
laid, and by putting rubber tips on the chairs. The children's
story hour, which Miss Haigh holds twice a month from
November to April, is well attended, over ninety coming the
first Saturday morning. We are indebted to Miss Ruth
Eastwood for many interesting stories which she told in the
Library last winter, while a student at Miss Wheelock's
Kindergarten Training School; and to Dr. H. H. Burns,
whose stories were of special interest to boys.
Before the schools closed for the summer, Miss E. Kath-
leen Jones, General Secretary of the Division of Public Li-
braries, Boston, visited the Cornish and Knapp Schools, and
awarded 30 honor certificates, given by the Board of Free
Public Library Commissioners, to pupils who had read twenty
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books from the state certificate reading lists. Each child
having previously won four certificates. The successful
children wei^e all gathered in one room, and Miss Jones chose
subjects for her talks that would inspire them to further
reading. 308 certificates have been issued during the year,
which indicates the same enthusiasm of both teachers and
pupils that was shown in 1922.
A steriomotograph was placed in the Library for several
weeks, by the Department of Conservation of the Common-
wealth. Run by electricity, this was an exhibit of colored
pictures, statistics and explanations, giving the whole story of
the work of the Division of Forestry. As many were study-
ing forestry' at the time, deep interest was shown in the ex-
hibit, which resembled a miniature moving picture.
For three weeks in the summer, the practical side of library
work was taught to one of the students from the Simmons
College School of Library Science. This practice work is
required in the regular course, students choosing different
libraries throughout the state in which to study.
A nation wide drive for books for the American Merchant
Marine Librarj^ Association was made in the spring. The
people of Plymouth responded in their usual generous man-
ner, bringing hundreds of volumes to the Library, which were
taken by the Directors to the receiving station, at the Boston
Public Library. The Library will gladly receive and for-
ward books to the Merchant Marines at any time, as there is
always an insistent demand for them.
943 books have been added to the Library, of these 377
were gifts, a large number being from Mr. and Mrs. Charles
S. Davis. Four Pilgrim scrap books were received from the
estate of Aliss Harriet Smith Tolman, of Concord, contain-
ing pictures and clippings that appeared in print during the
Tercentenary year. The first volume contains miscellaneous
information about the Pilgrims and Plymouth, the second
is entirely historical, the third has the whole celebration of
1921, and the fourth the poems, speeches, memorials and
tributes. These are arranged in a most artistic manner
and form a valuable addition to the Pilgrim collection. An-
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other noteworthy gift for this collection is The Story of the
Pilgrim Tercentenary Celebration at Plymouth, in the Year
1921, presented by Mr. F. J. Bittinger.
Many acceptable books, pictures, magazines, etc. were
received from the following donors: Miss Caroline B. Warren,
Miss Rose S. Townsend, Dr. Helen F. Pierce, Mrs. Thomas
R. Watson, Mrs. Nina M. Fraser, Miss Lucia R. Hedge,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Davis, Miss Ida Grozinger, Miss
Anne P. Appleton, Mrs. Arthur Lord, Mrs. Hester G. Bartol,
Miss Alice Thorp, Miss Clara F. Robinson, Mrs. Sarah Wheel-
er, Mrs. George R. Briggs, Miss Ethel J. R. C. Noyes, Miss
Anne T. Whitman, Miss Elizabeth Perkins, Mrs. George
Stephens, Jr., Mrs. Harry Talbot, Miss Lucretia S. Watson,
Mrs. Richard H. Morgan, Mrs. Beach Thomson, Rev. and
Mrs. Alfred R. Hussey, Miss Mary G. Bartlett, Mrs. William
S. Townsend, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore P. Adams, Mr. Herbert
Randall, Dr. J. Holbrook Shaw, Mr. John W. Linzee, Mr,
Fritz J. Bittinger, Mr. R. S. Kellen, Mr. Bradlee Rogers,
Mr. F. W. Alden, Mr. Albert Howe, Edward B. Garside
and Richard Hall, the Plymouth Book Club and the Public
Health Committee of the Plymouth Woman's Club.
The Librarian extends to the Directors many expressions
of appreciation for their interest in the work of the Library
and in the welfare of the staff.
Respectfully submitted,
LILIAN C. KERR,
Librarian.
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LIST OF JURORS
Prepared by the Selectmen of Plymouth, Mass., for 1924.
Adams, James P., River St., mason
Anderson, Albert S., Manomet, merchant
Anderson, Lester, 71 Allerton St., caretaker
Anderson, Robert, 12 So. Spooner St., Cordage emp.
Andrews, William F., 7 Stoddard St., clerk
Austin, James C, 213 Summer St., Gardener
Bagnell, George F., 33 So. Spooner St., Carpenter
Baker, William W., 78 Sandwich St., Lineman
Barke, Charles 0., Stoddard St., Clerk
Bartlett, Edwin H., Manomet, steamfitter
Beauregard, L. Edgar, 4 Alden St., weaver
Beever, John A., 268 Court St., overseer
Bent, Walter E., 14 Hall St., carpenter
Birnstein, EmilC, 25 Standish Ave., weaver
Bliss, John E., 115 Court St., weaver
Brown, Richard B., 7 Winslow St., overseer
Buchanan, Vincent, 15 Winslow St., painter
Bumpus, Albert A., 22 South St., painter .
Bunker, Guy C, 4 Sever St., foreman.
Burns, Alfred S., 109 Court St., clerk.
Carr, Walter E., 92 Spooner St., assistant foreman.
Carver, Frank W., 20 Brewster St., salesman.
Caswell, Thomas, Billington St., weaver.
Cavicchi, Ernest, 303 Court St., trucking
Cook, Ralph E., 28 Centennial St., percher.
Cushman, Frank H., 31 North St., real estate.
Cutter, Harris M., 275 Court St., clerk.
Dean, Augustus T., 83 Sandwich St., teamster
Doten, Everett C, 246 Court St., carpenter.
Fletcher, F. Roscoe, 18 Brewster St., clerk.
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Fogarty, Thomas S., 23 Brewster St., clerk.
Gardner, Clyfton H., off Oak St., clerk.
Garvais, George, Oak Street, weaver.
Gilman, William A., 24 So. Spooner St., clerk.
Goddard, Walter W., 29 Samoset St., rope maker.
Godfrey, Charles L. Jr., 234 Court St., salesman.
Goldthwaite, George A., 3 Whiting St., woodworker.
Goodwin, Bernard J., 283^ Middle St., electrician.
Gould, Fred E., 34 Stafford St., cranberry grower.
Gould, Jesse L., 427B Court St., foreman.
Gould, Walter F., Nicks Rock Road, cordage empl.
Graham, William J., 1 Murray St., weaver.
Gray, Norman W., 362 Court St., cordage emp.
Grey, Burton R., 23 So. Spooner St., steam fitter.
Griffin, Chester D., 92 Sandwich St., machinist.
Gunther, Herbert E., 23 Standish Ave., ass't. foreman.
Haigh, George F., 152 Court St., designer.
Hall, Fred A., 5 Holmes Terrace, clerk.
Hathaway, Elmer W., 22 Pleasant St., retired.
Hatton, Charles H., 15 Oak St., painter.
H^lzen, James W^, Manomet, farmer.
Holmes, Charles B., Allen Court, painter.
Holmes, Isaac T., 189 Court St., poultry raiser.
Holmes, Martin W., 135 Summer St., cranberry grower.
Holmes, Robert M., 89 Sandwich St., grocer.
Holmes, Roland T., 11 Whiting St., clerk.
Holmes, William B., South Pond, laborer.
Hughes, Allen E., 36 Union St., laborer.
Jenks, Fred A., 275 Court St., Sales Dept. P. C. Co.
Jewell, Albion G., 5 Chilton St., musician.
Johnson, Horatio W., 4 Fremont St., laborer.
Karle, William H., 20 Hamilton St., weaver.
Keefe, Nicholas, 29 Nelson St., painter.
Kellen, Roger S., 9 Chilton St., clerk.
Kelliher, John F., Newfields St., clerk.
Kingan, Ernest A. J., 143 Sandwich St., clerk.
Kinsey, Herbert F., 42 Alden St., pattern weaver.
Knight, Henry H., Obery St., laborer.
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Kyle, ^Morton, 8 Lothrop St., clerk.
Lanman, Herbert H., 7 Davis St., clerk.
Leidloff. William F. G., 20 Whiting St., clerk.
Loft, Allen, ll^y? Summer St., real estate dealer.
Lowry, Abraham, 17 W^hiting St., painter.
Lumb, Fred, 11 Fremont St., harness raiser.
Magee. Arthur T., 22 Mt. Pleasant St., truckman.
Manter. Joseph L., Manter's Point, teamster.
Manter, Walter L., 380 Court St., clerk.
Marshall, Charles P., 219 Court St., welfare man.
Morse, Arthur L., 21 Mayflower St., clothier.
Morse, Earl E., 9 So. Spooner St., chauffeur.
Nazro, William E. C, Warren Ave., architect.
Nichols, Albert 0., Manomet, farmer.
Nickerson, Samuel E., 5 Highland Place, laborer.
Nightingale, George W., 10 Mt. Pleasant St., clerk.
Norton, Thomas E., 16 Vernon St., weaver.
Oosterdiep, John W., 98 Allerton St., overseer.
Otten, Charles, Jr., 2 Alden St., Supt. Gas Co.
Paine, Alfred L., 13 Whiting St., weigher.
Parenteau, Alphonse, 31 Russell St., weaver.
Parker, Raymond L., 39 Stafford St., percher.
Paulding, Edwin S., 12 Sandwich St., caretaker.
Perkins, Isaac H., 31 Mayflower St., mason.
Phillips, Nicholas, 9 Cushman St., shipping clerk.
Pierce. Charles H., River St., fisherman.
Pierce, William S., 1 So. Spooner St., boss spinner.
Pioppi, Joseph, 29 Cherry St., carpenter.
Quartz, Frank, Jr., 156 Court St., grocer.
Ray, Preston, Bay View Ave., barber.
Read, George R., 129 Summer St., tack maker.
Reagan, Thomas W., 102 Sandwich St., watchman,
^ Rich, Fred I., 99 Court St., overseer.
Richard, John B., 21 Brewster St., barber.
Rickard, Warren P., 223 Sandwich St., painter.
Royal, Henry W., 225 Court St., bookkeeper.
Sampson, Ernest J., 43 Summer St., clerk.
Sampson, Fred A., 71 Summer St., grocer.
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Sampson, Harry G., 4 Bradford St., weigher.
Sampson, Ossian M., 35 High St., tack maker.
Schroeder, Walter U., 3 Willard Place, Real Estate.
Sherman, Louis N., 27 Samoset St., Clerk.
Sidebotham, James, 28 Davis St., dresser.
Simmons Harry L., 36 Mayflower St., carpenter.
Simmons, Walter T., 1 Murray St., shipper.
Sink, Sidney L., 6 Lewis St., telephone inspector.
Smith, Leslie B., 1553^ Sandwich St., chauffeur.
Stevens, Charles T., 8 Stoddard, florist.
Stevens, Fred J., 6 Stoddard St., letter carrier
Strong, Warren P., 27 Allerton St., insurance agent.
Swanton, James S., 54 Allerton St., Carpenter.
Swift, Robert C, Clifford Road, carpenter.
Talbot, Richmond, 35 Mayflower St., cranberry grower.
Watkins, Alvin M., 49 Allerton St., dresser tender.
Webber, Charles, Jr., 28 Centennial St., percher.
Whiting, Henry 0., 9 Pleasant St., provision dealer.
Williams, George H., 2nd, 6 North St., electrician.
Woolford, George R., 24 Bay View Ave., jeweler.
WILLIAM T. ELDRIDGE.,
HENRY W. BARNES, JR.,
DEXTER H. CRAIG,
FRANK EASTWOOD,
JOSIAH A. ROBBINS.
Selectmen of PlvTriouth.
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REPORT OF WATER COMMISSIONERS
The Water Commissioners herewith submit their sixty-
ninth annual report.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, maintenance, $19,000 00
Appropriation, construction, 8,000 00
Credits, 116 70
27,116 70
EXPENDITURES.
Maintenance, $10,715 13
Pumping, 7,203 36
Extension of mains, 5,149 25
Extension of services, 224 40
Meters and setting, 617 50
Stock on hand at shop, 3,205 87
Unexpended balance, 1 19
$27,116 70
MAINTENANCE.
Salaries, $3,780 00
Labor, 3,591 07
Auto repairs and supplies, 516 63
Leak in main pipes, 561 25
Leaks in service pipes, 320 25
Tools bought and repaired, 47 76
Telephone, 162 68
Office supplies, 228 05
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Office Light, heat and janitor service, $541 02
Shop light and power, 39 40
Care of Reservoir and Grounds, 105 16
Freight, Express and Trucking,
^
59 87
Miscellaneous material, 761 99
$10,715 13
PUMPING STATION.
Salaries, $2,700 00
Fuel and light, 3,311 46
Heating and lighting Engineer's house, 148 72
Material and supplies, 420 45
Parts and repairs to machinery, 19 14
Repairs to Buildings and Grounds, 439 53
Freight, Express and Trucking, 14 16
Insurance 149 90^
$7,203 36
BONDS.
Bond paid on issue, July 1, 1903, $666 66
Bond paid on issue, November 15, 1905, 600 00
Bond paid on issue, July 1, 1907, 1,000 00
Bond paid on issue, February 15, 1908, 1,000 00
$3,266 66
INTEREST.
Interest paid on issue, July 1, 1903, $262 50
Interest paid on issue, November 15, 1905, 63 00
Interest paid on issue, July 1, 1907, 380 00
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Interest paid on issue, February 15, 1908, 380 00
Total interest paid,
Bonds,
Interest,
$3,266 66
1,085 50
$1,085 50
$4,352 16
The Water Commissioners are of the opinion that the
time has arrived when a reduction in meter rates should be
made.
It will be noted, by referring to the Financial sheet, that
the total revenue for 1923 was $37,082.89, and the total ex-
penditures for maintenance, construction and bonds and in-
terest payments was $28,136.00, giving a net difference be-
tween total receipts and expenditures of approximately
$9,000.00.
The table given below shows a comparison between the
present and proposed meter rates. It is our intention to
put the new rates into effect May 1, 1924.
MINIMUM METER RATES.
Size Meter Present Charge
$5 00 (semi-annually) $4
5 00 << 4
7 50 6
7 50 it 6
2" 12 50 10
3" 20 00 li 20
4'/ 36 00 36
Proposed Charge
PRESENT CHARGE METERED WATER.
First 10,000 gallons
Next 40,000 "
" 50,000 "
" 100,000
All Over 200,000
20 cents 1,000 gallons.
15 " 1,000 "
12 " 1,000 "
11 " 1,000
"
10 " 1,000 gallons.
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The proposed new rates are as follows
:
The first 150,000 gallons of water used during the six
months, 15 cents 1,000 gallons.
For water in excess of 150,000 gallons and under 1,500,000
gallons, 10 cents 1,000 gallons.
For water used in excess of 1,500,000 gallons 8 cents
1,000 gallons, except that where water used in this quantity
is taken from the gravity system the price shall be 5 cents
1,000 gallons.
The new construction work carried out during the year
is shown in detail in the report of the Superintendent.
Several new land developments are being carried out at
this time and several requests for pipe extensions have been
made.
We, therefore, recommend our usual maintenance appro-
priation of $19,000.00, and $6,000.00 for construction during
the ensuing year.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT C. HARLOW, Chairman.
JOHN H. DAMON,
WILLIAM R. MORTON,
JOHN L. MORTON,
ERNEST L. SAMPSON,
Water Commissioners.
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SUMMARY OF STATISTICS.
Published by Request of the New England Water Works
Association, Plymouth (Mass.) Water Works.
Population (estimated) 13,200.
Date of Construction, 1855.
By whom owned. Town.
Source of supply. Great and Little South Ponds.
Mode of supply. Gravity for low service and pumping for
high service.
PUMPING.
Builders of pumping machinery: Barr and Worthington.
Description of fuel used
:
(a) Kind, Bituminous and screenings.
(b) Brand of coal, AVONDALE.
(c) Average price of coal per gross ton delivered:
Bituminous, $9.82. Screenings, $2.80.
(d) Wood, None.
Coal consumed for the year: Bituminous, 530,890 lbs.
Screenings, 138,570 lbs.
Amount of other fuel used : None.
Total equivalent coal for the year, 669,460 lbs.
Total pumpage for the year, 324,426,000 gallons with 3%
allowance for slip.
Average static head, 65 feet.
Average d>mamic head, 72 feet.
Number of gallons pumped per pound of coal :Worthing-
ton, 432. Barr, 485.
Duty of pumps: Worthington, 26,100,000.
Barr, 29,100,000.
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COST OF PUMPING FIGURED ON PUMPING STA-
TION EXPENSES, VIZ: $7,203.36.
Per million gallons against dynamic head into direct pipe,
$22.20.
Per million gallons raised one foot high, (dynamic,) $0,308.
COST OF PUMPING FIGURED ON TOTAL MAIN-
TENANCE, VIZ: $17,918.49.
Per million gallons against dynamic head into direct pipe,
$55.23.
Per million gallons raised one foot high (dynamic), $0,767.
STATISTICS OF CONSUMPTION OF WATER.
Total population to date, 13,200. (Estimated.)
Estimated population on pipe line, 12,000.
Estimated population supplied, 12,000.
Total consumption for the year, 527,000,000 gallons.
Passed through meters, 158,154,000 gallons.
Percentage of consumption metered, 33.3%.
Average daily consumption, 1,446,000 gallons.
Gallons per day to each inhabitant, 109.
Gallons per day to each consumer, 120.
Gallons per day to each tap, 520.
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STATISTICS RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM.
Kind of pipe used: Cement lined and wrought iron, princi-
pally cement lined.
Sizes: From 2-inch to 30-inch.
Extended: 4,026 feet.
Discontinued: 2,381 feet.
Total now in use. 57 miles, 2,775 feet.
Cost to repair per mile, $9.76.
Number of leaks per mile, 0.38.
Small distribution pipes less than 4-inch : 9 miles, 3,495 feet.
Hydrants added, 3. Discontinued, none.
Hydrants now in use: 239, public; 67, private.
Stop gates added, 5. Discontinued, 3.
Number now in use, 683.
Small stop gates less than 4-inch, 118.
Number of blow-offs, 42.
SERVICES.
Kind of pipes: Lead and cement lined.
Sizes: From one-half to 4 inches.
Extended, 239 feet. Discontinued, None.
Total now in use, 8 miles, 80 feet.
Service taps added, 17. Discontinued, none.
Number now in use, 2,776.
Average length of service, 14.0 feet.
Average cost of service, $13.20.
Number meters added, 39.
Number now in use, 798.
Percentage of services metered, 29%.
Number of motors and elevators added: None.
Number now in use, one motor.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
To the Board of Water Commissioners.
Gentlemen: In accordance with the custom of this de-
partment, I submit herewith the annual report of the Super-
intendent of the Plj^mouth Water Works for the year ending
December 31, 1923.
TABLE SHOWING LENGTH, SIZE AND COST OF PIPE
LAID IN 1923.
LOCATION
Length
in Ft.
Size in
Inches Cost
Winslow Street 738 6 $1,091 79
Howland Street, 723 8 1,299 60
Nicks Rock Road, 1,379 6 1,600 24
Manters Point. 920 6 998 02
Davis Est. (Grant St.) 266 6 159 60
TOTAL 4,026 $5,149 25
RAINFALL.
The average annual rainfall for 37 years has been 46.19"
and the rainfall for 1923 was 42.38", or 3.81" below the
average.
This lower rainfall is reflected in the elevations of Great
and Little South Ponds, both of which were about one foot
lower January 1, 1924 than they were January 1, 1923.
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TABLE SHOWING SUB-DIVISION OF USE OF
METERED WATER.
For What Use. Quantity in Gallons.
Domestic, 65,064,000
Manufacturing, 59,011,000
N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. & Plymouth Electric
Light, 7,538,000
Hotels and Restaurants, 5,728,000
Laundries, 5,821,000
State, County and Federal Buildings, 2,047.000
Stables and garages, 2,324,000
Miscellaneous, 10,621,000
158,154,000
We have now in service 798 meters of various sizes and the
above table shows the sub-division of the use of metered
water by various classes of consumers.
POND ELEVATIONS AND STORAGE DEPLETION.
Plate I is the chart that shows the monthly elevations and
depletion of storage from July, 1905, to January 1, 1924,
inclusive.
The monthly and annual rainfall for this same period is
also given.
An inspection of the chart shows that the rainfall of 42.39"
for 1923 was the lowest annual rainfall in Plymouth since
1918 when we had a rainfall of 34.92".
Great South Pond was lower on January 1, 1924 than at
any time during the previous four years, undoubtedly due
to the low rainfall of the past year.
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CONSUMPTION FOR 1923.
Plate II is a chart that has been pubHshed annually for
several years showing the weekly variation in the average
daily consumption.
The consumption for the months of June, July and August
was 159 million gallons compared to 124 million gallons for
the corresponding three months of 1922.
The large increase in use is due to the low rainfall of 6.94"
during June, July and August of 1923 compared to the rain-
fall of 17.71" for the same three months of 1922.
The average daily low service consumption for the year was
556,000 gallons, the high service 890,000 gallons and the
total 1,446,000 gallons.
The low service was 38 ^ and the high service 62% of the
total consumption for the year.
The usual water analyses have been made by the State
Department of Health during the year 1923 and a copy of
these has been filed in the office of the Superintendent.
Respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR E. BLACKMER,
Superintendent
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REPORT OF FIRE COMMISSIONER
The record of the Department accompanying the report
of 1923 shows a greater number of calls answered than for
any previous year. In addition to calls for service at fires,
six calls for the lung-motor were answered, six out-of-town
calls for fires; one for Brant Rock, two for Sagamore and
three for Kingston.
During the past year we have had an unusual amount of
work and we have been obliged to purchase new hose to re-
place discarded hose, which has been turned over to other
Town Departments where it may be used further but not
under high pressure. T therefore recommend the purchase
of two thousand feet of new hose this year.
The Commissioner would call especial attention to the
condition of the Pope Hartford chemical truck. This piece
of apparatus has seen many years of service, has suffered
accidents, which have weakened its condition and it is now
unfit for further service, and I would recommend the purchase
of a new piece of apparatus to take the place of the old Pope
Hartford.
ROBERT C. HARLOW,
Commissioner.
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF DEPT.
FIRE ALARM
New wires were provided, slack wires were pulled up, bare
wires insulated and tree grounds cleared, all fire alarm boxes
were repaired, cleaned, painted, and frequently tested.
BUILDINGS
Certain repairs on the Central Station as well as North
Station, will need looking after this year.
Inspection of hotels and lodging houses as required by
the State Police was made by the Chief of Department and
reports filed at State House as required by law. License to
build and operate garages have been granted in accordance
with the State regulations, and inspections made of those in
operation.
I would recommend
New supply truck to carry men to and from fires, equipped
with tools and supplies, to take care of all outside work on
hydrants, fire alarm wires, and all outside troubles caused by
storms.
The co-operation and spirit of the men in the service which
has helped to maintain the efficiency of the department has
been appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
ALBERT E. HILLER,
Chief of Fire Department.
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ORGANIZATION.
Fred A. Jenks
Albert E. Hiller
Clifton B. Hatton
Walter D. Shurtleff
Fire Commissioner,
Chief of Department,
Deputy Chief of Department,
Fire Department Surgeon,
CENTRAL STATION.
Combination B. Hose and Pumping Engine
Combination D. Triple Combination.
Captain, Fred W. Paty (Permanent)
Lieutenant, A. E. Nickerson (Call)
Permanent Men.
E. G. Gardner
C. L. Schroeder
C. T. Shaw
E. Wood
P. W. Gardner
J. Farris
A. Burgess
Call Force.
F. H. Donlevy
Elmer Chandler
D. Sullivan
C. Baumgartner
Joseph Kaiser
C. Lovell
E. Nutter
J. Sampson
A. A. Raymond Jr.
Peleg Chandler
John Kennedy
George Banker
Chester Govoni
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Ladder Co. No. 1.
Captain, H. F. Robbins (Permanent)
Lieutenant. L. Hedge (Call)
J. E. Beauregard C. H. Hatton
G. C. Bunker A. Barbieri
R. M. Fogarty Wm. Baker
Peter Bibeaiii George Wood
Combination Engine and Ladder Co. No. 2.
Capt.—H. T. Cash Lieutenant—J. Stephen
W. L Delano J. R. Rupiecht
Axel Hultenius R. Thorn
E. C. Hardy H. P. Webber
W. S. Pierce B. Wolf
FIRE RECORD.
No School Signals, 2 Automobiles, 5
Electric wires, 3 Set by Boys, 8
Soot, 42 Hot ashes. 4
Smoking, 18 Oil fires. 2
Railroad, 12 Sparks from chimneys. 3
Blow Torch, 2 Fire Works, 1
Lungmotor, 6 False and needless. 8
Thawing waterpipes. 1 Children playing with
Drying wood in oven of matches. 5
stove. 2 Oil stoves. 3
Overheated stove pipes, 3 Horse in well. 1
Unknown, 7 Lightning, 1
Woods, 22 Lamp exploded. 2
Bonfires and Rubbish, 31 Electric car wires. 1
Back draft from Removing cat from trees, 1
chimneys, 6
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APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1924
Salaries and Wages
—
Permanent Force, $20,969 00
Call Force, 3,370 00
Other Employees, 150 00
Total Salaries and Wages,
Hose, New 1,705 00
Equipment & Repairs, 1,750 00
Hydrant Service, 450 00
Fuel and Light, 1,400 00
Maint. Bldgs. and Grounds, 645 00
Telephone, Janitor and
other supplies. 330 00
$24,489 00
Total, $6,280 00
New Apparatus
To replace Pope Hartford, 7,500 00
Seagrave Suburbanite,
Type recommended with
slight changes
Utility wagon, 2,500 00
Total 10,000 00
Total of Appropriation—1924, $40,769 00
Signed
:
FRED A. JENKS,
Fire Commissioner.
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REPORT OF WHARF RELOCATION
COMMITTEE
February 9, 1924.
Since this Committee made its last report, an appropria-
tion of $130,000.00 has been made by the Town to build a
wharf on property owned by the Town opposite South Park
Avenue and other land to be acquired for the purpose.
Satisfactory arrangements have been made with the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company for ac-
quiring the necessary land opposite their property, and there
will apparently be no difficulty in dealing with the American
Woolen Company, in acquiring so much of their land as will
be needed for the wharf.
The Federal Government and the State have made a
joint appropriation of $102,000.00 for dredging a channel
to the proposed new wharf.
Plans for the wharf and stone dike have been prepared for
your Committee by Fay, Spofford & Thorndike, of Boston,
Mass.
Bids for the construction of the wharf and dike will be
opened by your Committee on February 23, 1924, and bids
for dredging the Channel will be opened by Major Godfrey,
United States District Engineer, on February 25th, 1924, at
the United States Engineers office, Boston, Mass.
Your Committee feels that definite and satisfactory pro-
gress has been made in the work of wharf relocation, which
they were instructed by the Town to carry out, and it now
appears probable that construction work will begin in the
spring or early part of the summer.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK EASTWOOD,
Chairman.
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REPORT OF THE TOWN PLANNING
BOARD
Plymouth, Mass., February 16, 1924.
The Plymouth Planning Board submits its report with
special reference to the conditions and needs of the street
system of Plymouth.
At the request of the Board, the Town Engineer has made
plans for certain new streets which by paralleling the exist-
ing over crowded highways near the waterfront will secure
relief from traffic congestion and danger.
There is an urgent and growing demand for additional
highway facilities to meet the ever increasing automobile
travel and to secure public safety and convenience. Upon
examination it became evident that there was no adequate
relief to be secured from existing congestion by slight widen-
ings of existing highways, which involved an expense entirely
disproportionate to the real public service rendered. It
were better to spend a substantial sum of money in laying
out new useful avenues, of adequate width which would
amply meet the requirements of the present and future travel,
than to spend an equal sum of money in the attempt to widen
existing narrow thoroughfares which are more or less
closely built up and consequently very costly to change.
The Board is advised by the Chief Engineer of the State
Department of Public Works that many other cities and
tovms in the State have constructed or have under contem-
plation the construction of circumferential roads, so-called,
to take traffic around instead of through the center of the
thickly settled portion of a town in order to secure public
safety and convenience at reasonable cost. It would seem
obvious that the way to relieve the congestion in the Town
of Plymouth is by the construction of new roads on vacant
or semi-vacant land rather than by widening here and there
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some liarrow portion of an existing road already too narrow
throughout its whole extent for traffic at certain times of
day, or on certain days.
Plans have been prepared by the Town Engineer showing
two ways of relieving travel through a large part of the center
of the town.
1. By the improvement and new surfacing of Standish
Avenue and Spooner Street and laying out a new highway
from Court Street near the Kingston line to Spooner Street,
or by extending Spooner Street, if the cooperation of the
Town of Kingston can be obtained, to and through Crescent
Street in Kingston. Standish Avenue and Spooner Street
need today new surfacing and the estimated cost of that work
is $4,000. The estimated cost of extending Spooner
Street to Court Street within the limits of the Town, would
probably not exceed $5,000. If this work were done,
it would be possible to drive from the Kingston line through
Spooner Street, Standish Avenue and Oak Street to Summer
Street, and compared with the present conditions, at a sav-
ing in time and with greater comfort and safety than through
Court and Main Streets.
2. The second plan under consideration is the extension
of Water Street northerly to some point at or near Prince
Street in North Plymouth, diverting the through travel at
Prince Street or at some other street nearer than Prince
Street to this new water boulevard. The convenience and
beauty of such a new avenue of ample width easterly of the
railroad and overlooking the harbor, if it could be done at a
reasonable expense, would be of substantial benefit to the
town.
The Town has acquired land, constructed playgrounds
and bath houses along the waterfront at the foot of Nelson
Street. To reach the playground and the bathing beach,
persons passing down Nelson Street must run the risk of
crossing the railroad at grade and at a point within the yard
limits of the Plymouth station. It has been thought that
it would be possible to erect an overhead bridge at the danger-
ous railroad crossing at that point, at an expense which
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would not be prohibitive and which safety and convenience
alike today require.
But to attempt to lay out streets in the northerly part of
the Town without reference to the needs and conditions in
the central and southerly parts of the town and the necessity
for construction of new streets or the possible widening of
old streets in those sections forming connecting links, to
provide for the large and increasing through travel in Ply-
mouth, would be unfortunate because haphazard and in the
end costly.
The Town of Plymouth may be conveniently divided into,
three sections for the purpose of considering some of its
present problems:
The northerly section, lying north of the depot, is becom-
ing more and more the industrial section and necessarily
so, because it has the required rail facilities and the only
facilities for the transportation of freight, both by water and
rail.
The central section, lying between the railroad station and
Town Brook, is of necessity its civic center. There are the
federal building, the town buildings, the county buildings,
the banks, stores and offices, and in addition, it is also the
historic center which attracts all visitors to Plymouth.
South of Town Brook is largely a residential section and
more likely than any other to continue and increase as a
residential section only. The coordination of these sections
by through or connecting roads, adapted to the present needs
and future development of those sections, will require the
most careful and comprehensive study by experienced town
planners.
''When we speak of town planning, we are not proposing
something that is new but only a different method of doing
something which is, in part at least, being done already."
Town planning does not necessarily mean an increased ex-
penditure of public funds, for the rate of expenditure of
public funds is not determined by the planning but the
planning leaves the determination where it is now, a matter
for the voters of the town to decide. To decide wisely there
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must be a careful study of existing conditions, the collection
of a large amount of data, well considered and carefully pre-
pared plans, and when all the facts are presented and all the
arguments considered, a final determination by the town of
the broad scheme to be adopted and towards which the town
will build in the future.
Town planning does not mean more spending, it means
more careful spending and in the long run a great saving in
expenditure. If the planning is carefully and thoroughly
done, it will enable the voters better to determine where the
need of expenditure is the greatest and also where expenditure
can be avoided altogether.
To accomplish the result which the Board seeks to secure
for the benefit of the Town, it will, in its opinion, be necessary
to secure the services of some experienced professional town
planner who has given to this problem in other towns and
cities exhaustive study, and can prepare for the Town in
cooperation with the Planning Board, the Town Engineer
and all other officials and interested residents of the town, an
outline plan which will be extremely helpful in its decision
as to the locality and extent of the construction work to be
done now and in the future.
The Planning Board is advised that with an expenditure
of three thousand dollars such a general plan can be obtained
which will show more clearly than in any other way the
possibilities of a useful, economical and attractive develop-
ment of its streets, its housing, its parks, and its boulevard
along the waterfront, and make safer and more convenient
the transportation of people and material to and through the
Town of Plymouth.
The Board recommends an appropriation of three thousand
dollars to be expended by the Board in securing the services
of a town planner or engineer, experienced in town planning,
to prepare carefully studied outlines of plans, estimates,
printing, etc., which will enable the Board to present to the
Town a comprehensive system of highway development with
definite recommendations and data necessary to enable the
Town to determine what action shall be taken to meet the
difficult problems in the highway development.
ARTHUR LORD, Chairman.
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SCHOOL DIRECTORY
Fred B. Bartlett, Chairman,
Dr. Helen F. Pierce, Secretary,
Term Expires
1925
1924
MEMBERS
Burt H. Corey
Edward \\. Bradford
Edward R. Belcher
Ellis W. Brewster
1924
1925
1926
1926
The regular meetings of the School Committee are held
on the first and third Mondays of each month.
Superintendent of Schools, Horace F. Turner.
Office open from 8:30 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 4:00 p. m.
every school day. Saturdays, 10 to 12 a. m., 7:00 to 7:30
every Wednesday.
Office hours of the Superintendent of Schools 3:30 to 4:30
p. m. Mondays and Fridays. At other times by appoint-
ment.
Attendance Officer, John Armstrong.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Last year's report as well as reports of previous years
called attention to the need of additional school accommoda-
tions in the north part of the town. No proposition for
consideration by the Town was presented at the 1923 annual
Town Meeting but following the organization of the 1923
Committee (enlarged from three members to six at the
annual Meeting) discussion of the matter developed that the
members were unanimous in the belief that a move should
be made to submit the question to the Town.
Gay and Proctor, architects, were, therefore, requested
to submit sketches and estimates for a four room addition
to the Hedge School building and a new five or six room
building to be located in the vicinity of Cold Spring, the
first mentioned to replace the two portable buildings at the
Hedge and Knapp Schools, and the latter to replace the two-
room Cold Spring and the one-room Alden Street buildings
and allow two or three rooms for redistribution of pupils
and future use, as might be desirable.
Estin~ates submitted by the architects were about $114,000
for the Hedge School addition, including an auditorium,
and a complete new heating unit to take care of the old build-
ing, the proposed addition and four rooms should they be
added at any time, the heater equipped to burn hard or soft
coal; and for the new building from $100,000.00 to $110,000.00.
The Town having authorized bond issues for a Towti Hall,
a building for the Legion, and a new wharf, its borrowing
capacity under the law was reduced to $99,000.00 at the
time, obliging the School Committee to choose which of the
two schemes it would present to the Town.
The Hedge School addition was decided the more urgent
need and at a special Town Meeting on August 4th, 1923,
an appropriation of $115,000.00 was made for that purpose,
$16,000.00 being put into the 1923 tax levy and $99,000.0(>
provided by a bond issue.
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The necessary land was purchased from Mrs. Mary A.
Brown for $2,300.00 and the Town assumed the cost of mov-
ing a building standing on the lot. This latter expense wa&
$325.00.
Contracts have been let as follows:
—
General construction to J. Nicholson & Son, Boston for
$73,088.00; Heating and Ventilating to Stone-Underhill
Heating & Ventilating Company of Boston for $24,348.00
and Plumbing to Michael D. Welsh of Plymouth for $3,200.00.
The heating and ventilating contract covers a complete
new heating plant, as before mentioned, and the heaters
now in use will be discarded.
The difference in cost over a plant to take care of the
addition only, and the present heating plant for the old
building, is approximately $9,000.00. This extra cost may
seem large, but in view of the unsatisfactory experience of
the town with a multiplicity of heaters in several of its school
buildings the Committee was unanimous that the additional
expense was justified. We believe that more efficient^
satisfactory and economical service will be had and hope that
the Town will approve our action.
There may be some salvage from the old heaters.
It is expected that the building will be ready for use by
September 1st, 1924.
The Committee feels strongly that the Cold Spring and
Alden Street buildings should be replaced with a suitable
structure. The former was originally a one room school
but was made into a two room building some years ago by
running a partition lengthwise of the building, resulting in.
two very .poorly lighted school rooms. The building is heat-
ed with a hot air furnace. Toilet facilities are only fair.
The Alden Street Building while a good room has no cellar,
is heated by a stove and has only the old time outhouse for
toilet facilities.
The situation as to the several authorized bond issues has
not changed since last year and the borrowing capacity of
the Town on January 1st, 1924 was about $15,000.00.
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We understand there is more than a possibility that the
issue as between the Town Hall and the Legion building
may develop so that a definite plan for one or the other will
come before the Town at the next Annual Meeting.
Should the Town act decisively on one of the propositions
the vote authorizing the bond issue for the other could, and,
presumably, would be rescinded; thus releasing that much
borrowing capacity.
With this in view the Committee will have the necessary
articles in the warrant to bring before the Town the question
of a new building in the vicinity of Cold Spring.
The School Department offices in Town Square are much
in need of complete renovation, nothing in the way of paint
or paper having been done for years. The floors and ceilings
too are in bad condition. Removal of the large chimney
in the middle of the house would make one good, commodious
office room out of what are now two rather inconvenient
and very shabby rooms.
We are therefore requesting $1,000.00 in our budget for
1924 to be used for this purpose.
The State refund in 1923 was $20,784.77, based on the
Town's expenditure for educational purposes during the
year from July 1st, 1922 to June 30th, 1923. This, like all
other receipts, goes into the general account.
It seems desirable to dispose of at least two of the unused
school houses, one at South Pond and one at Ship Pond.
Two dozen 2)^ gallon chemical fire extinguishers have
recently been installed in the school houses and a fire blanket
in each of the domestic science rooms at the High and Junior
High Schools.
The items of Fuel and Transportation in the Budget are
very much outside of the control of the Committee.
In the first case it has been a question mainly of getting
coal at any price for two or three years, as we all know. The
buildings and heaters are not planned to burn soft coal to
the best advantage, although an increased quantity is being
used this winter. For some months now it has been avail-
able freely and at a price much below anthracite; the latter
being at top prices yet.
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The State law provides that pupils living more than two
miles from school shall be furnished Transportation. The
Committee thus have no choice in the matter.
FIRE PROTECTION.
The committee felt that it would be quite desirable to have
a competent inspection of the school-houses, in the light of
present knowledge, in order to determine what fire hazards
existed, not only as endangering the buildings, but more
especially to be sure that such protection as is possible be
given the children. The committee feels that it was parti-
cularly fortunate in securing Mr. Percy Bugbee, Executive
Assistant of the National Fire Protection Association to
make this inspection, and takes this opportunity of extend-
ing its thanks to Mr. Bugbee for his voluntary service.
Although the time did not permit of as detailed an ex-
amination as the inspector desired, nevertheless his report
is quite comphrensive, and will be of great assistance. The
date of inspection was January 21, 1924, and the recom-
mendations are summarized below.
Inspection. It was suggested that some regular fire
inspection was quite desirable, and that this might well be
done by the Fire Department. The matter has already
been taken up with the Fire Commissionei who is very willing
to cooperate in this direction.
Drills, Fire Regulations, etc. The necessity of seeing
that both children and teachers are thoroughly familiar with
the proper course of action in case of fire was mentioned.
These matters are all being checked up, and if any changes
are found to be desirable, they will probably have been made
by the time this report reaches the citizens.
Exits. This passage is quoted in full : ''Modern safe school
construction calls for the enclosing of stairways in smoke-
proof towers. There is not an enclosed stairway in any school
in Plymouth. The chief danger of the open stairway is
in the fact that it acts as a flue so that a fire starting in the
basement could spread rapidly up to the roof. It is most
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advisable to at least cut off the basement by enclosing the
stairway and providing a fire door at the entrance. A large
proportion of school fires start in the basement and if there
are no openings to the floor above the chances of confining
the fire are much greater." (It may be noted that the
Hedge School Addition, now under construction, has its
stairways enclosed.)
Fire Extinguishers, etc. Certain additions to the
number of extinguishers and hoses were recommended, as
was an inspection of the older electric wiring.
The recommendations above are the general recommend-
ations. In addition, the report takes up specifically the
larger buildings, individually, calling attention to the need
of additional basement exits, v/ire glass in the windows
under fire escapes, larger water supply pipes, and in some
cases recommending the automatic sprinkling of portions
of the basements.
Knapp, Cornish and Burton Schools. These three
schools are not well regarded. We quote from the report:
"Knapp School. This building is of decidedly inferior con-
struction and should be replaced by a more modern structure
as soon as possible."
''Cornish School. This school is of very inferior con-
struction and would burn rapidly."
''Burton School. This school is of inferior construction
and would burn rapidly."
The committee does not feel that the Town would look with
favor upon a proposal to replace these schools at the present
time, especially with the building program now under way
or proposed. This situation must however, be met at some
time.
Meantime, such precautions as can be taken, both in these
buildings and in the others, must be taken. To neglect
such things is a responsibility the committee does not care to
assume, and there is provided, therefore, in the 1924 budget,
an additional item of $5,000. which will at least make a be-
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ginning toward correcting the most dangerous conditions.
Your attention is called to the report of the Superinten-
dent of Schools for which we ask your careful consideration.
Respectfully submitted,
F. D. BARTLETT
HELEN F. PIERCE
E. R. BELCHER.
B. H. COREY
E. W. BRADFORD
E. W. BREWSTER
School Committee,
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FINANCIAL REPORT
RECEIPTS
Appropriation March for 1922 bills $2,729 45
Appropriation March 214,285 00
Income from Trust Funds 18 48
$217,032 93
PAYMENTS.
General Expenses $6,296 94
Teachers' Salaries 139,787 88
Text Books and Supplies 9,004 16
Transportation 11,954 63
Janitor Service 11,356 21
Fuel 14,180 71
Repairs 9,369 77
Equipment 2,176 93
New Grounds and Buildings 239 71
Medical Inspection 5,846 17
Tuition 1,867 19
Miscellaneous 2,013 23
$214,093153
Unexpended Balance S2,939J0
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT BUDGET FOR|l924
General Expenses
Superintendent $3,400 00
Clerk 1,300 00
Attendance Officer 300 00
Printing, Postage, etc. 450 00
Telephone 60 00
Traveling Expense 400 00
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Automobile Expense 500 00
Freight and Express 250 00
School Census 150 00
All Other 300 00
$7,110 00
Teachers' Salaries
Day 140,000 00
Substitutes 2,000 00
Evening 1,300 00
Summer 450 00
Americanization 1,750 00
Practical Arts 700 00
146,200 00
Text Books and Supplies
Text and Reference Books 4,000 00
Paper, Blank Books, etc. 3,000 00
Industrial Training Supplies 400 00
Domestic Science Supplies 1,000 00
Typewriters 600 00
9,000 00
Transportation
Carfares 3,500 00
Automobiles 9,500 00
13,000 00
Support of Truants 50 00
Janitors' Services
Day 10,500 00
Evening 225 00
Fuel and Light
Coal and Wood 15,000 00
Gas and Electricity 700 00
15,700 00
10,725 00
Maintenance
Painting \ 6,000 00
General Repairs /
Flags and Flagstaffs 200 00
Janitor's Supplies
,
1,400 00
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Telephones 175 00
Ashes Removed, etc. 400 00
All Other 3,000 00
Renovating Office 1,000 00
12,175 00
Furniture and Furnishings 1,000 00
Tuition and Transportation (other towns) 1,400 00
Diplomas and Graduation 150 00
Medical Inspection
School Physician 1,500 00
School Nurse 1,500 00
Supplies and Expenses, 250 00
Dental Clinic Maintenance 750 00
Dental Nurse 1,400 00
Dentist 800 00
Auto Expense (School Nurse) 500 00
6,700 00
Fire Protection 5,000 00
Total $228,210 00
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
To the School Committee of Plymouth:
Following is my second annual report as Superintendent
of the Plymouth School System.
At the last annual town meeting the citizens of Plymouth
voted to entrust with us the expenditure of the largest ap-
propriation ever made by them for school purposes. For
the first time in several years the School Department did not
find it necessary to ask for an additional appropriation be-
fore the end of the year but returned a balance.
I believe the people have received what they paid for.
It has been our constant aim to secure the best teaching
and the most serviceable materials and equipment avail-
able at the price we could pay. The money spent for school
purposes is invested in the future of Plymouth. It provides
a better chance for our children to grow up into reasonably
healthy, physically fit and intelligent citizens. The future
of the tow and whatever we may accumulate is bound up
in them,—in their intelligence, in their ideals and in their
citizenship. Any boy or girl passing through the schools
must accept his education as charity unless he plans to give
in return h>s service as a citizen for the welfare of the com-
munity.
The need of bringing into closer contact the work of the
schools with the life of the people is one that interests every
one engaged in educational work. Attracting patrons to
the school and extending the influence of the school to the
homes are the means of fulfilling this need.
There has been encouraging progress in the effort to meet
the general expectation of a more practical fitting of boys
and girls for life's duties. How to meet this expectation in
the best way with the means at hand is a problem which
cannot be solved at any one time, but requires continuous,
intelligent and faithful effort.
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The manner in which work is carried on in the schools
to-day may not be understood by those whose idea of a good
school is one in which the pupils obey their teacher, sit still
and get their lessons.
The fact that there is more freedom and play in education
than there was a generation ago sometimes carries with it
the belief that the results educationally are less effective
than they were at that time. That this is not true is made
plain by an understanding of the principles of instruction
underlying the work of the school room and of the results
obtained.
Formerly the correct school room was one in which the
teacher was dominant, the pupils in perfect order and able
to recite verbatim lessons which had been assigned to them.
The school was an institution into which children must fit
and were moved on from one grade to another according
as they passed or failed certain examination questions in
the subjects which had been taught them.
The good school to-day is a changing situation in which
there is a constant attempt to anticipate the needs of the
children. The teacher is there to set the stage, surround
the children with opportunities to follow up the interest
which she has aroused, and to guide them in constantly
improving work.
It has been found that those things which are acted make
a deeper impression than those which are only read or recited.
The visitor may find pupils moving about more than former-
ly, but without confusion. This principle is applied in the
teaching of reading in the primary grades. In the past
much of the work in reading apparently was for the purpose
of producing public readers since it was done orally. At
the present time the emphasis is on silent reading for under-
standing the printed or written page. The children read
certain incidents and then act them out. This tends toward
developing an ability to understand that which is read and
to translate it into action. The subject matter is selected
according to the pupils' ability in order that they may form
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the habit of success. It is planned and given in such a way
as to awaken their interest and a desire to look for more out-
side of the school. There is encouragement to do things.
The comparative results of these two policies in education
are shown by recent investigations. The same examina-
tions which were given to pupils more than fifty years ago
in the upper grades have been given recently to pupils in the
same grades. The age of the latter pupils is about two years
younger. It is found that the children of half a century ago
excelled slightly in matters which were strictly memory tests.
The pupils to-day showed marked improvement in their
ability to mxeet questions which involved new situations.
Their awakened interest impels them to remain in school
beyond the compulsory school age. While there has been
an increase in the enrolment in our elementary schools in
the past ten years of ten per cent, the increase in that of the
high school has been seventy per cent.
In these results is found an indication of the change that
is taking place in education. The aims are based upon the
needs and interests of the boys and girls and the community.
Among the changing conditions of living they will be called
upon to think in meeting new situations and not depend upon
memory alone.
They are encouraged to form habits of self-directed ap-
plication and self-control. A superintendent has expressed
it well in these words, 'The chief aims of our schools are to
train children to become self-controlled, self-directed, self-
supporting, intelligent citizens."
VACANCIES
Twenty-three teachers have left the school system since
my last annual report. By readjusting some of the work
it has been possible to maintain the same standard of work
by employing twenty-one teachers to fill the vacancies. The
names of these teachers are marked (*) in the List of School
Department Employees.
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The new teachers who have been received into the homes,
churches and other social relations in the town are disposed
to give their best in return to the children and the community.
'The greatest factor in education is the teacher, the great-
est inspirer of the teacher is public approval/'
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS
A teacher may call for a substitute on the occasion of
necessary absence. Since there are more than ninety teach-
ers in Plymouth, there is rarely a day when all are teaching.
In order to avoid the necessity of closing any school-room
because of the absence of a teacher, a substitute teacher was
employed on full time with sufficient training and experience
to enable her to take charge of any group of pupils from the
primary grades through high school. She began work at
the beginning of the school year and taught continuously
with the exception of two days, to the close of the fall term
on December 21st.
When not busy as a substitute her time is given to helping
backward children or in giving tests.
STATE REIMBURSEMENTS
In order to raise the standard of teaching and encourage
education in subjects not otherwise provided for, laws have
been enacted which make provision for return of money to
the towns from the state treasury.
The largest reimbursement is for teachers' salaries. The
amount is based upon their training and experience as follows:
Two hundred dollars for each teacher who is a graduate
of a normal school or college and has taught at least two
years.
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One hundred fifty dollars for each teacher who has had one
year of normal training and has taught at least three years.
One hundred dollars for each of the other teachers employ-
ed.
Plymouth received in 1923 over twenty thousand dollars
on account of:
Teachers' salaries $17,337 50
Agriculture 1,907 72
Americanization 1,005 00
Evening Practical Arts ' 531 88
Smith-Hughes Fund 224 30
Total 21,006 04
This money is paid to the town and is not available for
school purposes. For this reason the annual budget and
appropriation is made to cover the full amount of the expen-
ditures of the School Departm^ent.
SUMMER SCHOOL
Summer classes were held at the Burton School for retard-
ed pupils in grades four to eight.
The purpose is to help into the next grade pupils who in
the judgment of the regular teacher were not ready for pro-
motion in June.
Membership
Grade
IV 26
V 21
VI 28
VII and VIII 32
Total 107
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STATE-AIDED
EVENING PRACTICAL ARTS COURSES
During the year 1922-1923 more than a hundred women
of the town took advantage of the lessons in Dressmaking
and Millinery which were given in the Evening Practical
Arts Courses. These free State-aided Classes are conducted
twice a week for twenty-four weeks of the school year and
are free to all women over sixteen years of age. The instruc-
tors are trade-trained and proficient, hence the courses offer
an unusual opportunity for any who wish to learn to make
clothing at home.
The program for the year was as follows:
Unit I.
Unit II.
Unit III.
Dressmaking
Children's clothes
and Remodeling
Sport clothes
Plain and fancy
evening dresses
Millinery
Unit 1. Velvet Hats
Unit II. Renovation and
trimmings
Unit III. Silk and satin hats
Unit IV. Straw hats
Unit V. Crepe, maline and
horse-hair hats
Unit VI. Sport hats
Total number enrolled
Dressmaking 52
Millinery 69
121
At the end of the course an exhibit was held in the High
School Assembly Hall. Many visitors came to inspect the
dresses and hats made by those who had taken the work.
Advisory Board
Mrs. J. H. Standish
Mrs. H. W. Whiting
Mrs. E. T. Kelley
Elizabeth H. Sampson, Director
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AGE-GRADE DISTRIBUTION CHART
SCHOOL GRADE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Ttl.
u hO 1^0
7 114 110J- XV/ o
QO 1 1 o R1 9La
9 20 54 107 67 2 250
21 19 63 109 53 5 2 272
1 11 11 10 25 76 64 58 13 257
< 12 i 4 13 44 44 77 40 4 3 236
3 13 1 12 21 37 53 69 37 27 2 259
14 4 3 4 18 39 43 48 60 22 241
i 15 2 2 8 11 18 23 25 48 34 10 1 182
S 16 5 1 3 9 28 22 31 11 110
P 17 1 2 8 16 27 23 77
^ 18 12 7 14 33
19 1 3 4
20 1 2 3
21 1 1 2
Total 377 340 311 336 229 251 194 125 175 109 76 55 2578
This chart shows the number of pupils in the several grades
of the public schools arranged according to age.
The figures in full-faced type indicate the largest number
of pupils of the same age in any given grade.
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EMPLOYMENT AND EDUCATIONAL CERTIFI-
CATES
During the year 1923 certificates were issued as follows:
97 First Certificates to minors 14 to 16 years old.
36 Subsequent Certificates to minors 14 to 16 years old.
255 First Certificates to minors 16 to 21 years old.
171 Subsequent Certificates to minors 16 to 21 years old.
Laws have been enacted from time to time in relation to
child labor to the end that there shall be safeguarded for the
child his rights in education and physical development.
The liability is placed upon the employer.
There are several requirements to be observed by any
individual or corporation employing a person under twenty-
one years of age:
—
1. An employer must require and place on file a certifi-
cate issued by the superintendent of schools or his representa-
tive. The certificate must be obtained before employment
begins.
2. The employer must return the certificate to the superin-
tendent of schools within two days after the minor has left
his employ.
The rigid observance of these two requirements make it
possible to account for minors in relation to school attendance
and employment.
SCHOOL CENSUS, 1923
Persons 5 to 7 years
Persons 7 to 14 years
Persons 14 to 16 years
Illiterate Minors, 16 to 21 years
Males Females Total
195 176 371
811 809 1620
202 207 409
30 21 51
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SIGHT AND HEARING TESTS
Number of pupils examined 2200
Number found defective in eyesight 252
Number found defective in hearing 32
Number of parents or guardians notified 197
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HIGH SCHOOL REPORT
Mr. Horace Turner, Superintendent of Schools,
Plymouth, Mass.
My dear Mr. Turner:
During the past year many of the recommendations speci-
fied in thelast high school report have commenced to function.
The policy of the present administration has been to initiate
a new course of study, yet to accommodate the transition to
needs of individual pupHs.
The four year English Course has been the recipient of
a detailed investigation. The work has been revised, a-
bridged, and supplemented in accordance with modern de-
mands.
American productions and recent classics occupy a fore-
most place in the plans for additional literary equipment.
The outline for English also requires a yearly program of
oral work designed to stimulate thought among the pupils.
The work in the later years is differentiated to meet the
varied needs of pupils with college, commercial, or trade
aspirations.
The primary aims of this reconstruction are to raise the
standard of accomplishment and to assist the pupils in pre-
vocational preparation for living or later education.
As first steps in the achievement of the afore-mentioned
aims, it became necessary to adopt a set of curricula which
contained many elective subjects but nevertheless required
concerted work in successive years. The old plan which
fostered incongruous and ill advised combinations was rele-
gated to the past. Specific recommendations were incor-
porated.
The commercial department was the principal beneficiary.
Courses in introductory business, penmanship, spelling,
salesmanship, and advertising have been added to the com-
mercial subjects offered. The innovation of a course in
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salesmanship and advertising has already vindicated its
adoption. It has vitalized and broadened the entire com-
mercial departmiont. The addition of office practice and a
course in filing for girls would make our commercial opportuni-
ties and commiercial equipm^ent commensurate with a similar
department of any high school.
A change has been made in the household arts work. The
scheduled program of this department is offered only during
the first two years. Special emphasis is placed on clothing
during the first year. During the second year the study of
food values is stressed. Individual instruction or project
lessons will be given to girls who need advanced study.
The agricultural department has been organized on a two
year basis. The project work of the pupil during the first
year is mainly gardening. In the second year the raising
and care of poultry and the production of eggs are the prim-
ary work activities of the pupils. If boys wish to continue
the agricultural wwk, individual instruction will be given
in animal husbandry and fruit growing. The department
m.aintains a shop where farmx carpentrj^ is practiced. The
agricultural library is comprehensive and up to date. During
the present school year the instructor teaches academic
subjects for a part of each day.
The equipmient of the department of Physics and Chemis-
try was greatly augmented during the year. A longer time
allotment was permitted for laboratory experimentation.
Both courses have recognized and met the college require-
ments. The instruction in biology has been of an exceeding-
ly high order this year. However, the biological equipment
is meager. The more closely a biology course is involved
in actual contact with plant and animal life, the more tren-
chantly will biology function with the pupils. The next
improvement in our scientific department should facilitate
dissecting. Secondary school pupils need empirical know-
ledge as well as instruction in theory.
Interest in foreign languages has waned recently. The
number of pupils who elected Latin has diminished each
year. Even the number of pupils in the modern language
department has decreased. The diminution in the study
of foreign languages may be attributed to the more liberal
attitude of the colleges.
The graduating class of last June numbered fifty-one. One
third of the class have entered institutions for continued
education. In the Sophomore and Junior Classes a ver}^
large proportion have signified intentions of a college educa-
tion. In order that the doors may be open to them, the
school must maintain well equipped departments efficiently
taught.
Due to the curriculum reorganization and to the small
Freshman Class the elimination of one teacher was possible.
At the opening of school next September an increased student
body will make the restoration of this teacher imperative.
With the present school enrollment the class-rooms of the
building are scarcely adequate for proper administration.
A normal growth during the next three years will require
additional class rooms.
There is a need, however, which is both acute and im-
mediate. The opportunity for physical education is un-
worthy of modern educational ideals.
A sound body needs to be engendered as well as a sound
mind. The state has charged the school department with
the responsibility for proper physical development. , The
obligation must not be ignored. The duty cannot be trans-
ferred. No other community institution can furnish the
training needed for all pupils. A gymnasium is needed for
all pupils. Gymnasiums have already been constructed in
many high schools of the size of Plymouth. In a relatively
short period of years, a gymnasium will be mandatory. A
thousand pupils are centralized near the high school building.
The proximity of these children would make feasible the
utilization of the building during the entire day. The ad-
vantages the pupils would derive from daily gymnasium
work are illimitable.
Briefly the needs of the school may be summarized as
follows:
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1. Gymnasium
2. Enlarged library
3. Part-time trained librarian
4. Room telephone system
5. Continuation of the policy to increase equipment
as departments demonstrate their worth.
I appreciate the cooperative spirit with which you, the
committee which you represent, and the faculty have assisted
in the work of helping boys and girls to help themselves.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE C. MARSDEN,
Principal.
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL REPORT
Mr. Horace F. Turner,
Superintendent of Schools,
Plymouth, Mass.
Dear Sir:
Herewith I submit my annual report of the Junior High
School. The attendance for the year has been especially
good. There has been a decided improvement in punctuali-
ty; the ninth grade leading all others. We appreciate the
readiness of parents to cooperate and the results are shown
in the good fellowship of the pupils and the steady improve-
ment in their work.
While w^e appreciate the interest the parents show in our
school w^e would like them to follow more closely the work of
the pupils not only in the examination of the report cards
but also by visiting the school. This would help greatly
for the success of the school.
The health of the pupils receives constant attention and
the teachers appreciate the good work done by the school
physician, the dental hygienist, and the nurse.
The work along physical training has been carefully watch-
ed. Besides the ten minutes setting-up drills every day,
which are taken out of doors when-ever the weather permits
under the guidance of responsible leadership with trained
pupil leaders, there have been soccer teams for boys and
hockey teams for girls. These meet in the open after school
hours. Much enthusiasm has been aroused among the pupils
and the successful Field Day held last June was a happy
climax to the training in physical education.
The work of the various departments has been cooperative.
The girls of the ninth grade have conducted their own class
in cooking. Every one of the miembers demonstrates from
time to time how to prepare a certain article of food. In
sewing, they have planned their wardrobe by budget and are
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row working out a project for furnishing the dining room
at a minimum cost. It would be advisable to extend the
woodworking department so that the boys of the ninth grade
could have an entirely new line of work. A lathe, some v/ork
in sheet metal, and a few simple tools would help greatly.
The v/ork in music has been placed on a firmer basis by
giving two periods a week to this subject. Two Glee Clubs
have been formed—one for boys and one for girls. Both
these are doing very creditable work under the direction of
the m^usic supervisor. A conspicuous example of cooperation
was the excellent singing of the Girls' Glee Club at Communi-
ty Service. The orchestra also is doing commendable work
under the direction of Mr. Clark.
The conference of teachers from both Senior and Junior
High Schools this year accomplished certain results. Meth-
ods and plans for articulating more closely the work in
English -were discussed and formulated.
The present day tendency in Junior High Schools for extra
classroom activities in the form of clubs was started in
September. A definite time allowance was made in the pro-
gram for these. The aim is to train pupils to join in cooper-
ative activity with their fellows. In these clubs the teacher
acts as an adviser only. Public opinion is developed and the
pupils are prepared for the worthy use of leisure time.
The following list shows the variety of work these clubs
offer: literary, dramatic, historical dramatization, travel,
library, debating, current events, civics, musical appreciation
art, cooking, and manual training. It is noticeable how the
habits of fair play, courtesy, promptness, and loyalty have
been developed by means of these clubs.
For the coming year I would recommend a good reference
library with equipment for same. We need this at once if
we are to broaden and strengthen our work along academic
lines. There is a lack of reading material in the school.
Several sets of books are needed for each class. More equip-
ment in the science department would do much to build up
this department. I would suggest a Bunsen burner together
with material for conducting simple experiments.
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I would like to see an assembly hall and a gymnasium so
that the boys and girls who work after school hours might
have a fair chance for right living. A fire gong is a necessity,
so also is a program clock.
I desire to express my appreciation to the Superintendent,
the School Committee, teachers, and parents for their co-
operation and interest in the school, also to the janitor for
his efficient service in the school and in beautifying the
gi'ounds.
Respectfully submitted,
KATHARINE A. O'BRIEN,
Principal.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL PHYSICL\N
I\Ir. Horace F. Turner,
Superintendent of Schools, Plymouth, Mass.
Dear Sir:
When medical inspection began in Plymouth schools in
1907 the required duties of the School Physician were few.
He must examine all the children each year sending notices
of his findings to parents, re-examine children returning to
school after illness without a certificate of health and finally
re-examine such children of fourteen as desired to leave
school for work.
From this beginning the assumption of new duties has been
continuous from year to year. Very early the problem of
proper adjustment of school furniture presented itself re-
quiring careful study.
Not long after the systematic examination of school chil-
dren was adopted it became evident that it was worse than
useless to spend valuable time in discovering defects that
were not remicdied and the school nurse was added as a
necessary auxiliary. She followed up the physician's notices
of defects, visiting the homes, adding the personal touch
which the written notices lacked, and explained to the parents
the character of the defects and the harm that would result
to the child from their neglect. This made medical inspection
effective and remediable defects were more frequently correct-
ed. Through her frequent inspections, vermin and conta-
gious disease w^ere better controlled and she became an indis-
pensable adjunct.
The discovery that 85 to 909c of the pupils in the schools
had carious teeth and the growing popular knowledge of
the serious ills which may follow the neglect of this condition
in growing children, resulted in a demand for a dental clinic
which was begun by the School Physician in the office of
the Superintendent in the fall of 1913, the stenographer act-
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ing as assistant to the dentists who gave their services gra-
tuitously.
It soon became evident that the amount of good that could
be done in this way, filling a few teeth each week, was mak-
ing practically no impression on what was conceded to be a
serious condition, and better quarters and up to date equip-
ment were secured and a full time Dental Hygienist em-
ployed with an educational program.
The number of pupils found upon examination to be suffer-
ing from diseased tonsils and adenoids though not as large as
the number with carious teeth, was too large to be ignored.
Many of the parents of these unfortunate children though
anxious to have something done were unable to pay for surgi-
cal relief. Plymouth had no dispensaries to care for such
cases and it was impractical to have more than a very few
cared for in Boston. Through the efforts of the School
Physician an arrangement was made with the Jordan Hospi-
tal whereby the surgeons on the staff of that institution were
to operate these cases. The children are taken to the hospi-
tal by the School Nurse in the morning where they are care-
fully reexamined by the School Physician to be sure that
there is nothing to contra-indicate the operation. They are
then operated by one of the Hospital staff surgeons of
skill and experience who cheerfullj^ gives his time to the work.
They remain at the hospital over night and are taken home
the next day by the School Nurse if sufficiently recovered.
In this way many children have been relieved each year for
several years who would otherwise be handicapped through-
out their lives.
Not only has a careful examination of school children
revealed many with such remediable defects as carious teeth,
hypertrophied tonsils and adenoid vegetations but also a
smaller but more pathetic number of unfortunates who
have defects which cannot be remedied.
In Jan. 1915 a small group of children who were unable
to do the regular grade work was given the benefit of adapted
instruction in an * 'individual" school under a competent
teacher. It has been a part of the work of the School Physi-
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cian to carefully examine by means of approved pschycholo-
gical tests such pupils as might be presented to him and de-
termine those most likely to benefit by the advantages offer-
ed by such a school. From six or seven pupils it has grown
to a two room school of thirty members with two teachers.
No doubt the time is near when the school department
will offer adapted instruction to other unfortunate groups
whose m.embers cannot profit by ordinary grade teaching
such as hopelessly deaf pupils, those with eyesight so defect-
ive that special teaching and equipment are necessary (the
so called ''Eyesight Conservation" school) and still another
with speech defects, but at present with so small a number of
pupils such classes are impossible for economic reasons.
Another group which has recently assumed an important
place is the under-weight group. All pupils are now weighed
and measured and those found to be 10% or more under-
weight are given special attention. Charts are kept showing
graphically any loss or gain and every effort is made to re-
move the cause of the condition and bring them back to
normal.
The School Physician is concerned with all those matters
which touch the physical welfare of the pupils such as heat-
ing, ventilation, lighting, sanitaries, cleanliness of buildings,
the condition of playgrounds, drinking water and fire pro-
tection.
In such movements as the Health Crusade and in the
educational program of the dental department the teaching
of health and hygiene, in a personal sense, is being intimately
interwoven into our educational fabric and many and com-
plex problems touching these matters are presenting them-
selves to-day in the administration of our public schools
which the School Physician must be ready to advise upon and
to assist in solving. Thus the work has grown from the days
when miedical inspection meant hardly more than a hurried
inspection of pupils once a year.
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ORAL HYGIENE AND DENTAL DEPARTMENT
The new equipment installed at the Hedge school in the
closing weeks of 1922 has been of great assistance in carrying
on the work of this department except that the quarters are
crowded as they are at present used by the School Physician
and School Nurse also. This will be remedied however
when the addition to the building is completed. Pupils
in the northerly part of the town are now well cared for at
the Hedge school and those in the center and to the south
go to the larger quarters in the Governor Bradford building
where there is a commodious waiting room equipped with
educational posters and reading matter.
At a conference held in September and attended by the
two dentists of the dental department, the Dental Hygienist
and the School Physician a radical change in policy was de-
cided upon subject to the approval of the School Committee.
It was agreed:
a. To confine the work of the School Dental work to the
first four grades.
b. To begin at once examining the first grades and to
operate on the children eligible in this grade until
finished, thence to proceed to the second and so on
up to the fifth.
c. To attend to any emergency case up to the High school.
d. To require that all children in the first four grades
receive dental prophylaxis either from the Dental
Hygienist or from their own dentist.
e. To ask each grade teacher to report to the Hygienist
at the end of each month the number of absences be-
cause of dental difficulties also the total number of
absences.
f. To remember, in doing corrective work at the clinic
that there are many to be served and that long treat-
ments cannot be undertaken.
By thus limiting work to the early grades it can be done
much more thoroughly than if it were spread over all the
grades and in a few years there should be little need of work
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in the upper grades as all will have been taken care of or
taught to care for themselves as they pass through early
grades.
We feel that a thorough cleaning of the teeth or so called
dental prophylaxis is of great educational value and there-
fore require that all pupils shall have it done either by Miss
White, the Dental Hygienist of the School Department, or
by their own dentist, a list of the practicing dentists in Ply-
mouth being distributed to the pupils by Miss White when
she begins the work in a room.
In June Dr. S. Kahn, Assistant Surgeon, Government of
N. W. Frontier Province, India and two government health
officers from Poland visited us. Dr. Kahn, a well informed
surgeon, of wide experience, objected to what he called the
excessive use of the toothbrush in this country and very ably
supported his contention.
He advocated very infrequent and not too vigorous use
of the brush but advised rinsing the mouth with a mildly
astringent wash instead of brushing, claiming that this course
was quite as effective and obviated the danger of injury to
the delicate mucous membrane of the gums. It is not neces-
sary to accept his theory that all dental caries comes from
within and not from without, in order to appreciate that
there is much common sense in his views on the use of the
tooth brush, and we will confess that the instruction now
given in the use of the tooth-brush has been in a measure
modified by the gentleman from India.
Miss White has done excellent work both in prophylaxis
and in teaching as shown by the improvement in the mouths
of the pupils. Her report follows:
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DENTAL CLINIC
Dr. J. Holbrook Shaw,
School Physician,
Plymouth, Mass.
Dear Mr. Shaw:
I hereby submit my report of the work done at the school
dental clime during the year 1923:
This year I have given the children oral hygiene talks
about their teeth using such subject as: ''When the teeth
come and go", "What the teeth are made of", 'The theory
of decay" /'Results of too early extraction of either temporary
or permanent teeth", "Foods that aid in the development
of the teeth as they grow in the gum tissue before eruption",
etc. During these talks the pupils' interest is keen and I have
found by written examinations in the different grades that
they remember the greater part of what I tell them.
As a result of these talks we find the children instead of
hewg timid when dental work is necessary, ready and anxious
to have all defects remedied. Very often a child has come
to the clinic asking to have four or five teeth extracted.
This I believe is the result of explaining that one decayed
tooth will effect the tooth on either side of it.
In all first and second grades I have given tooth brush
drills. The children bring their tooth brushes to school in a
waxed envelope and are given a paper towel to. put on their
desk, and two clean cups, one filled with water and one empty
to expectorate in. A bit of salt is put in the water and one
small amount of tooth paste is placed on the brush and they
are taught how to clean all the surfaces of their teeth. As
an equally important part of the drill they are taught to
thoroughly rinse the mouth and are allowed to go to the
drinking fountain to do this where they can have plenty of
water. I feel that this drill is very beneficial and would like
to have more time to devote to it. I will be more than glad
to have any parent or interested person see the drill.
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Each month as I visit the rooms, the children come to me
and show me their teeth. Each has a score card which is
marked and at the end of the year those having clean teeth
every time, receive a reward.
At the Hedge school much good is being done since getting
our new dental equipment. Already since October first
this year, seventeen first grade childfen, who could otherwise
have had no treatment, have had all necessary dental atten-
tion. Every Friday morning is devoted to filling and ex-
tracting by the dentist on service, and all day Tuesday of
each week the Hygienist is there cleaning the teeth of children
from the Knapp and Hedge school.
All this of course is in addition to the work done at the
larger quarters in the Governor Bradford Building. Lastly,
all interested parents are invited to visit either clinic at any
tim.e when the Dental Hygienist is there.
EXPENSES
Rent $300 00
Telephone 22 31
Electric Light 17 18
Laundry 43 52
Janitor 80 00
Tooth-Brushes (half returned), 154 47
Supplies 380 96
IMiscellaneous 55 25
Total $1,053 69
1. Number of Examinations 1095
2. Number of extractions (temporary teeth)
,
293
3. Number of extractions (permanent teeth) 34
4. Number of treatments, toothaches, etc. 50
5. Number of fillings:
a. Amalgam 79
b. Amialgam with cement base 30
c. Cement 37
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d. Porcelain 12
e. Gutta Percha 10
Total
. 168
6. Number of prophylactic treatments 1138
7. Number of total operations 2759
8. Number of total patients 2570
9. Number of new patients 1802
10. Number of dismissals 78
11. Number of total operating hours 555
Amount of money taken in Total $188 70
School Dentists, Dr. Harold E. Donovan
Dr. William 0. Dyer,
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) GLADYS WHITE,
Dental Hygienist.
SCHOOL NURSE
The Health Crusade introduced last year proved to be so
helpful in improving the condition of the pupils that it was
continued. The spirit of rivalry is the key note of success
and children will do health chores cheerfully to win honors
in the Crusade which they otherwise perform grudgingly or
not at all. It is argued that the Health Crusade teaches
them to make false statements. It is true it affords such an
opportunity, and the reward may be so won but life is also
full of opportunities to profit by deception and they will
have to face that problem constantly. Is it not better that
they should meet it squarely in school with the teacher to
help them solve it right? We may then find in the Health
Crusade chores, the occasion to teach the children the worth-
lessness of deception.
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The weighing afid measuring all pupils each year and the
repeated weighing and measuring of those 10% or more
underweight and the special efforts made to bring them up
to normal again entail an enormous amount of work on the
part of the School Nurse. Dr. Fredrika Moore Pediatrician
of the Division of Hygiene of the State Board of Health
visited us last May with her assistant and showed much in-
terest in our problem. It was her suggestion that we co-
operate with other nearby towns in employing a nurse or
nutrition worker who could devote two or three days a week
to our work thus lightening the load which Miss Macdonald
now carries alone. Such an arrangement would be most
welcome but so far no funds have been available with which
to carry it out.
During the summer vacation the nurse's car was repainted,
new curtains provided and the top recovered so that it now
looks well and affords protection from the weather.
The report of the nurse follows:
REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE, 1923
1. Number of school visits 693
2. Number of home visits 666
3. Number of treatments in school 1908
4. Number of pupils excluded 248
5. Number of pupils referred to physicians 52
6. Numiber of pupils taken to hospitals and clinic 65
7. Number of pupils operated for tonsils and
adenoids 32
Contagious diseases found in schools 104
Contagious diseases found in homes 107
Number of pupils inspected 5371
About 1050 pupils are enrolled in the Health Crusade
this year, and though quite a few, for various reasons, drop
out before the course is completed the majority are doing
very good work. The children take a good deal of interest
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in the weighing and measuring and seenn anxious to weigh
all they should. One group of children, who in October were
found to be 10% underweight, have made an average gain of
2.69 lbs, the minimum gain being 1 lb. the maximum 7 lbs.
The normal average gain in this length of time would be
1.16 lbs. The actual gain is then 231% of the normal. The
'Table of Average Height and Weight Measurements",
recommended by the Mass. Department of Health is used.
In some of the smaller schools where quite a number of the
pupils bring their lunch to school, the teachers are serving
milk, hot cocoa, or soup, at noon, the expense being shared
by the pupils. The children greatly appreciate this, and
several who could not be induced to drink either milk or
cocoa at home, have learned to like both. If some arrange-
ment could be made in some of our larger schools, especially
in the north part of the town, for the serving of milk and
cocoa it would undoubtedly be of great benefit to many
children.
Quite a few of the mothers go out to work, and the children
are obliged to eat an early breakfast, and some also have
quite a long walk to school. Others eat hurriedly, and run
to school reaching there tired and **out of sorts." If they
could have a cup of milk or cocoa, soon after the opening of
school, they would be happier, and in much better condition
for the days work.
(Signed) SUSIE MacDONALD, R. N.
"INDIVIDUAL" SCHOOL
With another room in use at the 'Individual school"
there was an opportunity for a considerable increase in
membership at the opening of school in September.
Candidates were from time to time referred to the School
Physician and examined, the Stanford Revision Record
Booklet being used. As suitable pupils were selected and
recommended the school was gradually filled to its present
quota of about thirty.
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A difficulty arose at this school as a number of the pupils
lived so far away that it was impracticable for them to go
home for lunch at noon and it did not seem best to leave them
at the building unattended.
An arrangement was made so that about ten pupils went
over to the Junior High school where they were given a hot
lunch served in a well-appointed dining room by the depart-
ment of domestic science of that institution. This seemed
an ideal solution of the difficulty but had to be given up on
account of the expense of the food which was borne in part
by the Parent Teachers' Association and finally entirely
by the Public Health Committee of the Woman's Club. The
final solution of the matter seems to be that those pupils
will bring a simple lunch from home, and hot soup or cocoa
will be prepared at the school for them. It is hoped that a
room may be equipped there as a dining room so that the
lunches may be eaten in a neat and orderly manner.
Dr. Patterson, State Psychiatrist, came in November
with her assistant and spent a week here making a very
thorough examination of all pupils in this and the over-age
school at Spooner Street as well as a number of others who
were referred to her. The School Nurse did a great deal of
extra work in looking up data for these examinations. The
results as reported will be of great assistance in deciding
the many problems which arise in connection with these
pupils.
MONTHLY CONFERENCE
It is generally conceded by those who have had most exper-
ience with health work in the public schools that of all the
agencies concerned the teacher is the most important. She
is with the pupils constantly during school hours and as their
teacher and friend is closely in touch with them.
Without her intelligent and cheerful cooperation the
School Physician and School Nurse are sadly handicapped
in their work. In order to establish closer working relations
with the teachers the School Physician is now holding month-
ly conferences with them in the larger buildings where mat-
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ters pertaining to health are presented and discussecl: Al-
ready in the few months since these conferences were begun
the results are noticeable and encouraging in increased in-
terest in health problems and better cooperation.
Some of the subjects presented at these conferences were
as follows:
'*Dr. Lichtliter Teacher's Quadrilateral as Applied to
Health Work in the Schools."
'The Summer Camp of the Plymouth County Health
Association."
''Every Day Matters Affecting the Pupils' Health and
Efficiency often Overlooked."
"How some of the Commoner Contagious Diseases are
Spread and how to Detect Them."
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
In the spring there was a decided epidemic of purulent
conjunctivitis and mumps among the school children and as
they are both diseases which are not quarantined or con-
sidered as serious by people generally, they are very difficult
to control. However every effort was made to keep all cases
out of school and in the case of mumps all exposed pupils as
required.
The nurse reported many cases of the latter which were
found by her in homes she visited, but the disease has con-
tinued to be prevalent to the close of the year.
In September cultures sent to the State Board of Health
from two pupils who had been out with sore throat and
applied for readmission were reported back positive. In
both these cases it was several weeks before succeeding
cultures showed that they were free from the germs of the
disease.
In the fall there were many pupils out with chicken-pox
and late in the year measles made its appearance and one or
two cases of scarlet fever.
A great deal of the trouble in controlling contagious diseas-
es in the public schools would be obviated if parents were
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better acquainted with the Rules of the Board of Health.
Not only are children sent to school who should not be, but
very frequently pupils are kept out of school who might
safely be admitted on account of misinformation, or want of
knowledge of the Rules.
I would suggest that a brief statement of these rules as
they affect school attendance together with a few suggestions
as to bathing, etc.. before return to school after contagious
disease, be given each pupil by the School Physician when
he makes his annual examination.
The following statistics for the year are compiled from the
monthly reports of the School Physician
:
1. Number of examinations 3696
o Number of notices sent to parents 703
o
o. Number of pupils referred to nurse 217
4:. Number of permits signed by school physician 1227
5. Number of permits signed by other physicians 149
6. Number of pupils excluded 119
Respectfully submitted,
J. HOLBROOK SHAW, M. D.
School Physician
AMERICANIZATION
Plymouth, Massachusetts, Jan. 2, 1924
Ivlr. Horace F. Turner,
Supt. of Schools,
Plym.outh, Massachusetts,
^ly dear Mr. Turner:
—
Nothing new or spectacular has been undertaken in the
Americanization and Evening School Classes during the
past year. Steady progress has been made along rational
and well defined lines and our work today is on a better basis
than it was a year ago.
The number of adults enrolled in our classes now is much
larger than it was before. The number of minors, who
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are required to attend by law, is considerably smaller owing
to the fact that few have come to Plymouth during the last
few years.
Classes have been conducted at the Plymouth Cordage
Company, Knapp School Building, Cornish School Building,
and the Portuguese National Band Room. These classes
meet Monday, Tuesday and Thursday of each week, begin-
ning October 22, 1923 and continuing for twenty weeks.
The Classes at the Plymouth Cordage Company assemble
in Harris Hall at the close of the day's work. Ail others
meet in the evening from seven-fifteen to eight-forty five
o'clock.
When adult men and women will, after a day's work,
spend three evenings a week in study at the class room,
learning English or the History and Principles of our Demo-
crac}^ it is sure that they are getting things that they feel to
be of great value to themselves. The earnestness and en-
thusiasm of these men and women are most commendable
and surely cannot fail in the contribution to a better citizen-
ship.
Since the change in the Naturalization Laws, which took
effect September 22, 1922, alien women must become natura-
lized if they desire citizenship. For the first time we have
had several women in our Citizenship Classes this year.
The teaching of English is the first step in the Beginners'
Classes. It is a difficult piece of work and we are fortunate
in having teachers adequately trained and specialized for
this work.
In our Beginners' Classes the Gouin Theme and Direct
Method are used. The teacher strives to get the pupil to
talk freely in simple English about everyday experiences and
practical subjects. The pupil also copies themes and writes
from dictation. A beginning is also made in teaching the
ideals, principles and habits of good American Citizenship.
The Intermediate Classes continue with this work but
with a much wider range of subjects. More writing and
reading are used, short letters, something of history and
things pertaining to good American Citizenship emphasized.
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In the Citizenship Classes the history of our Country the
functioning of our form of government and especially those
facts of history and government which have some significance
in their bearing upon good citizenship are taught. The
Course as outlined by the State Department is very success-
fully followed. Members of these Classes are also helped
at any time in filling out and filing necessary papers.
Another class of pupils which are found are those who have
left school before the completion of the Sixth Grade. These
pupils continue the more important branches of the work
of the Day Schools and when they have accomplished the
necessary amount of work—that equivalent to completion
of Grade VI—are excused from further attendance if they
so desire.
In all the adult classes the State reimburses the Town one-
half of all money paid in salaries for director, principals, and
teachers of such classes. The State also pays one-half
of the cost of text books and supplies purchased for use of
students in these classes.
All Americanization Class teachers have State Certificates
representing special training and preparation for this work.
Nearly all of the other teachers have had training for it or
successful experience. The enthusiasm and zeal mani-
fested by the teachers is most excellent and the response met
with from the men and women very praiseworthy.
The record of classes from October 22, 1923 to the present
time is as follows:
—
Total enrollment 193
Average membership 168 . 97
Average attendance 147
. 91
Per cent of attendance 87 . 51
Respectfully submitted,
WM. WHITNEY,
Director of Americanization
and Evening Schools
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REPORT OF ATTENDANCE OFFICER
Mr. Horace F. Turner,
Superintendent of Schools,
Dear Sir:
—
I respectfully submit the following report from January 1,
1923 to January 1, 1924:
Absentee Sickness Truancy Total
Alden Street School oZ U 0 2
Burton School 1 2 1 4
Cold Spring School 7 0 0 7
Cornish School 16 9 14 39
Hedge School 37 8 19 64
High School 2 0 0 2
Knapp School 27 8 6 41
Lincoln Street School 10 2 1 13
Manomet Primary School 5 1 0 6
Mount Pleasant School 13 9 0 22
Nathaniel Morton School 99 120 12 231
Oak Street School 0 2 0 2
South Street School 14 19 2 35
Spooner Street School 4 0 0 4
237 180 55 472
Cases investigated for Superintendent's Office 14
Employment Certificates investigated 14
Number of homes visited 500
Visits to schools 25
Total number of investigations 525
Children found on street and taken to school 22
Brought to Court for keeping child from school 1
I wish to thank the Superintendent and teachers for the
kind assistance which they have given me during the past
year.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN ARMSTRONG,
Attendance Officer.
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES
Plymouth, Mass., 1923-1924.
High School.
English 100 Allerton Street
17 Pleasant Street
13 Whiting Street
112 Sandwich Street
27 Russell Street
11 Mt. Pleasant Street
79 Court Street
17 Pleasant Street
3 Stephens Street
13 Whiting Street
4 Bay View Ave.
George C. Marsden, Prin
Claire Carroll. English
*Ruth Cummings, Domestic Science
Marjorie Darling, Commercial
*Marion Dexter, Spanish, History
Frank E. Fash, Science
Paulyle Flavell, French
Dorothy Goodenough, English, History;
*Hilda Hinckley, Latin, French
Helen Johnson, Commercial
Miriam Johnson, English
M. Elizabeth Mackenzie Commercial Dept. 8 Sever Street
E. J. Mongan, Civics, Salesmanship 220 Sandwich Street
*Richard Smiley, Biology, Algebra 36 Mayflower Street
Marjorie White, Mathematics, 22 Allerton Street
Edwin B. Young, Agriculture, Gen. Science 1 Maple Place
Junior High School
Katharine A. O'Brien, Prin., 23 Nelson Street
Sadie H. Barrett, English, History 35 Mayflower Street
*Katrina Bittinger, Cook, Geog., Music 11 Russell Street
Mary A. Burke, English, Geography 15 Mayflower Street
Helen Carroll, Math., English 13 Whiting Street
Gladys Cobb, French 18 Allerton Street
Beatrice Curran, Math., Science, Physical
Training, 23 Warren Avenue
Mary Dolan, Math., English 11 Lothrop Street
Ellen Downey, History, English, Music 19 Oak Street
Eva Dubuque, English History, Music
*Pauline Kimball, Domestic Science
*Edith Newton, Commercial
*Mary Turner, Math. History, Pen
manship
^Leonard Wright, manual training,
13 Whiting Street
17 Sever Street
13 Whiting Street
13 Whiting Street
45 Pleasant Street
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Hedge School.
Elizabeth H. Sampson, Principal
Hazel Bates, Grade I
Olive B. Clark, Grade H
Florence B. Corey, Grade VI
Mary G. Frawley, Grade IV
Lucy L. Hildreth, Grade IV
Cora M. Irwin, Grade I
Ella F. Robinson, Grade III
Mildred A. Soule, Grade II
Adelaide A. Swazey, Grade V
Clifford Road
30 Pleasant Street
48 Allerton Street
133 Court Street
29 Stafford Street
135 Court Street
11 Sever Street
17 Allerton Street
14 Vernon Street
21 Vernon Street
21 Chilton StreetEthel D. Tolman, Grade III
Spooner Street School.
=M. Gene Black, Ungraded 5 Stephens Street
Knapp School.
William I.Whitney, Principal, Grade VI 70 Sandwich Street
Marion B. Babcock, Overage
Annie S. Burgess, Grade III
Margaret L. Christie, Grade II
Lydia E. Holmes, Grade V
Maude H. Lermond, Grade VI
Helen F. Perrier, Grade IV
Susan M. Quinn, Grade V
Flora C. Stevens, Grade I
Katherine G. Zahn, Grade V
Lucy L. Cummings, Grade I
23 Samoset Street
37 Union Street
401 Court Street
261 Court Street
79 Court Street
12 Washington Street
147 Main St., Kingston
55 Main Street
320 Court Street
16 Clyfton Street
Cold Spring School.
Gertrude C. Bennett, Grade II
Mabel E. Douglas, Grade III
12 Stafford Street
206 Court Street
21 Vernon Street
21 Vernon Street
Oak Street School
Agnes V. Eaton, Grades I, II
Bertha H. Smith, Grades III, IV
Cornich School.
Addie L. Bartlett, Principal, Grade VI 28 Allerton Street
Frances I. Bagnell, Grade VI 5 Spring St., No. Ply.
*Edna Brown, Grade I 10 Cl3i:'ton Street
*Mildred E. Haines, Grade III 8 Sever Street
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Helen F. Holmes, Grade II 28 Chilton Street
Charlotte E. Lovering, Grade VI 48 Allerton Street
Jean Murray, Grade VI 16 Brewster Street
*Anne P. Wilson, Grade V 14 Clyfton Street
Burton School.
Alice H. Bishop, Grade V 33 Russell Street
Bertha E. McNaught, Grade III 33 Russell Street
Teresa A. Rogan, Grade IV Newfields Street
*Ruth H. Tolman, Grade IV 21 Chilton Street
Mt. Pleasant School.
Louie R. Tripp, Principal, Grade VI 15 Vernon Street
Grade L. Knight, Grade V 133 Court Street
Helen H. Linnell, Grade IV 72 Warren Avenue
Nellie L. Shaw, Grade III 14 Vernon Street
A. Ruth Toombs, Grade II 19 Mayflower Street
*Anita R. Wasgatt, Grade I 13 Whiting Street
Individual School.
Mary L. Jackson, Ungraded 10 Clyfton Street
Dorothy Burnett, Ungraded 9 Sever Street
Lincoln Street Primary.
*Velma Rowell, Grade I 20 Allerton Street
Grace Moor, Grade II 12 Clyfton Street
x\lden Street School
Flora A. Keene, Grade I 4 Sever Street
Wellingsley.
*Gladys M. Sargent, Grades I-IV 13 Whiting Street
Cliff Street School.
Gertrude Zahn, Grades I-IV 320 Court Street
Chiltonville Primary
Florence Macdonald, Grades I-VI Clifford Road
Russell Mills School
*Rebecca Croft, Grades I-VI 90 Allerton Street
Manomet School.
Estella Rutland, Grades I-III 4 Massasoit Street
Mary E. Robbins, Grades IV-VII 102 Allerton Street
Cedarville School.
TheresaE. D. Pope, Grades I-VIII Bournedale, Mass.,R.F.D.
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Special Teachers.
Grace Blackmer, Sewing Supervisor 5 Warren Avenue
Alice Collins, Director of Physical Education
30 Pleasant Street
^=Marion B. Gammons, General Substitute Sandwich Street
"^'Irene P. Goodwin, Drawing Supervisor
35 Mayflower Street
Nellie W. Shaw, Music Supervisor 59 Everett Street
Middleboro, Mass.
Medical Department.
J. Holbrook Shaw, M. D. Physician 43 Court Street
Susie Macdonald, Nurse Allerton Street
Gladys S. White, Dental hygienist, North Abington
(*) New teachers employed in 1923.
Office.
Horace F. Turner, Supt. of Schools 5 Bay View Avenue
Alice Muii)hy, clerk 167 Court Street
Janitors.
Charles Coates, High School 237 Sandwich Street
Benj. F. Walker, Junior High School 6 Washington Street
William H. Raymond, Mt. Pleasant School
9 Robinson Street
Lloyd Battles, Cornish and Burton 20 Edes Street
Sebastian Riedel, Knapp 23 Atlantic Street
Leo Callahan, Hedge and Spooner 24 Hall Street
Nelson Pero, Alden St. and Cold Spring Standish Avenue
George F. Merrill, Oak Street Oak Street
George A. Burgess, Lincoln St. and South St. 6 South Street
Warren Rickard, W^ellingsley, 223 Sandwich Street
Mrs. F. Goodwin, Chiltonville Primary Clifford Road
William Nickerson, Russell Mills Russell Mills
William Cleveland, Manomet Manomet
John S. Dunn, Cedarville Cedarville Road
Elliot F. Swift, Cliff Street Sandwich Road
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The Superintendent of Schools recommends the following:
1. That the building program be continued and a new
building be erected in the vicinity of Alden Street.
2. That courses in household arts and manual training
be provided at the Junior High School for over-age pupils
in the upper grades of the elementary schools.
3. That the position of School Physician be changed to
that of Director of Health and Hygiene.
4. That sufficient land be secured near the Hedge School
to provide space for physical education out of doors.
5. That jacketed stoves for distributing heat and for
ventilation be put in the place of box stoves in three of the
one-room schools.
6. That two lathes be added to the equipment at the
Junior High School.
My appreciation of the effective manner in which they have
given their services for Plymouth is expressed to the mem-
bers of the School Committee.
Respectfully submitted,
HORACE F. TURNER,
Superintendent of Schools
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